SA°M›AYAGHN∫
A Commentary on ›ånkara Bhå‹ya of
Måndukyíopani¶ad with Kårikå
±“∞

UPANISHAD
(1 to 4) Mangala‹lokas
1. Bhå¶yakåra has written two mangala‹lokas for the Bhå¶ya
of Måndukya. The first is this: praj¤ånå√‹upratånai¨
sthiracaranikaravyåpibhirvyåpya lokån bhuktvå bhogån sthavi¶¢hån
punarapi dhi¶aƒodbhåsitån kåmajanyån/ p∂två sarvån vi‹e¶ån svapiti
madhurabhuΔ
måyayå
bhojayanno
måyåsa√khyåtur∂ya√
paramamætamaja√ brahma yattannatoísmi/1/ izKkuka'kqizrkuS%

fLFkjpjfudjO;kfifHkO;kZI; yksdku~ HkqDRok Hkksxku~ LFkfo"Bku~ iqujfi fék"k.kksâkflrku~
dketU;ku~A ihRok lokZu~ fo'ks"kku~ Lofifr eékqjHkqƒ~ ek;;k Hkkst;Uuks ek;kla[;krqjh;a
ijee`reta cz„ ;ŸkUurksøfLeAA 1AA - I bow to that Brahman which,
with its spread over rays of knowledge in the multiplicity of
the movable and the immovables (j∂vas), is present extensively
in the universe; which experiences the pleasures born out of
desire and projected by the buddhi; which after sucking all
the qualified pleasures, procures for us enjoyment through its
Måyå and sleeps; which is deathless, birthless and is the fourth
with respect to Måyå.
2. The content of the above ‹loka will now be elaborated.
Brahman is pure consciousness and bliss. These two appear
correspondingly as qualified knowledges-qualified pleasures
in animals through their intellect and the senses. The rays of
consciousness are indeed these qualified knowledges. The
pleasures and the knowledges are both the features of the body.
In this way, Brahman is spread in all the animals. But the j∂va
in the body has superimposition ñ that is, he thinks wrongly
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that he is himself the body. So, following the knowledges and
the pleasures which occur in the body, he feels that he is the
knower and the enjoyer. Though he does not know that he is
Brahman, he is indeed Brahman. Not only that; the body is also
Brahman. The j∂va gets knowledges in the wakeful state in
contact with external objects and in dreams from their
impressions in the mind. Similarly, he gets gross pleasures in
wakefulness and subtle pleasures in dreams. In deep sleep
when he is disconnected from the mind and the senses, he
experiences the unqualified consciousness and unqualified
bliss of Brahman. This implies that the three states and the
knowledges and the pleasures are the effects of Brahmamåyå.
Further, Brahman is neither the knower nor the enjoyer. But
the ‹ruti wants the j∂va finally to understand that he is Brahman.
So, this Brahman is described to the j∂va by superposing these
two in Brahman. Brahman is indeed different from all these, it
is unborn and deathless. Salutations to it.
3. The second mangala‹loka is this: yo vi‹våtmå
vidhavi¶ayån prå‹ya bhogån sthavi¶¢hån pa‹cåccånyån
svamativibhavån jyoti¶å svena sμuk¶mån/ sarvånetån punarapi
‹anai¨
svåtmanisthåpayitvå
hitvå
sarvån
vi‹e¶ån
vigataguƒagaƒa¨ påtvasau nastur∂ya¨/2/ ;ks fo˝kRek foékfo"k;ku~

izk'; Hkksxku~ LFkfo"Bku~ iˇkPpkU;ku~ LoefrfoHkoku~ T;ksfr"kk Losu lw{eku~A lokZurs ku~
iqujfi 'kuS% LokRefuLFkkif;Rok fgRok lokZu~ fo'ks"kku~ foxrxq.kx.k% ikRolkS
uLrqjh;%AA 2AA - May that Brahman which is the Tur∂ya that is the
support of Viråt that experiences the mighty results of
ignorance and attachment and then also the subtle ones called
into being by the internal organ of knowledge and enlightened
by its own light; and which appears to draw all variety within
itself even by being one, limitless, nondual and attributeless,
protect us.
4. Its explanation: the mental thoughts, bodily activity and
the pleasures ñ are all features of the body. They are all
produced by Brahmanís Måyå and not by the j∂va. However, he
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feels that he is the knower, the doer and the enjoyer because
of his superimposition with the body and the mind which is
wrong. It is not possible to free him from this superimposition
in one straight step and give him the knowledge that he is
Brahman. So the ‹åstra moves step by step. It first distributes
this activity among the three devatås corresponding to the three
states of wakefulness, dream and deep sleep and superposes
his knowledges and pleasures on them. (The ‹lokas superpose
only the pleasures). The three devatås of the three states are
respectively Vai‹vånara, Taijasa and Pråj¤a. The three forms of
the j∂va namely extrovert knower, introvert knower and covert
knower are superposed respectively on these three devatås.
When the j∂va introspects himself sitting in these positions,
his ignorance is lost and he realizes that he is indeed Tur∂ya.
In this way, the superposition of the multiplicity of the
enjoyed, the enjoyer and the enjoyment is made in the first
‹loka. The second ‹loka withdraws this superposition and the
åtman is shown to be the unitary Brahman. Therefore, the real
intent of the ‹lokas is the message ëtat tvam asií. Salutation to
this Tur∂ya.

(5) Anubandha Chatu‹taya
5. The Kårikås of Goudapåda to Måndukyoípani‹ad are in four
sections. As in any Vedånta treatise, this too contains the four
topics: vi¶aya ñ the subject, sa√bandha ñ the connection,
prayojana ñ the benefit, and adhikåri ñ the one who is
competent for its study. The benefit of studying this Bhå¶ya is
the following: the duality perceived by the ignorant that he is
the knower and the world is the known is basically responsible
for his grief. Here, this duality is imagined because of his
ignorance, ëHow is it his imagination?í It is because the knower
and the known are both indeed the åtman which does not have
anything second to it. Therefore, åtmavidyå, that is, - the
knowledge that world is not different from himself, destroys
his grief totally. This is the benefit. After getting this
knowledge, he does not experience that he is a doer. ëyatra
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dvaitamiva bhavati taditara itara√ pa‹yati ....... yatra
sarvamåtmaivåbhμut tatkena ka√ pa‹yet ;=k }Srfeo Hkofr rfnrj brja
i';fr ------- ;=k loZekReSokHkwr~ rRdÍu dÏ i';sr~A ñ Where there is a feeling
of duality one sees another .... Where there is the knowledge
that everything is åtman, who sees what?í (Br.2.2.14). Therefore,
the subject which is to be understood for the removal of grief
is åtman himself. Next, one who has an intense desire to get
freed from grief is the adhikåri. Further, the removal of
ignorance of duality is the connection between the adhikåri and
the benefit. Omkåra is a device to understand this åtmatattva.
Ågama Prakarana determines this with the help of the ‹ruti only.
Further, the knowledge of the world understood as different
from himself is an illusion, like the knowledge of the serpent
seen as different from the rope. In this way, Vaitathya Prakaraƒa
demonstrates the illusoriness of the world understood as
different from åtman. ëLike the world, could åtman also be
illusory?í Answering this question, Advaita Prakaraƒa
demonstrates that nonduality is not illusory. In the last
Ålåta‹ånti Prakaraƒa the Kårikåkåra refutes the arguments of the
Dvaitavådi, ›μunyavadi and Vijnånavådi who deny the existence
of nonduality.

(6) Åtmaj¤ana through Omkåra
6. o√ ityetadak¶aram ida√ sarva√ tasyopavyåkhyåna√ bhμuta√
bhavad bhavi¶yaditi sarvamo√kåra eva/ yaccånyat trikålåt∂ta√
tadapyo√kåra eva, ¨ bR;srn{kje~ bna lo± rL;ksiO;k[;kua Hkwra Hkon~ Hkfo";fnfr
loZeksadkj ,oA ;PpkU;r~ f=kdkykrhra rnI;ksadkj ,o - Om is this letter; all
this is its expression; all past, present and future is Omkåra
alone. Even the other that is beyond the three times is also
Omkåra (Må.m.1).
To know åtmatattva, Omkåra is a device. This is said by ‹ruti
in several places ëOm ityetat, vkseR;srr~ ñ this is what is Omí
(K.1.2.15), ëetad alambanam ,rnkyEcue~ ñ this is the supportí
(K.1.2.17), ëetadvai satyakåma param chåparam, ,r}S lR;dke ija pkije~
ñ Satyakåma, this is Parabrahman and also aparabrahmaní (Pr.5.2),
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ëOm iti brahma, vkse~ bfr cz„e~ ñ Om is Brahmaní (T.1.8), ëOmkåra
evedam sarvam, vkasdkj ,osn~ loZe~ ñ All this is Omkåraí (Ch.2.23.3)
etc. In the last mantra, ësarvaí means all that is directly seen like
the objects of the world and those which are understood by
‹åstra like pråna, avyakta etc. which are the causes of the world.
The base of all this is åtman and all these things are thoughts
conceived by us in åtman. Here, thought ñ vikalpa is explained
by this example (Sec 44): Suddenly what is conceived as snake
is indeed only the rope and the conceived snake is different
from the rope. Therefore, the conception of snake is the wrong
knowledge of the rope and that snake is nonexistent. However,
after the examination of the rope one gets its right knowledge
ñ namely, ërope appearing like snakeí. This snake-appearance
is not different from the rope and so it is existent. In a similar
way, the world understood as world only (independent of
åtman) is indeed åtman but it is understood different from
åtman. Since åtman alone is existent, the misunderstood world
is nonexistent. But when it is examined with the help of the
‹åstra, one comes to know that ëit is åtman which appears like
jagatí. This is the right knowledge of åtman. These wrong-right
knowledges of åtman are called vikalpa done in åtman. This world
which is nondifferent from åtman is existent. That is to say, the
base of the illusory world is the world in front of us and the
åtman is the support of the world in front of us. In this way,
the effects like pråna etc. are also existent and all the words for
which pråna etc. are the subjects are also Omkåra. This Omkåra
is nothing but åtman. Throughout the Kårikås where pråna etc.
are referred to as åtmavikalpas are existent when understood
rightly that they are not different from åtman. This should never
be forgotten. When understood wrongly as different from
åtman, they are nonexistent.

(7) Abhidhåna ñ Abhidheya
7. Abhidheya is the object and abhidhåna is its name. For
example, the object pråna is abhidheya and the word pråna is its
abhidhåna. The name is not different from the corresponding
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object; if it were different, it cannot be understood through its
name. Further, the name is not different from Omkåra.
Therefore, starting from the first creation of pråna up to the
last creation of rμupa ñ form, everything is Omkåra. There is
importance for the name in the sentence ëAll this is the letter
Omí. Further, giving importance to the object, ‹ruti tells that
all the objects are Omkåra only. That is, the effects bound by
time namely, those that appear in the past, the present, the
future and those that are beyond time like their causes
(avyåkruta etc.) are also Omkåra. Though Omkåra as the name
conveys all the objects, the experience of the object is, really,
beyond both name and the object. It can be experienced, but
not conveyed by name; that is, experience cannot be objectified
(it cannot be grasped by the intellect). For example, ghee is the
object and the word ghee is its name. But, experience of the
taste of ghee is beyond both. That is, it is not communicable
through words. The experience arises by submerging both the
name and the object together. (In the example of ghee, however,
its taste is grasped by the intellect). The experience of Brahman
is like that. Therefore, in later mantras, the ‹ruti adopts this
scheme to teach the Turiyåtman, who even though is beyond
the names and the objects, through the names of the gross
world, the subtle world and Måyå via the corresponding names
Vai‹vånara, Taijasa and Pråj¤a.

(8) Åtmanís Four Pådås
8. sarva√ hyetad brahmåyamåtmå brahma soíyamåtmå catu¶påt,
lo± ·srn~ cz„k;ekRek cz„ lksø;ekRek prq"ikr~ - All this is Brahman; this
åtman is Brahman; he is this åtman having four steps (pådås)
(Må.m.2)
By saying ëAll this is Omkåraí the ‹ruti communicates
indirectly the Brahman to be known. In order to bring it to direct
experience, it further says ëThis åtman is Brahmaní by showing
by gesture the pratyagåtman who is inside the body. Who is
this pratyagåtman? Every j∂va has three forms. (1) form of
knowing the outside objects in wakefulness, this form is
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familiar, (2) form of knowing the internal objects in dreams
and he too is familiar, (3) form of not knowing anything in
deep sleep and no one knows him; he is the innermost form ñ
pratyagåtman. Though, no one knows who he is, everyone
knows that he has no relation whatsoever with the body, senses
or the mind. Therefore, if he is reminded of it, he can easily
understand that his knowledge in wakefulness about himself
that he is related to the the body, senses or the mind is his
wrong knowledge.
It is this wrong knowledge which is the root cause of all
the miseries experienced by the j∂va. The only way to get rid of
all of them at once is by knowing that he is Brahman. This lesson
is taught in four steps which are the four steps of Turiya. The
first step is Vai‹vånara who is responsible for all the activities
in all the gross bodies of animals and also the rest of the world.
If the j∂va in wakefulness is vya¶¢i ñ individual, then Vai‹vånara
is the sama¶¢i ñ the collective. In the first step, ‹åstra lifts up
the j∂va and places him in this collective devatå Vai‹vånara and
removes his wrong knowledge in the wakeful state. In the same
way, it removes the wrong knowledge in the next two levels
of dreams and deep sleep. The details are discussed in the
corresponding sections.
The features of Vai‹vånara, Taijasa and Pråj¤a are as follows:
Each påda has causal relation with the next påda, that is, each
påda is the effect and the next påda is its cause. Therefore, just
as we get the knowledge of gold by negating the features of
the gold ornament, the negation of the features of Vai‹vånara
gives the knowledge of Taijasa. Similarly, the negation of the
features of Taijasa gives the knowledge of Pråj¤a and finally,
the negation of the features of Pråj¤a gives the knowledge of
Tur∂ya. The nature of the four pådås will now be described by
an example. By merging 25 paisa in 50 paisa, 50 paisa in 75
paisa, etc. one can finally obtain the rupee. Similarly, by
merging Vai‹vånara in Taijasa, Taijasa in Pråj¤a and Pråj¤a in
Tur∂ya step by step, we obtain the Tur∂ya. Therefore, the four
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pådås of Tur∂ya are not like the four pådås of a cow; they are like
25, 50, 75 and 100 paisa of the rupee. Here, by ëmergingí we
mean the following: obtainment of the knowledge that
Vai‹vånara is not different from Taijasa, Vai‹vånara and Taijasa
are not different from Pråj¤a and Vai‹vånara, Taijasa and Pråj¤a
are not different from Tur∂ya. This Tur∂ya which is without
multiplicity is myself. Further, the mantra describes the first
step like this:

(9) Wakeful State ñ Vai‹vånara
9. jågaritasthåno bahi¶praj¤a¨ saptåΔga ekonavi√‹atimukha¨
sthμulabhugvai‹vånara¨ prathama¨ påda¨, tkxfjrLFkkuks cfg"izK% lIrkı
,dksufoa'kfreq[k% LFkwyHkqXoS˝kuj% izFke% ikn% - The first quarter is
Vai‹vånara whose arena is the waking state, who cognizes the
outside world, who has seven limbs and nineteen mouths and
who enjoys the gross. (Må.m.3)
Wakefulness of the j∂vas is the arena of Vai‹vånaraís
activities. Therefore, he is jågaritasthåna. It means, he is the
performer of all the activities in the body and the senses of all
the j∂vas in their wakefulness. During this period, the j∂va
obtains the knowledges of the objects outside his body and so
he is the extrovert knower. As a result of a complex activity of
Vai‹vånara performed in the body of j∂va, he obtains the
knowledge of the outside objects. He is saptåΔga ñ of seven
limbs. The top heavens are his head, the sun is his eyes, the
wind is his pråna, the sky is his waist, water is his bladder and
the earth is his two feet. This information is from another
Upani¶ad (Ch.5.18.2). In order to obtain the knowledge of
outside objects, the five motor organs, the five senses, the five
pranas and the mind, the intellect, the faculty of memory and
the ego of the j∂va act as nineteen doors. Therefore, he is
ekonavi√‹atimukha ñ the nineteen faced. He experiences the
gross sound, touch, sight, taste and smell. Therefore, he is
sthμulabhuk ñ gross enjoyer. The whole Vi‹va, that is the naras
ñ humans, are linked to their corresponding fruits of action by
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him. Therefore, he is Vai‹vånara. Just as the big tree is the
sama¶¢i - collective and its leaves, the flowers etc. are the vya¶¢i
ñ the individuals, the vya¶¢i j∂vas are extrovert knowers and
their corresponding sama¶¢i is Vai‹vånara. The second påda of
the åtman is to be understood only through him. Therefore, he
is the prathamapåda ñ the first påda of åtman.

(10 to 11) Vai‹vånara is Saptånga
10. After listening to this description of Vai‹vånara, a
question arises: ëHe is seven limbed and his limbs span the
whole world. So, for him, there is nothing like outside, nothing
that is different from him. Therefore, he cannot be the knower
of outside things. On the other hand, j∂va has things outside
his body which are being known by him. So, j∂va is the knower
of outside things, not Vai‹vånara. Similarly, since Vai‹vånara is
the whole world there is nothing different from him which is
to be enjoyed by him. Therefore, he cannot be the gross enjoyer
either. But j∂va has things to be enjoyed. So, only he is the
enjoyer. In this situation, what is the meaning of Vai‹vånara
being called as the knower of outside things and gross enjoyer?í
The answer to this question is the following. True.
Vai‹vånara by himself is neither the knower nor enjoyer but
‹åstra does superposition of both on him. Why? It wants to
place him (Bahi¶praj¤a) in Vai‹vånara and remove his wrong
knowledge about himself. The scheme to achieve this is the
following: During wakefulness, j∂va obtains the knowledges
of the outside objects and the enjoyment of the gross objects as
a result of a very complicated activity in his body and
Vai‹vånara is responsible for this activity in the bodies of all
the j∂vas. It is for this reason he is called jågaritasthåna. In this
way, both the activity and its results of knowing and enjoying
are features of the body; they are not features of the
pratyagåtman. He is entirely different from the gross and subtle
bodies as experienced in his deep sleep (Sec 8). But by the force
of the wrong knowledge about himself, the j∂va feels doership,
knowership and enjoyership as his features. That is to say, he
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feels he is the extrovert knower and gross enjoyer. In order to
free him from this wrong knowledge of himself, ‹åstra adopts
the following device: first it reminds him that he is not the
doer on the basis of his experience of deep sleep where he has
no connection with the body. For example, it is known that it
is Vai‹vånara who digests the food eaten by the j∂va and not
the j∂va himself (G.15.14). After being reminded of this, the j∂va
understands it also. Nevertheless, he does not know who he
is. ›ruti teaches him step by step who he is. In the first step,
the individual j∂va is placed in the collective Vai‹vånara who is
the performer of all the activities. Since the individual is not
different from the collective, the j∂va can identify himself with
Vai‹vånara and look around. When he does it, he realizes that
nothing is different from him in the world. Then he
understands that he is neither the knower nor the enjoyer.
(However, Vai‹vånaraís doership sticks to him. This is lost in
the final step where he is made to sit one with Tur∂ya. This is
discussed in sec 21). In the first step, his wrong identification
with gross body is lost. In order to help him in this way, ‹åstra
does superposition of knowership and enjoyership of the
individual j∂va in the collective - Vai‹vånara.
11. The same question is posed by the Bhå¶yakåra in the
following manner: by saying ëayam åtma Brahma ñ this åtman is
Brahmaní (Må.m.2), ‹ruti points out the pratyagåtman inside the
body of the j∂va. How can his first step be the Vai‹vånara who
is the entire world? In order to understand the intent of this
question, the meaning of the word pratyagåtman has to be made
clear. The j∂va has three forms: extrovert knower, introvert
knower and the covert knower. The last one is pratyagåtman ñ
the inside åtman. The extrovert knower knows himself and also
the introvert knower. But what he knows about them is wrong
knowledge because he does not know who the Pråj¤a is though
he is himself. When he comes to know who he is, his wrong
knowledge about himself in wakefulness and dream is
removed. Therefore, the purpose of all Vedånta is to teach who
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he
is.
ëetasmåcca
pratyagåtman
brahmavij¤ånåt
sa√sårab∂jamaj¤åna√ kåmakarmapravættikåraƒam a‹e¶ato nivartate
- ,rLekPp izR;xkRecz„foKkukr~ lalkjchteKkua dkedeZizo`fŸkdkj.ke~ v'ks"krks
fuorZrs - By the knowledge of this pratyagåtma-Brahman,
ignorance which is responsible for the continuation of the
sa√såra of desire, action and motivation is destroyed without
a traceí (Ke.bh.avatar.). This pratyagåtma-Brahman is both
pratyagåtman and also Brahman but the j∂va does not know this.
From his own personal experience of deep sleep he knows that
there are no forms or activities in him. No one has any doubt
about it. When this is so, ëHow can his påda be the limbs of
Vai‹vånara which is the whole world? This question is raised
by the Bhå¶yakåra himself and he answers it in the following
way: the extrovert knower has the ignorance of his own nature
as experienced in deep sleep. Without knowing that his nature
in deep sleep is attributeless, he superimposes the features of
the body etc. on him in wakefulness and understands himself
only in that way. He has been limiting himself to the body and
he is submerged in the activities based on duality. But actually
he is Brahman who is spread over in everything starting from
avyåkæta up to the last creations of name and form. Had
something existed different from this Brahman, it could have
had transaction. Since there is nothing different from it, it is
transactionless. That Brahman is the pratyagåtman who is
himself. This statement of the ‹åstra is not difficult to
understand, because, all the features of Brahman namely,
changelessness, limitlessness and bliss and oneness are also
clearly existing in pratyagåtman. He too is unchanging, limitless
and bliss even in the absence of objects. Lastly, this
pratyagåtman is the same in the deep sleep of everybody. That
is to say, pratyagåtman is not many like wakeful åtmas or dreams
åtmas. Therefore, he is also transactionless.
In this way, since all the characteristics of Brahman are
existing also in himself, it is not difficult to understand that
the pratyagåtma-Brahman is Brahman. With this knowledge that
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he is indeed Brahman, he also understands that the entire world
is himself. This knowledge is called prapanchavilaya ñ
dissolution of the world. Through this knowledge, he can also
understand that he is transactionless. That is why even from
the first step onwards, ‹åstra identifies the j∂va with Vai‹vånara
who is the entire universe. This is indeed attainment of
nonduality. On the other hand, if one understands himself only
as the pratyagåtman who is the witness of everything, it amounts
to the duality of SåΔkhya; it will not be the nonduality that the
‹ruti proclaims (Må.bh.3). This nonduality is attained when
the j∂va identifies himself in steps with the collective åtmas
Vai‹vånara, Taijasa, and Pråjna and finally with Tur∂ya. Next,
we go to Taijasa - the second påda.

(12) Dream ñ Taijasa
12. svapnasthånoínta¨praj¤a¨ saptåΔga ekonavi√‹atimukha¨
praviviktabhuktaijaso dvit∂ya¨ påda¨AA 4AA LoIuLFkkuksøUr%izK% lIrkı
,dksufoa'kfreq[k% izfofo√Hkq√Stlks f}rh;% ikn%& The second påda is
Taijasa whose arena is the dream state, who cognizes the inside
world, who has seven limbs and nineteen mouths and who
enjoys the dream objects. (Må.m.4)
Just as the collection of extroverts is Vai‹vånara, the
collection of the introverts is Taijasa. Vai‹vånara is his evolved
form. This Taijasa is svapnasthåna, that is to say, the one who
handles the dream activity of the j∂vas. Dream is generated
from the impressions of the activity in the wakeful state; so
dream creation is by j∂va himself (Br.4.3.10). Nevertheless, he
does not decide what dream he should see; this is decided by
Taijasa. What is dream? ëindriyåƒåm uparame manonuparata√
yadi/ sevate vi¶ayåneva tadvidyåt svapnadar‹anam - bfUÊ;k.kkeqijes
euksuqijra ;fnA lsors fo"k;kuso rf}|kr~ LoIun'kZue~ ñ When the senses
are resting and the mind continues to experience the objects
without resting, it is dream experienceí (Mo.dh.275.24).
The objects seen in dreams have the following feature: In
wakeful state, the outside objects illuminated by outside lights
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are being known. Though the outside objects and outside lights
are absent in dreams, the mind continues with the knownknower activity from the impressions of the wakeful
experience. Since only the impressions of the inside mind are
being known as objects in dreams, Taijasa is called the introvert
knower. He is also seven-limbed and nineteen-faced. However,
his limbs are the subtle causes of the gross limbs of Vai‹vånara.
Since he gets illuminated knowledges even in the absence of
objects, he is called Taijasa. ëWhat is the source of illumination
in a sleeping personí? Answer to this question is obtained by
the following analysis: Light is that in the presence of which
one gets the knowledge of an object and cannot get in its
absence. Next, we ask ëwhat is that in the presence of which
we get the knowledge of the light source and in its absence,
we cannot get it?í Obviously, it is the eye. So, the light of the
light source is the eye. In the same way, the light of the eye is
the mind, the light of the mind is the intellect and the light of
the intellect is the pratyagåtman. It is only by his light that the
impressions of the mind are illuminated during dreams and
the knowledge of the illuminated impressions is obtained.
Though the producer of these impressions is the j∂va
himself, it is Hiranyagarbha- that is Taijasa, who decides which
impression is to be seen by the j∂va and illuminates it. These
ëimpression objectsí are his enjoyables and not the gross objects.
Therefore, he is praviviktabhuk ñ enjoyer of subtle objects.
Taijasa is also seven-limbed and spread over the whole world
through his subtle limbs. So, the question arising about activity
(as in section 10) also arises in the case of Taijasa. The answer
is also identical. Taijasa is neither the introvert nor the enjoyer
of subtle objects. But ‹åstra does their superposition on him.
When j∂va identifies with Taijasa and looks at himself, he
realizes their absence in him. This means that they were
imagined to be his features only due to ignorance. However,
the activity of Taijasa sticks to him. Afterwards, when he
identifies with Pråjna that too drops out. Hereafter, we are
going to consider the details of the third påda.
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(13 to 14) Deep Sleep ñ Pråjna
13. yatra supto na ka¤cana kåma√ kåmayate na ka¤cana
svapna√ pa‹yati tat su¶uptam / su¶uptasthåna ek∂bhμuta¨
praj¤ånaghana evånandamayo hyånandabhuk cetomukha¨
pråj¤astæt∂ya¨ påda¨ - ;=k lqIrks u d¸u dkea dke;rs u d¸u LoIua i';fr

rr~ lq"kqIre~A lq"kqIrLFkku ,dhHkwr% izKku?ku ,okuUne;ks ·kuUnHkqd~ psrkseq[k%
izkKLr`rh;% ikn% - The third påda is called Pråjna whose arena is
deep sleep state where there are neither desires nor dreams;
in whom all melts into one; who is a mass of qualified
knowledges; who is the enjoyer of bliss; who is the opening of
chetas. (Må.m.5)
In this mantra, deep sleep is distinguished from dream in
the following way: Both are sleep only. But the one in which
there is the action of seeing is dream where he gets desires,
and the other devoid of the action of seeing and desiring is
deep sleep. The covert knower has no desires, does not see
dreams. Here, the arena of Pråj¤a is the deep sleep of the j∂vas
and he is the collective of all the individual covert knowers.
Here arises a question: Vai‹vånara and Taijasa handle the
activity of the world and of dreams respectively of the
individual j∂vas and therefore their arenas were wakefulness
and dreams. But there is no activity in deep sleep. So, what
does it mean to say that the arena of Pråjna is deep sleep?
Answer: There is no activity in deep sleep. But the absence
of activity in him is the result of the activity done by the
collective Pråjna. This activity is the following: pur∂tat is a
sheath of nådis called hitå and the sheath covers the heart. Hitå
nådis, 72000 in number, contain tejas ñ a stuff related to the Sun.
They proceed from the heart and spread over the entire body.
The intellect spread over in them grasps the objects of sound,
touch, sight, taste and smell. But actually, its place is the heart.
Therefore, when the intellect reaches the heart, j∂va gets deep
sleep (Br.2.1.19). The activity of sending the intellect to the heart
is done by the udåna våyu. This is a limb of prakæti which is
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under the control of Pråjna. Therefore, it is this activity of the
collective Pråjna which causes deep sleep to the vya¶¢i j∂va. The
arena of Pråjna is fixed to be deep sleep for this reason.
Further, Pråjna is ek∂bhμuta and prajnånaghana. Their
details are as follow: the dual world of the knower and the
known and the qualified knowledge are only in the
imagination of the ignorant person. These two are defined
mutually- that is, the known world exists because there is
qualified knowledge and this arises because there is the known
world. This fault of mutual determination is an unavoidable
lacuna in the dual world. This mutual determination happens
in the wakeful state (its details are discussed in sec 85). Further,
though the dual world does not exist in dreams, it exists in his
understanding. While awake, he acts on the basis of accepting
the dual world and in accordance with it, he has developed
impressions over a long chain of lives and these impressions
themselves constitute the dual world in sleep. Further, both
(dual world and its impressions), are present in deep sleep
also. ëHow do you say that?í Though, they appear to be absent,
both reappear in him when he returns to the wakeful state.
Therefore, we have to conclude that in deep sleep also the dual
world and its impressions exist. ëIn what form?í Just as the
world during night appears as one mass of darkness, the dual
world of variety becomes one mass ek∂bhμuta in deep sleep
and the qualified knowledges are all frozen without scope for
expression and therefore Pråjna is called prajnånaghana.
Further, he is ånadamaya: In this state of deep sleep, the mind
gives up the strenuous activity of oscillation between the object
and its knower. Therefore, it is free from grief of any kind.
Therefore, he is ånadamaya that is, his ånanda is full to the brim.
Question: ëTaittir∂ya also speaks of ånadamayåtma. Is this
ånadamaya the same or different from the one told in Taittir∂ya?í
Answer: They are different. The ånadamayåtma of Taittir∂ya
has priyå, moda, and promoda of increasing degrees of happiness
which are his parts. They are experienced in wakefulness and
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dreams. But they are absent in Pråjna. Therefore, the two are
different (S.bh.1.adhikarana.6)
He is ånandabhuk also. Its meaning: one has to strain
himself to experience ånanda ñ bliss in wakeful state but here it
is experienced without any strain that is, effortlessly. Therefore,
he is ånandabhuk. He is also chetomukha. Its meaning is this:
In deep sleep there is no action of knowing something else. In
wakefulness and dreams there is the action of knowing. The
‹åstra refers to these knowledges as chetas. As Pråjna is the
mukha ñ the opening for this chetas, he is called chetomukha. He
is the knower. The covert knower is called Pråj¤a for another
reason also; he is praj¤aptimåtra. Praj¤apti means unqualified
knowledge (See Sec 67). He has no qualified knowledge. This
is his uncommon feature.
Question: ëOne whose inherent feature is only unqualified
knowledge cannot get qualified knowledge at all. Therefore,
he can never be a knower. How is it possible for such a one to
be the knower and also praj¤aptimåtra at the same time?í
Answer: It is not like that. That there is no qualified
knowledge is common to both the individual and the collective.
Further, individual j∂va is knower without the activity of
knowing whereas, the collective Pråj¤a is praj¤aptimåtra. He is
not a knower inherently. Here, the individualís wrongly
imagined knowership is superposed on the collective. For
otherwise it is not possible to show the individualís oneness
with the collective ∫‹vara. Previously, the individual j∂vaís
extrovert knowership and introvert knowership were
superposed on Vai‹vånara and Taijasa respectively for the same
purpose. This device is followed throughout ‹åstra. For
example, in order to show nondifference of the world with
Brahman as told by ‹ruti, ‹åstra superposes the efficient cause
of Hiranyagarbha and the material cause of the prakriti on
Brahman. Similarly, here. This apart, Pråj¤a is the third påda of
the pratyagåtman.
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14. e¶a sarve‹vara e¶a sarvaj¤a e¶oíntaryåmye¶a yoni¨ sarvasya
prabhavåpyayau hi bhμutånåm - ,"k loZs˝j ,"k loZK ,"kksøUr;kZE;s"k ;ksfu%
loZL; izHkokI;;kS fg Hkwrkuke~ ñ This has overlodship over all; this is
all-knowing; this pervades all; this is the source of all, origin
and final resort of all living beings (Må.m 6)
This Pråj¤a is sarve‹vara ñ he rules the entire universe of
multiplicity. He is sarvaj¤a ñ knows everything. He is antaryåmi
ñ controls all living beings by staying within them. This
universe of multiplicity is created by him. He is the prabhava ñ
creator of the bhμutas and the apyaya ñ the place where all get
dissolved. In other words, he is the efficient and the material
cause of the world.

±“∞
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is observing his mental impressions and Pråj¤a when he is not
observing anything. Next, he further explains that all the three
experiences are possible in the wakeful state itself.

KÅRIKÅ ñ ÅGAMA PRAKARA°NA
(15 to 17) Vai‹vånara etc. are One
15. Kårikås of ågama prakaraƒa start from here. What is said
by ‹ruti about Vai‹vånara is being more clearly explained by
logic in these Kårikås. ëWhat is not clear in the mantras?í
Vai‹vånara etc. are related to three different states and so they
appear different. It would not be correct to understand them
as different. Actually, all the three are three different forms of
only one. It is just like the same Pråj¤a appearing as extrovert
knower and introvert knower in wakeful state and dreams
respectively. The oneness of the three is now established by
logic.
bahi¶praj¤o vibhurvi‹vo hyanta¨praj¤astu taijasa¨/
ghanapraj¤astathå pråj¤a eka eva tridhå smæta¨//1.1//

cfg"izKks foHkqfoZ˝ks ·Ur%izKLrq rStl%A
?kuizKLrFkk izkK ,d ,o f=kékk Le`r% //Kå.1.1//
Vi‹va is all-pervading Bahi¶praj¤a ñ the knower of jågrat
world; Taijasa is Anta¨praj¤a ñ the knower of dream world;
Pråj¤a is praj¤ånaghana ñ concentration of all knowingness
without the activity of knowing; It is only one that is
conditioned into the three: Vi‹va, Taijasa and Pråj¤a (Kå.1.1).
It is already in the experience of the individual j∂va that all
the three states are coming and going and only he exists in all
the three states. If one remembers this point, it becomes clear
to him that he is different from all the three states and he
remains untarnished, without getting affected by them. He is
himself Vi‹va when knowing outside objects, Taijasa when he

16. ëdak¶iƒåk¶imukhe vi‹vo manasyantastu taijasa¨ / åkå‹e ca
hædi pråj¤astridhå dehe vyavasthita¨ - nf{k.kkf{keq[ks fo˝ks euL;UrLrq
rStl%A vkdk'ks p ‚fn izkKf–ékk nsgs O;ofLFkfr%A - Vi‹va stays in the
right eye which is the opening for knowledges (Sec 10), Taijasa
stays in the mind (Sec 12) and Pråj¤a stays in hridayåkå‹a ñ the
space of the heart (Sec 13). All these three are one and the same
deva appearing in three forms (Kå 1.2).
Now we deal with the details of the ‹loka. One can easily
know through the listenerís eyes if he is understanding what
is being told or not. That is why the opening for knowledge is
referred to as the eye. However, ‹ruti specially mentions the
right eye as the opening for knowledge. The secret of this
statement of the ‹ruti is now fully known through science. It is
the following: In the act of knowing things, the brain performs
a very complicated action. The left and right parts of the brain
look very similar and there is no perceptible difference. On
deeper examination, a great difference is noticed in the
functioning of the two parts. All activities are controlled by
the left side and deeper thinking is handled by the right side.
Though both these performances are generally existing in all,
it is specially noticed that the left side is stronger in women
and the right side in men. Puranås also describe this asymmetry
in Ardhanår∂‹vara. According to Vedånta, the place of Indra is
the right eye whereas the place of Indråni ñ his wife, is the left
eye (Br.4.2.2-3). This Indra is indeed Vai‹vånara. Though his
place is sun, he functions in the individuals staying in their
right eye and Indråniís place is the left eye.
Question: Are not Vai‹vånara and k¶etraj¤a in the body who
is controlling the eyes, different?
Answer: No. k¶etraj¤a appears to be different from
Vai‹vånara, but is not different. Though several machines fixed
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at different places perform different actions, it is known that
only one electrical power is responsible for all these activities.
In the body, the functions of different organs are being
performed by one single åtman (Ai.1.3.11). Similarly, the
activities happening in different bodies are all performed by
one and the same deva. This has been discussed already.
Bhagavån also says the same thing: ëIn all k¶etras, know that
k¶etraj¤a is myself ñ k¶etraj¤a√ cåpi må√ viddhi - {ks=kKa pkfi eka
fofº (G.13.2).í Therefore, in the first step of obtaining
advaitaj¤anam the k¶etraj¤a has to give up his separateness and
achieve oneness with Vai‹vånara.
17. After answering the contextual question, we now come
back to the Kårikå ‹loka. Kårikåkåra now establishes by logic
that Vi‹va, Taijasa and Pråj¤a are the three forms of only one
deva . It is like this: While awake when the outside objects are
being known using the senses and the mind, the j∂va is Vi‹va.
Even while awake, if the senses are restrained and objects are
remembered in the mind, that is equivalent to dream; therefore,
at that time, he is himself Taijasa. Again, in wakeful state itself,
if the mental activity is also restrained, it is equivalent to deep
sleep; then he is Pråj¤a. During that time the actionless mind
stays in the pråƒarμupa Pråj¤a. In this way, the experience of
all the three can take place in jågrat itself.
Question: ëThough the mind is dissolved in Pråj¤a during
deep sleep, the five pråƒas are differently working in the gross
body as in wakefulness i.e., they are not dissolved in Pråj¤a.
Therefore, how can it be said that the mind is seated in
ëpråƒarμupa Pråj¤aí ñ during deep sleep?í
Answer: The word ëpråƒarμupaí here is not referring to the
five pråƒas working differently in the gross body. It is referring
only to the pråƒa in the seed form which exists in ∫‹vara before
creation i.e., ëpråƒarμupaí is the adjective for Pråj¤a. In other
words, mind becomes one with ∫‹vara who is the supporter of
the pråƒa in the seed form before creation. When j∂va is awake
with attachment to the pråƒas, they are certainly different. But
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when he is not attached to them in deep sleep, they are not
different in his experience. Whether the pråƒas, or the rest of
the world, they appear as one mass like the world in the
darkness of night. That is why during deep sleep, though the
external world is with differences, ‹ruti calls Pråj¤a as ek∂bhμuta.
Therefore, it is quite right to say that the mind is dissolved in
ëpråƒarμupa Pråj¤aí.

(18) Enjoyer is One, Enjoyed is Also One
18. tri¶u dhåmasu yadbhojya√ bhoktå ya‹ca prak∂rtita¨ /
vedaitadubhaya√ yastu sa bhu¤jåno na lipyate f=k"kq ékkelq ;âksT;a
Hkks√k ;ˇ izdhfrZr%A osnSrnqHk;a ;Lrq l Hkq˛kuks u fyI;rs - In the three
places (namely wakefulness, dreams and deep sleep), there is
(only) one enjoyed and (only) one enjoyer. One who
understands this, remains unaffected (even) when he enjoys.
//Kå 1.5//
Vi‹va, Taijasa and Pråj¤a are respectively the enjoyers
during wakefulness, dreams and deep sleep and the gross
objects (Sec 9), subtle objects ñ the impressions of gross objects
(Sec 12) and bliss (Sec 13) are respectively their enjoyed items.
All the three are experienceable in wakefulness itself. It means
that all the three are knowables for the self. Therefore, the self
is certainly different from all the three. It implies that the three
enjoyed items belong to the knowable world and are not in
the self. One who understands this is unaffected by their
enjoyment.

(19) Vi‹va etc. are Existent
19. prabhava¨ sarvabhåvånå√ satåmiti vini‹caya¨ / sarva√
janayati pråƒa‹ceto√í‹μunpuru¶a¨ pæthak - izHko% loZHkkokuka lrkfefr
fofuˇ;%A lo± tu;fr izk.kˇsrksaø'kwUiq#"k% i`Fkd~ - It is very clear that all
beings manifest from the unmanifest existence; puru¶a, in the
form of pråƒa, causes the birth of all separately. //Kå 1.6//
Now the question arises: ëThroughout the above analysis,
it is asserted that there is only one deva and he is himself
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appearing in three different forms and still he alone exists.
Does it mean that all the different forms are nonexistent? If so,
how do they come into existence?í
By way of answer to these questions Kårikåkåra says: what
is appearing is existent; it is an existing object. If it is asserted
as nonexistent, it would imply that the world in the form of
Vi‹va, Taijasa and Pråj¤a is nonexistent. Then one cannot
understand existent åtman through the nonexistent. Therefore,
if it is nonexistent there would be no way at all to understand
that one deva. ëyadi hi nåmarμupe na vyåkriyete tadå asyåtmano
nirupådhika√ rμupa√ praj¤ånaghanåkhya√ na pratikhyåyeta// ;fn

fg uke:is u O;kfÿ;srs rnk vL;kReuks fu#ikfékdÏ :ia izKku?kuk[;a u izfr[;k;srA
- Had not the nåmarμupas been created, there would have been
no way at all to know the nirμupadhika rμupa of the åtman who is
praj¤ånaghanaí (Br.bh.2.5.19). But it is not so. One has to
understand him only through the world and it is also possible
to understand through it. Therefore, this world has to be
existent. Before creation it was in seed form in Brahman.
Brahman in this Kårikå is called pråƒa. With its Måyå‹akti, it
creates the three different forms of Vi‹va, Taijasa and Pråj¤a,
different devatås, the humans and the animals. Since all these
emerge from Brahmanís Måyå‹akti, all of them are nondifferent
from Brahman. But the ignorant person views them as different
from Brahman, i.e. the world in their view, is a result of their
ignorance. So, Bhå¶yakåra calls this world as ëavidyåkæta
måyåb∂jotpannaí taking both the right and the wrong
knowledges into account.
ëIf so, both the world and Brahman exist. Then how to say
there is only one devaí?
Yes, there is only one deva. He himself appears in different
forms as known through indriyås just like gold alone appears
as different ornaments. This oneness of Brahman is understood
after one gets brahmavidya. Till then, the existent world is
viewed by the ignorant person as different from Brahman.
Bhå¶yakåra describes the world understood by them as
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imagined due to ëignoranceí. The ‹åstra gives rope-snake
example to explain this. Not understanding the existing rope
as rope, someone understands it as serpent. This serpent which
is different from the rope is imagined due to ignorance. On
the other hand, after the examination of the rope, the right
understanding namely, ëThis is not a serpent, this is a rope
appearing as serpentí arises. This serpent-form of the rope is
existent.
ëThen, what is the meaning of saying that the world is
created? After all, the snake is not created.í
It is true. It cannot be described as the creation of world,
because there is no causal connection between the deva and
the world (See 41). Therefore, some thinkers call this creation
as ∫‹varaís desire alone. Some other thinkers say that it is due
to time only, some others say this is for j∂vaís enjoyment or just
for play of the deva etc. Brahma Sutras have discussed all these
explanations. Therefore, we cannot disregard the world as
nonexistent, we cannot also say that it is created. Therefore,
Kårikåkåra says that the periodic appearance of the world is
the nature of that deva and closes the discussion (Kå.1.7-9). If
so, why does the ‹ruti give the examples of clay-pot etc. and
describe the creation of the world? Kårikåkåra answers this
question later (See 42, 43).

Upani¶ad
(20) Tur∂ya is not Vacuous
20. Through the three states of wakefulness, dreams and
deep sleep, pratyagåtman thinks of himself wrongly as extrovert
knower, introvert knower and covert knower; that is, these
three understandings about himself are wrong imaginations
about his pratyagåtman. Therefore, in order to show his true
nature, ‹ruti says ëneti neti ñ not this, not thisí, rejecting all the
wrong imaginations and showing him the fourth påda.
If all the experiences of oneself are rejected, does not the
fourth påda, Tur∂ya becomes vacuous?í
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No, it does not happen like that. For example, when the
rope is misunderstood as a snake or something else, the knower
of the rope describes it to him as ëthis is not snakeí, ënot a crack
in the groundí, etc. While all the wrong imaginations are
rejected, the rope remains. Similarly, when all the imaginations
about åtman are rejected, Tur∂ya remains.
ëIn that case, could Tur∂ya be described as the support of
all the imaginations?í
That is not possible. The appearance is nonexistent and so
it has no connection with Tur∂ya. Therefore, Tur∂ya cannot be
described as the support of the appearances ñ na hi sadasato¨
sa√bandha¨ ‹abdapravættinimittabhåk avastutvåt/ u fg lnlrks% lacUék%
'kCnizo`fŸkfufeŸkHkkd~ voLrqRokr~A (Må.m.7.avataranika). Not only that.
In the example, the serpent etc. are object-like for direct sense
perception and the rope also is an object for it. Therefore,
examining the rope by perception, it can be known as rope.
Then the support of the seen serpent is determined to be the
rope. Therefore, the rope can be described as the support of
the wrong imaginations like serpent etc. But, Tur∂ya is not
sense-perceptible like the rope. Therefore, he cannot be
described as the support of the imaginations. In other words,
by saying that the world is superimposed and Tur∂ya is its
support, Tur∂ya cannot be taught.
ëCan we determine Tur∂ya by inference, analogy or
presumption?í
No, because the validity of these pramåƒas is based again
on sense perception. Since Tur∂ya is not an object for it, this
also is not possible.
ëBut is it not true that Tur∂ya is certainly an object for ‹ruti
pramåƒa?í
It is not so. Even ‹ruti describes him by saying what he is
not; it cannot say what he is. Therefore, Tur∂ya is not an object
for ‹ruti either.
ëIf so, how does the validity of these negative statements
get verified?í
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It is like this. Tur∂ya is not of a different category from the
åtmans in wakefulness, dreams and deep sleep. In all the three
states, only pratyagåtman is there. But by the force of superimpositions of the extrovert knower, he appears wrongly. In other
words, the body, the mind etc. are superimposed and
pratyagåtman is the support of this superimposition. Therefore,
if the intellect is turned away from these wrong ideas he comes
to know that he is Tur∂ya himself. Then the validity of the
negative statements of the ‹ruti is established. Åtmaj¤åna does
not need another effort besides negating the wrong
imaginations. For example, a log of wood splits into two by
the single effort of breaking it. This breaking does not involve
two efforts - one effort for each piece; in one and the same
effort the pieces are separated. Similarly, following the ‹ruti
pramåƒa if Tur∂ya is separated from the wrong impressions,
his knowledge is obtained. It does not need another different
effort; that is, one effort for separating from illusory vikalpås
and another effort to know him. Just by separating from the
impressions, he is known. Therefore, this knowledge is not
the result of ‹ruti pramåƒa.
ëBut it is very difficult to turn the intellect away from these
wrong impressions. What does one gain by knowing one is
Tur∂ya with such a great effort?í
It is not so. ëWhen it is clearly known that it is only a shell,
the desire for the silver seen in it is lost. Similarly, here, when
one is thinking of himself as extrovert knower, he has ignorance
that leads to desiring the second object. Then follows the effort
to get it. Then follows grief if it is not obtained. Like this, there
is a chain of faults starting from ignorance and ending in grief.
But when one comes to know that he is Tur∂ya from which
nothing is different, there will be no room for grief. This is too
big a gain which cannot be obtained in any other way.

(21) Tur∂ya
21. nånta¨praj¤a√ na bahi¶praj¤a√ nobhayata¨ praj¤a√ na
praj¤ånaghana√ na praj¤a√ nåpraj¤am/ adæ¶¢amavyavahåryama-
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gråhyamalak¶aƒamacintyamavyapade‹yamekåtmapratyayasåra√
prapa¤copa‹ama√ ‹ånta√ ‹ivamadvaita√ caturtha√ manyante sa
åtmå sa vij¤eya¨ - ukUr%izKa u cfg"izKa uksHk;r%izKa u izKku?kua u izKa ukizKe~A

vn`"VeO;ogk;Zexzk·ey{k.kefpUR;eO;ins';esdkReizR;;lkja izi¸ksi'kea 'kkUra
f'koe}Sra prqFk± eU;Urs l vkRek l foKs;% - The Fourth is that which is
not introvert knower, nor extrovert knower, nor praj¤ånaghana,
nor praj¤a, nor apraj¤a. It is unseen, transcendent,
inapprehensible, uninferabe, unthinkable, the truth about self,
the resting place of all multiplicity, the ever peaceful, the
auspiciousness and the one with no second; this is indeed åtman
and should be known (Må.m.7).
By saying that pratyagåtman is not the introvert, individual
Taijasa is denied in Tur∂ya. By saying ënot the extrovertí,
individual Vai‹vånara is denied. By telling nobhayata¨praj¤a√,
the middle state of wakefulness and dream is denied. ëna
praj¤ånaghana√í denies individual Pråj¤a. ëna praj¤a√í denies
knowership in general. nåpraj¤am denies inertia. The reason
for these denials is that these features are wrong knowledges
about himself ñ namely, pratyagåtman, imagined due to the
identification with the body and the mind. The three states of
wakefulness etc. are changing which appear in pratyagåtman
because of his juxtaposition with the adjuncts of the body and
the mind. By himself without these adjuncts, he is unchanging;
these three changing states are absent in him. He is pure
consciousness.
ëIs not consciousness missing during deep sleep?í
No. What is missed in deep sleep is conscious activity and
not consciousness. These two are different. Conscious activity
of thinking happens in the mind. Just as an iron object in contact
with fire also appears like fire, in the presence of the
consciousness of pratyagåtman the conscious activity of thinking
is seen in the inert mind during wakefulness and dream.
Therefore, this is a feature of the known. ëicchå dve¶assukha√
du¨kha√ sa√ghåta‹cetanå dhæti¨/ etat k¶etram ñ bPNk }s"kLlq[ka nq%[ka
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la?kkrˇsruk ék`fr%A ,rr~ {ks=ke~ - the attributes of the mind, the body,
the mental activity like desire, hate, comfort, discomfort, and
persistence are observables, they all come under the known
(G.bh.13.6). But consciousness is the nature of åtman; it is never
missed at any time (Br.4.3.30).
Further, Tur∂ya is adæ¶¢a ñ not an object for sight. Therefore,
it is not available for the activity of motor organs, that is, Tur∂ya
is actionless. That is alak¶aƒa√ ñ not an object for inference etc.
That is acintyam ñ not an object for the mind; that is, mind
cannot understand him by thinking. It is avyapade‹yam ñ It is
not describable by words. That is ekåtmapratyayasåra√ ñ to be
understood following the thought that self alone exists in all
the three states. This has been already described (Sec 15). He
is not pratyayagocara that is, he is not an object for any qualified
knowledge. This is described by Bhå¶yakåra in
Brihadåraƒyakopani¶ad Bhå¶ya like this: The ignorant person
understands himself as intelligent or foolish etc. only through
the adjuncts like the mind etc. because, he superimposes the
activity of the adjuncts on himself. All these knowledges about
himself are akætsna that is, incomplete. All these are available
for words and thought. But in his adjunctless inherent nature,
he is åtman alone who is not available for words and thought.
ëyastu åtma‹abdasya itipara¨ prayoga¨ sa åtma‹abdapratyayayo¨
åtmatattvasyaparamårthatoívi¶ayatvaj¤åpanårtha¨ / ;Lrq vkRe'kCnL;
bfrij% iz;ksx% l vkRe'kCnizR;;;ks% vkRerŸoL;ijekFkZrksøfo"k;RoKkiukFkZ%A The word ëitií is intended to remind that Tur∂ya is not an object
for either the word or the thought of åtman (Br.bh.1.4.7).
However, the pratyagåtman in deep sleep is well known to be
available for a thought and description like ëI slept wellí ñ
asmatpratyayavi¶ayatvåt aparok¶atvåt ca pratyagåtmaprasiddhe¨ vLeRizR;;fo"k;Rokr~ vijks{kRokr~ p izR;xkReizflºs% ñ It is the well-known
experience that he is an object of I-awareness (Adhyåsabhå¶ya).
Further, Turiyåtman is prapa¤copa‹ama√ that is, free from the
three collective features of wakefulness, dream, deep sleep and
their activities. Though Tur∂ya exists in them, they are absent
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in Tur∂ya. On the other hand, the individual features like
introvert knowing etc. are negated in Tur∂ya. Collective features
are absent in him ñ prapa¤copa‹amamiti jågradådi
sthånadharmabhåva¨. But the individual features are negated ñ
anta¨prajnatvadi sthånidharma pratisiddha¨. This means that
Vi‹va, Taijasa and Pråj¤a have transactional reality absent in
Tur∂ya who is transcendental reality. On the other hand,
introvert knowing etc. are denied in Tur∂ya. They are wrong
knowledges, they do not exist anywhere. That is why, in j¤åni
ñ the realized person, introvert knowing etc. do not exist at all,
though the three states continue to show up in the body.
Further, since he is prapa¤copa‹amam, Tur∂ya is ‹ånta - peaceful
and ‹iva ñ auspicious, because there are no imagined
differences of nonduality. Difference is the cause for missing
peace and auspiciousness. Tur∂ya is without this cause. Tur∂ya
transcends the three pådås of Vai‹vånara, Taijasa and Pråj¤a.
With his knowledge, duality ceases to exist. Now we come to
the Kårikås.

(22) Nature of Tur∂ya
22. nivætte¨ sarvadu¨khånåm∂‹åna¨ prabhuravyaya¨ / advaita¨
sarvabhåvånå√ devasturyo vibhu¨ smæta¨/ fuo`Ÿks% loZnq%[kkukeh'kku%
izHkqjO;;%A v}Sr% loZHkkokuka nsoLrq;kZs foHkq% Le`r%AA - Tur∂ya is the remover
of all griefs. The prabhu never leaves its inherent nature, the
one pervading all objects, shinning and spread over. /1.10/
In Vi‹va and Taijasa there is the activity of supporting
wakefulness and dreams of the j∂vas (Sec 11-12). Though there
is no activity in the individual Pråj¤a (Sec 13), there is the seed
of activity namely, the prakæti which is the adjunct for the
collective Pråj¤a. Therefore, all the three are in grief. But, Tur∂ya
is capable of removing all grief because it is destroyed by his
knowledge. He is avyaya, i.e., never deviates from his inherent
nature. He is the nonduality of all things. All those things of
duality are imaginations done in åtman. He is deva ñ that is
lustrous. He is sarvavyåpi ñ spread over everywhere. Here,
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when it is told Vi‹va, Taijasa and Pråj¤a are in grief, only the
respective individuals are to be taken.

(23) Similarity-Difference Between Pråj¤añTur∂ya
23. kåryakåraƒabaddhau tåvi¶yete vi‹vataijasau/ pråj¤a¨
kåraƒabaddhastu dvau tau turye na sidhyata¨/ dk;Zdkj.kcºkS rkfo";srs
fo˝rStlkSA izkK% dkj.kcºLrq }kS rkS rq;Zs u flé;r%AA - Vi‹va and Taijasa
are bound by both cause and effect; Pråj¤a is bound by cause
alone; however, neither has any relation with Tur∂ya.//1.11//
nåtmåna√ na parå√‹caiva na satya√ nåpi cånætam / pråj¤a¨
ki¤cana sa√vetti turya√ tatsarvadæksadå/ - ukRekua u ijkaˇSo u lR;a
ukfi pku`re~A izkK% fd¸u laosfŸk rq;± rRloZn`DlnkAA - Pråj¤a does not
know self or non-self or satyam or anætam; but Tur∂ya is ever
all-seeing. /1.12/
dvaitasyågrahaƒa√
tulyamubhayo¨
pråj¤aturyayo¨/
b∂janidråyuta¨ pråj¤a¨ så ca turye na vidyate// - }SrL;kxzg.ka rqY;eqHk;ks%
izkKrq;Z;ks%A chtfuÊk;qr% izkK% lk p rq;Zs u fo|rs ñ Non-cognition of
duality is common to both Pråj¤a and Tur∂ya. Nidrå in the form
of cause is associated with Pråj¤a but it is not found in Tur∂ya at all.
/1.13/
Here kårya means what is produced. What is produced?
Wrong knowledge about oneself. Kåraƒa means that which
causes this. What is that? Ignorance about himself. Vi‹va and
Taijasa are bound by both ignorance and wrong knowledge.
But Pråj¤a is bound only by ignorance (here also only
individuals are to be taken). Pråj¤a does not understand others,
either unchanging or changing - that is, neither the dual world
outside nor himself. Vi‹va and Taijasa understand both. They
have both ignorance and wrong knowledge in them. There is
no wrong knowledge in Pråj¤a. Why? Because wrong
knowledge gets expressed only in the intellect and Pråj¤a has
no connection with it. But he has ignorance.
ëIs not ignorance also only in the intellect?í
Yes. But as long as there is wrong knowledge in the
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extrovert knower, it must be accepted that Pråj¤a also has
ignorance. Ignorance means absence of right understanding.
That is, the right knowledge is the antidote of this absence.
Further, the presence of wrong knowledge or the rise of the
right knowledge is only in the intellect; that is in the extrovert
knower. Therefore, ignorance is also only in the extrovert
knower. Therefore, covert knower who is disconnected with
the intellect has really no ignorance (G.13.2). But, as long as
the extrovert knower has not acquired the right knowledge,
the ‹åstra accepts ignorance in the covert knower.
Further, about Tur∂ya: The power of the j∂vas to get
knowledges in wakefulness and dreams is sight, that is
unqualified knowledge. Sight is the inherent nature of Tur∂ya.
He never misses his sight. Therefore, it is impossible to
associate ignorance with him. He is also sarva - everything.
Therefore, he is called sarvadæk. In this way, not knowing
duality is common in both Pråj¤a and Tur∂ya. But that there is
ignorance in Pråj¤a and not in Tur∂ya is the difference between
them. Here, ignorance is referred to as b∂janidrå ñ seed of sleep.
Not knowing oneís inherent nature is sleep and that is the seed
of wrong knowledge. Therefore, ignorance is seed of sleep. In
the same way, dream is wrong knowledge of duality.
Therefore, Vi‹va and Taijasa are both having sleep and also
dream. In Pråj¤a, there is only sleep without dream. On the
other hand, there is neither in brahmaj¤åni ñ in the realized
person. Therefore, brahmaj¤åni is one who has destroyed both
ignorance and duality on the basis of the knowledge that he
himself is Tur∂ya.

(24) Attainment of Tur∂ya
24. anådimåyayå supto yadå j∂va¨ prabudhyate/
ajamanidramasvapnamadvaita√ budhyate tadå// - vukfnek;;k
lqIrks ;nk tho% izcqé;rsA vtefuÊeLoIue}Sra cqé;rs rnkAA - When the j∂va
is awakened from that beginningless måyå, then he realizes
the one that is unborn, ever awake, dreamless and one without
a second./Kå 1.16/
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Here, b∂janidrå is ignorance and dream is wrong knowledge
as said already. Further, ignorance is the reason and wrong
knowledge is its result. Both are only sleep. This sleep of j∂va is
beginningless; he has been taking birth and dying since infinite
past. This analysis is done by the ‹åstra to remove his ignorance,
but factually, he is Tur∂ya without ignorance. If he introspects
himself following the teaching of the ‹åstra, this can be
understood even when he is having ignorance. How? It is like
this. Here j∂va means the covert knower. He recognizes himself
as extrovert knower and introvert knower in association with
the adjuncts of the body, the senses and the mind. But that he
is really different from these adjuncts is universally
experienced during deep sleep. All these adjuncts and the
universe are knowables to him. Therefore, their knower has to
be different from all of them. The one who is different like this
is the covert knower (See Preface Sec 3* end). It is he who is to
be understood as Tur∂ya. That is why Bhagavån says ëk¶etraj¤a√
cåpi må√ viddhi - {ks=kKa pkfi eka fofº ñ And know k¶etraj¤aí also as
me (G.13.2). It is not difficult to understand this instruction.
Though he is Tur∂ya in wakefulness and dream also, he
expresses himself clearly in deep sleep with his true inherent
nature. His unchangingness, unqualified knowledge,
limitlessness, bliss and oneness can all be recognized in deep
sleep. For the definition of unqualified knowledge see sec 67.
However, without analyzing his own experience on the basis
of ‹åstra, the extrovert knower misses this knowledge and
continues to be the extrovert knower. In this way, in this sleep
of ignorance and wrong knowledge, he continues to see
ignorance in the pratyagåtman of deep sleep. This is due to the
Måyå. Here, ëMåyåí cannot mean the Måyå‹akti of ∫‹vara. That
Måyå is Bhagavånís exclusive ›akti (G.7.14). If it is told that j∂va
is submerged in ignorance because of Måyå, it implies that he
has cruelty towards the j∂vas. But this is not correct. ëna kartætva√
na karmåƒi lokasya sæjati prabhu¨ - u drZ`Roa u dekZf.k yksdL; l`tfr
izHkq% - prabhu - ∫‹vara is not creating doership in man nor the
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action by himí (G.5.14). Therefore, here Måyå means false
appearance. If one wakes up from this beginningless Måyå
sleep, he will understand that he himself is the unborn, without
the second, without ignorance and wrong knowledge.

(25) Ignorance and Superimposition
25. Ignorance etc. described briefly above will now be
elaborated. The questions to be answered are the following:
Ignorance belongs to whom? What is superimposition? Who
does superimposition and in whom? Bhå¶yakåra answers them
as
follows:
ëaha√pratyayinam
a‹e¶asvapracårasåk¶iƒi
pratyagåtmani adhyasya ta√ ca pratyagåtmåna√ sarvasåk¶iƒa√
tadviparyayeƒa anta¨karaƒådi¶u adhyasyati/ vga
izR;f;ue~

v'ks"kLoizpkjlkf{kf.k izR;xkRefu vé;L; ra p izR;xkRekua loZlkf{k.ka rf}i;Z;s.k
vUr%dj.kkfn"kq vé;L;frA - aha√pratyayi superimposes the
ëconceited Ií on the inner åtman which is the witness of all his
thoughts and in the reverse way superimposes the allwitnessing inner åtman on the mind etc.ë (Adhyåsabhå¶ya).
Here pracåra means the continuous flow of thoughts of
wrong knowledges like ëI am a man, I am fat, I am deaf, I am
blindí etc. These wrong knowledges occur in the intellect of
the extrovert knower. Therefore, this is svapracåra ñ his flow of
thoughts. Ignorance which is responsible for these wrong
knowledges ñ superimposition - is also only in his intellect. In
this way, ignorance and wrong knowledge are only in the
extrovert knower and not in the inner åtman (G.bh.13.2). Inner
åtman has no connection with the intellect. Therefore,
aha√pratyayi ñ the one having wrong thoughts is the extrovert
knower and he is not different from the covert knower that is,
pratyagåtman. Pratyagåtman coupled with intellect is the
extrovert knower. These wrong knowledges of himself go on
changing depending on the objects and the situations.
However, the ëIí in all these knowledges is only the unchanging
pratyagåtman. This implies that the extrovert knower is
superimposing his wrong knowledges on the pratyagåtman
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who is the såk¶i ñ witness of all of them. In other words, the
extrovert knower who wrongly feels connected with the body,
the senses and the mind is superimposing his wrong feelings
on pratyagåtman who is not connected with them. Therefore, it
is only the extrovert knower who has ignorance and who is
confused. Not only that. In the reverse direction, he is also
superimposing pratyagåtmanís knowership in the intellect and
his bliss in the objects and the body. In this way, pratyagåtman
is totally free from ignorance and wrong knowledge and this
foolishness is exclusively of the extrovert knower. As a result
of this, the duality of ëyouí and ëIí is experienced by him and
he is totally merged in grief. In order to lift him up from there,
‹åstra proceeds step by step following his background and
using the language of duality understood by him. It conveys
the lesson in three steps. In the first step, Brahman is the material
cause of the world which is in the place of ëyouí. In the second
step, it shows that the j∂va without adjuncts is the ëIí in deep
sleep. In the third step, it conveys the final message that this
ëIí is Brahman. The moment this oneness is realized, both the
worlds of ëIí and ëyouí will get dissolved and Tur∂ya is attained.
Now grief is totally lost.

(26) Superimposition in Whom?
26. Some people say that the world is superimposed on
Tur∂ya. This is plainly wrong. Superimposition happens only
when the imposer has some vague knowledge of the
substratum in the form ëit is somethingí on which he
superimposes. For doing superimposition, there must also be
similarity between superimposed and the substratum. In the
case of pratyagåtman both are present. He is known vaguely to
the extrovert from the thought ëI slept wellí (Sec 15). Therefore,
he has its vague knowledge. Further, similarity is also there.
How? The happiness is experienced by himself without
adjuncts in deep sleep and also through the body. Therefore,
there is similarity between pratyagåtman and the body. In the
case of Tur∂ya, there is neither his vague knowledge nor
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similarity with the world (See Br.våkya in Sec 21). Further, to
superimpose on Tur∂ya, there is nothing different from him.
His dharmas cannot also be superimposed since he is without
any dharma. Therefore, the statement that the world is
superimposed on Tur∂ya is wrong and confusing.
The same mistake they do in the case of Brahman and tell
that the world is superimposed on Brahman. This statement
can be rejected by the foregoing argument itself because the
extrovert knower who has to superimpose does not have even
vague knowledge of Brahman and there is no similarity
between the world and Brahman. Therefore, this
superimposition is impossible. There are other reasons to reject
this statement which can be easily understood through an
example: Snake is superimposed on rope. Here, though the
snake is not present, it is an object for direct perception through
memory. Rope is also an object for direct perception. Therefore,
by examining the rope by direct perception when the rope is
known as rope, the illusoriness of the seen snake and the
substratumness of the rope are simultaneously established. It
means that the illusoriness of the superimposed is proved
only when both the superimposed and the substratum are
directly perceptible; not otherwise. But in the case of worldñ
Brahman, Brahman is not directly perceptible and so it cannot
be established whether the world is related to Brahman or
related to something else ñ ësati hi indriyavi¶ayatve brahmaƒa¨,
ida√ brahmaƒå sa√baddha√ kåryam iti gæhyeta/ kåryamåtrameva
tu gæhyamåƒa√ ki√ brahmaƒå sa√baddha√ kimanyena kenacidvå
sa√baddham iti na ‹akya√ ni‹cetum - lfr fg bfUÊ;fo"k;Ros cz„.k%] bna

cz„.kk lacºa dk;Ze~ bfr x`·srA dk;Zek=keso rq x`·ek.ka fdÏ cz„.kk lacºa fdeU;su
dÍufp}k lacºe~ bfr u 'kD;a fuˇsrqe~ - In the case jagat-Brahman, only
the world is visible and not Brahman. Therefore, it is not
possible to ascertain whether the world is causally related to
Brahman or something elseí (S.bh.1.1.2). Therefore, that the
world is superimposed on Brahman is a wrong statement.
Moreover, the statement that world is illusory is directly
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opposed to the ‹ruti sentences ëåtmaiveda√ sarvam ñ vkReSosna loZe~
ñall this is Atmaní, ëbrahmaiveda√ sarvam - cz„eSosna loZe~ ñall this
Brahmaní etc.
Objection: ëJust as saying that ëthe illusory snake is rope
onlyí, cannot this ‹ruti sentence also be reconciled with illusory
world?í
Rebuttal: It is not possible. During the time of ignorance of
the rope, the snake which is seen is obviously different from
the rope and is being seen in its absence. Therefore, the snake
is illusory. But, after the knowledge of the rope the statement
ëRope looking like a snakeí shows the apparent reality of the
snake appearance of the rope. It is not illusory. During this
right knowledge, the snake-like form of the rope and the rope
are simultaneously visible in the same place and the
nondifference of the snake-like appearance with the rope is
also known. Similarly, earlier to åtmaj¤åna, the world which is
known as different from åtman is illusory. But, after obtaining
åtmaj¤åna, the world is åtman ëappearing like the worldí. In
this way, the right understanding establishes the apparent
reality of the world seen in wakeful state (Here, this
nondifference of the world with åtman is without cause-effect
relation. That is the reason for giving the rope-snake example.)
In this way, illusoriness and apparent reality are different; they
are not the same (See sec 65). This discussion also establishes
that the world is an appearance of åtman projected by åtman as
the base and so, it is not a result of ignorance of the j∂va.

(27) World has Brahman, Brahman has no World
27. prapa¤co yadi vidyeta nivarteta na sa√‹aya¨ /
måyåmåtramida√ dvaitamadvaita√ paramårthata¨/ izi¸ks ;fn fo|sr
fuorZsr u la'k;%A ek;kek=kfena }Sre}Sra ijekFkZr%AA - Had the multiplicity
existed, it would certainly go; it is not there at all. In reality,
there is only one without a second. /Kå 1.17/
In the previous ‹loka, it was said that advaita - unitarity is
known when one wakes up from the beginningless Måyå sleep.
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This implies that multiplicity exists till the realization of
nonduality. If so, with the rise of the advaita knowledge, does
the world go out of sight? The answer is told by the Kårikåkåra:
Had the world existed, it would go; it is not there at all. Duality
world is måyåmåtram and kalpita ñ magic and imagined.
Therefore, like a snake seen in a rope, it does not exist. What
truly exists is only nonduality.

because it is Brahman. Further he says, ëthe world is of the
nature of Brahman, but Brahman is not of the nature of the world
ñ brahmasvabhåvo hi prapa¤co na prapa¤casvabhåva√ brahma cz„LoHkkoks fg izi¸ks u izi¸LoHkkoa cz„ (S.bh.3.2.21).

Question: ëWhat is this? In 6th Kårikå (Sec 19), it was said
that the world existing in the form of Vi‹va, Taijasa and Pråj¤a
is born from pråƒa and now the existence of world is rejected.
Is it not contradictory?í

28. soíyamåtmåídhyak¶aram o√kåroídhimåtra√ pådå måtrå
måtrå‹ca pådå akåra ukåro makåra iti/ lksø;ekRekøé;{kje~ vksadkjksøfékek=ka
iknk ek=kk ek=kkˇ iknk vdkj mdkjks edkj bfrAA - This Atman is described
with the support of ak‹ara ñ letter. The letter Om has three pådås
ëAí, ëUí and ëMaí /Må.m.8/

Answer: It is not so. Here, what is told as ëmåyåmåtram imaginedí is the world of duality, not the world itself. That is,
the world divided in the form of the knower and the known is
imagined because both the knower and the known are Tur∂ya.
This is told in Brihadåraƒyakopani¶ad Bhå¶ya as follows: The
question raised is that the objects in the world are perceptibly
changing, inert and limited. On the other hand, Brahman is
unchanging, unqualified and limitless. Therefore, is not the
world non-Brahman, an illusion born out of ignorance?
Bhå¶yakåra answers: ëIt is not so, because the world does not
go out of sight by acquiring knowledge of Brahman. Brahmanís
knowledge does not remove any object of the observed world
or produce it. It removes only ignorance. Similarly, here also
the non-Brahmaness observed by the senses is removed by
Brahmanís knowledge. It does not create or produce an object
ñ avidyåkætavyatirekeƒa abrahmatvam asarvatva√ ca vidyata eveti
cet? na/ tasya brahmavidyayå apohånupapatte¨ .... abrahmatvam
asarvatva√ ca avidyåkætameva nivartyatå√ brahmavidyayå? na tu
påramårthika√ vastu kartu√ nivartayitu√ vå arhati brahmavidyå
- vfo|k—rO;frjsdÍ.k vcz„Roe~ vloZRoa p fo|r ,osfr psr~\ uA rL; cz„fo|;k

viksgkuqiiŸks% ---- vcz„Roe~ vloZRoa p vfo|k—reso fuoR;Zrka cz„fo|;kA u
rq ikjekfFkZdÏ oLrq drq± fuorZf;rqa ok vgZfr cz„fo|k* (Bæ.bh.1.4.10). This
clearly means that the change, inertia and limitedness seen in
the world does not make it non-Brahman. It is not nonexistent

Upani¶ad
(28 to 31) Kårikå Pådås and Måtrås

Åtman was described through its name Omkåra in the
beginning (Sec 7). Now the ‹ruti describes the same åtman
taking support of the ak¶ara - letter Om. This description is
called adhyak¶ara. The letter Om has three pådås ëAí, ëUí and
ëMaí and their corresponding objects are respectively
Vai‹vånara, Taijasa and Pråj¤a. The description of åtman
following these måtras is called adhimåtra. In this, the ‹ruti
describes the similarity between Vai‹vånara etc. and their
respective måtras. This description is meant for the meditation
on åtman. Meditation means maintaining the uninterrupted
thought process related with åtman. Thinking of the måtra and
the ak¶ara keeping in mind the mentioned similarities, if
meditation is done with desire, it leads to a great result and if
it is done without desire, it helps in getting åtmaj¤åna.
29.
jågaritasthåno
vai‹vånaroíkåra¨
prathamåmåtråí
pterådimattvåd våíípnoti ha vai sarvån kåmånådi‹ca bhavati ya eva√
veda/ tkxfjrLFkkuks oS˝kujksødkj% izFkek ek=kkøøIrsjkfneŸokn~ okøøIuksfr g oS
lokZu~ dkekukfnˇ Hkofr ; ,oa osnAA - Being all-pervasive or being the
first måtra of the Omkåra namely, ëAí-kåra, Vai‹vånara is
jågaritasthåna ñ waking state. Whoever knows this obtains all
desires. /Må.m.9/
svapnasthånastaijasa

ukåro

dvit∂yå

måtrotkar¶åd
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ubhayatvådvotkar¶ati ha vai j¤ånasantati√ samåna‹ca bhavati
nåsyåbrahmavitkule bhavati ya eva√ veda/ LoIuLFkkuLrStl mdkjks f}rh;k

ek=kksRd"kkZn~ mHk;Rok}ksRd"kZfr g oS KkulUrfra lekuˇ Hkofr ukL;kcz„foRdËys
Hkofr ; ,oa osn ñ Being superior or being the middle måtra of
Omkåra namely, ëUí-kåra, Taijasa is svapnasthåna ñ dream state.
Whoever knows this his knowledge becomes superior, he finds
no cause of difference with anyone, nor is anyone born in his
family ignorant of Brahman. /Må.m.10/
su¶uptasthåna¨ pråj¤o makårastæt∂yå måtrå miterap∂tervå minoti
ha vå idam sarvamap∂ti‹ca bhavati ya eva√ veda/ lq"kqIrLFkku% izkKks

edkjLr`rh;k ek=kk fersjihrsokZ feuksfr g ok bne~ loZeihfrˇ Hkofr ; ,oa osnAA
- Being lost in identity or being the final måtra of Omkåra
namely, ëMaí-kåra, Pråj¤a is su¶uptasthåna ñ deep sleep state.
Whoever knows this, he can measure all or comprehend all
within himself. /Må.m.11/
Vai‹vånara who handles the waking state is represented
by the first måtra of the Omkåra namely, ëAí-kåra. Similarity
between ëAí-kåra and Vai‹vånara is the following: ëAí-kåra is
spread in all speech and Vai‹vånara is spread in the whole world
(Sec 11). ëAí- kåra is first among the ak¶aras and Vai‹vånara is
the first step for åtmaj¤åna. Thinking about this, the one who
does Omkåra meditation spreads himself through all desires;
that is, he obtains all desires and will always be first among
all.
The similarity between the ruler of the dream state Taijasa
and the second måtra of Omkåra namely, ëUí- kåra is this: ëUí is
extracted from ëAí-kåra and lies in between ëAí-kåra and ëMaíkåra. In the same way, Taijasa is extracted from Vai‹vånara and
lies between Vai‹vånara and Pråj¤a. Thinking about this, one
who does meditation extracts continuity of growth of
knowledge and he will not be disliked by either enemies or
friends; no one will be born in his pedigree who will not be
knowing Brahman.
Lastly, the similarity between the ruler of the deep sleep
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state and the third måtra of Omkåra namely, ëMaí-kåra is the
following: This similarity comes from miti ñ measurement.
When the utterance of Omkåra is over and again when it is
uttered, it enters into ëMaí-kåra and comes out. ëAí-kåra and
ëUí-kåra merge in ëMaí-kåra. Similarly, Vai‹vånara and Taijasa
enter into Pråj¤a and come out - that is, both get absorbed in
Pråj¤a. He who does meditation of Omkåra in this way, comes
to know the inherent nature of the world and becomes
absorbed in that nature. The Kårikå ‹loka in this connection is:
ëakåro nayate vi‹vamukåra‹cåpi taijasam/ makåra‹ca puna¨
pråj¤a√ nåmåtre vidyate gati¨-vdkjks u;rs fo˝eqdkjˇkfi rStle~A edkjˇ
iqu% izkKa ukek=ks fo|rs xfr%AA - ëAí kåra leads to Vai‹vånara. ëUí kåra
to Taijasa. ëMí kåra to Pråj¤a. No action is found in a partless
thing.í /Kå.1.23/
30. One who does Omkåra meditation taking the support
of ëAí kåra, this ëAí kåra takes him to Vai‹vånara. Similarly, the
ëUí kåra meditator and the ëMaí kåra mediators are taken
respectively to Taijasa and Pråj¤a. When one goes to Taijasa,
ëAí kåra becomes absent, when he is taken to Pråj¤a both ëAí
kåra and ëUí kåra become absent. Similarly, when taken to
Tur∂ya, ëMaí kåra also becomes absent ñ which means that the
seed of ignorance is destroyed. That is, with the obtainment of
amåtra Omkåra, one does not go anywhere. The last mantra of
this Upani¶ad teaches it like this:
31.
amåtra‹caturthoívyavahårya¨
prapa¤copa‹ama¨
‹ivoídvaita¨/ evamo√kåra åtmaiva sa√vi‹atyåtmanåíítmåna√ ya
eva√ veda// vek=kˇrqFkkZsøO;ogk;Z% izi¸ksi'ke% f'koksø}Sr%A ,oeksadkj vkReSo
lafo'kR;kReukøøRekua ; ,oa osnAA - The fourth is amåtra,
transactionless, sublator of the universe, auspicious and one.
One who understands this, joins himself by himself. /Må.m.12/
Omkåra without måtras is amåtra - devoid of måtras and
that is chaturtha, the fourth. He is only åtman. One who knows
that his self pratyagåman is all pervading Tur∂ya, will have the
experience which transcends the name and the corresponding
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object (Sec 7). In him both speech and mind are dissolved. He
attains himself by himself. The meaning of this sentence
becomes clear in Kårikå 3.33 (sec 67). In Tur∂ya, there is no trace
of ignorance. Therefore, one who knows he is Tur∂ya is not
born again. All this has been collected in six ‹lokas by Kårikåkåra
in this way: Omkåra is prånava. It should be understood only
through pådas and måtrås. This is Parabrahman and also
aparabrahman. The creation, sustenance and dissolution of the
world which is like the elephant projected by a magician
happen only by this åtman. This is in the heart of every j∂va.
One who knows this is muni.

±“∞

VAITATHYA PRAKARA°NA
(32) Change and Illusoriness
32. The objective of this prakaraƒa (section) is to demonstrate
by logic that only Tur∂ya exists and any duality is illusory.
vaitathya√
sarvabhåvånå√
svapna
åhurman∂¶iƒa¨/
anta¨sthånåttu bhåvånå√ sa√vætatvena hetunå// oSrF;a loZHkkokuka LoIu
vkgqeZuhf"k.k%A vUr%LFkkukŸkq Hkkokuka lao`rRosu gsrqukAA - the wise declare
that all the objects seen in the dream have no substantiality
because dream world takes place in narrow confines of the
body and objects seen in dream are subtle /Kå. 2.1/.
Vaitathya√ means changing. vaitathya for what? For the
objects seen in the dream. Doubt: asatya means changing as
defined by Bhå¶yakåra elsewhere: ëyadrμupeƒa ni‹cita√ yat
tadrμupa√ vyabhicarat anætam ityucyate/ ;Êwis.k fufˇra ;r~ rÊwia O;fHkpjr~
vu`re~ bR;qP;rsA ó That which is decided to be once in one form
and sometime later gives up that form is changing (T.2.1.1).
But here, vitatha that is illusory is referred to as asatya ñ
changing. How is that?
Answer: The world seen in wakeful state is changing and
not illusion. This is told in MunŒaka Bhå¶ya like this: ëThe lokas
obtained by karmas taught by the Veda are ëtadetat satyam
avitatham rnsrr~ lR;e~ vforFke~ ñ they are transactionally real and
not illusoryí (Mu.bh.1.2.1). ësatya√ cånæta√ ca satyamabhavat lR;a pku`ra p lR;eHkor~ ñ the transcendentally real Brahman itself
became the transactionally real and the apparently realë (T.2.6).
Vyåsa says the same thing in the following way: ëbrahma satya√
tapa¨ satya√ satya√ caiva prajåpati¨/ satyåd bhμutåni jåtåni satya√
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bhμutamaya√ jagat - cz„ lR;a ri% lR;a lR;a pSo iztkifr%A lR;kn~ Hkwrkfu
tkrkfu lR;a Hkwre;a txr~ ñ Brahman is satya ñ transcendental reality,
tapas is transactional reality, so also Prajåpati, all the beings
and the rest of the world which are born from the
transcendental reality, are also transactionally realí(Mah.
Asvamedha Parva.35.34). Here, Brahman is transcendental
reality. What is called as reality in Taittir∂ya Bhå¶ya is here called
transcendental reality and the other two come under
transactional reality. Therefore, objects in the wakeful world
are asatya - changing. Similarly, dream objects are also
changing. But because of one extra feature that is not found
in the world of waking state, dream objects become illusory.
Till that special feature is not told, dream objects also must
be referred to only as changing. In this way Bhå¶yakåra clearly
distinguishes changing and illusory. In that case, what is the
special feature of the dream objects which make them illusory?
It is this: in dream, huge objects like elephants and mountains
appear within the body. Obviously, they cannot be actually
existing within the body because the place is too narrow.
Therefore, they must be illusory. J∂va creates them and sees
according to his impressions. ›ruti also endorses this by saying
ëna tatra rathå na rathayogå na panthåno bhavantyatha rathån
rathayogån patha¨ sæjate/ u r=k jFkk u jFk;ksxk u iUFkkuks HkoUR;Fk jFkku~
jFk;ksxku~ iFk% l`trsA ñ There are no chariots, no horses, no roads.
He creates the chariots, the horses, and the roadsí (Br.4.3.10).
Further, based on the similarity of the dream world with the
wakeful world and, using logic, Kårikåkåra shows objects
therein are also illusory.

(33) Illusoriness of the Wakeful World
33. anta¨sthånåttu bhåvånåm tasmåjjågarite smætam / yathå
tatra tathå svapne sa√vætatvena bhidyate/ vUr%LFkkukŸkq Hkkokuke~
rLekTtkxfjrs Le`re~A ;Fkk r=k rFkk LoIus lao`rRosu fHk|rsAA - Therefore,
illusoriness is told for the objects of jågrat also. Here also, it is
the same as in dreams. But dream (objects) are different because
of constriction. /Kå.2.4/
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He proposes the pratijnå - vow (proposition) that (he is
going to demonstrate) the objects seen in the wakeful state are
illusory. That these objects are dæ‹ya ñ seeable, is the hetu ñ
ground or reason. That they are seen (dæ‹ya) just as objects of
the dream is dæ¶¢ånta - corroboration. That dæ‹yatvam
(appearance) is common to the wakeful world and the dream
world is upanaya - application. Therefore, wakeful state
objects are also illusory is nigamana ñ conclusion. Samvrutatva
ñ narrowness of space is in the dream and not in the wakeful
state is the difference between them. That they are dæ‹ya (seen)
and changing are common to both. ñ antasthånåtsamvætatvena
ca svapnadæ‹yånå√ bhåvånå√ jågraddæ‹yebhyo bheda¨/ dæ‹yatvam
asatyatva√ cåvi‹i¶¢amubhayatra// vUrLFkkukRlEo`rRosu p LoIun`';kuka
Hkkokuka tkxznn~ '` ;sH;ks Hksn%A n`';Roe~ vlR;Roa pkfof'k"VeqHk;=k AA - On account
of being internal and constricted, what is seen in dream state
is different from what is seen during the waking state. Being
seen and changing are common to both states (Kå.bh.2.4).

(34) The Five Limbs of Logic
34. This kårikå has given rise to too many doubts and
therefore, it needs a detailed discussion. This discussion is
based on the technical language of logic whose details are
briefly mentioned here: This logic has five limbs: pratij¤a ñ
proposition etc. This is indeed inference only. The logic that is
used for oneís own knowledge is (svårtha) inference. When
the same knowledge is to be conveyed to others (parårtha),
logicians use this language. Illustration: (1) Though fire is not
directly seen on the hill, one decides that there is fire. This is
pratijnå ñ proposition. How is the decision made? (2) Since
smoke is seen on the hill top. This is hetu ñ reason. Seeing only
smoke, how can we decide that there is fire? (3) Because of the
experience of seeing both smoke and fire together in the
kitchen. This is dæ¶¢ånta ñ example. How does this experience
apply to the hill top? (4) It is because, just as seen in the kitchen,
smoke is seen on the hill top. This is called upanaya ñ
application. Therefore (5) there is fire on hill top. This is called
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nigamana - conclusion. Conclusion is repeating the
proposition at the end of the logic. The words used in inference
are the following: smoke is called vyåpya ñ pervaded, fire is
vyåpaka ñ pervader, smoke-fire relation of togetherness is
vyåpti ñ pervasion. Therefore, seeing the pervaded and
remembering the pervasion, deciding about the pervader is
inference. All this is briefly displayed in the following table
(See Table ñ 1).
Parårtha

Svårtha

1 There is fire on the hill top.
How is it decided?

Proposition

Inferential
knowledge

2 Since there is smoke on
hill top.
Seeing smoke, how existence of fire is decided?
3 Since smoke & fire are

Reason

Five Limbs

Example

together seen in the
kitchen.
How does the knowledge
of the kitchen smoke apply
to the hill top?
4 Hill top also has smoke.
5 Therefore, there is fire on

Parårtha
Proposition

Svårtha
Inferential

1

Wakeful world objects

2

are illusory.
How can you say?
Since wakeful world
objects have seeability
(capability of being seen).

Reason

Sight of the
pervaded

3

From seeability, how
illusoriness is concluded?
Since seeability and
illusoriness are together
noticed in dream.

Example

Memory of
pervasion

Sight of the
pervaded

Memory of
pervasion
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4
5

How does seeability in
dream apply to wakeful
world?
Since there is seeability in
wakeful world also.
Therefore, wakeful world
objects are also illusory.

knowledge

Application
Conclusion

Concluded
pervader

Table - 2

Application
Conclusion Concluded

hill top.

pervader
Table - 1

Replacing ëhill topí, fire, smoke and kitchen in Table ñ 1
above by wakeful state, illusoriness, seeability and dream
respectively, the logic in the example takes the following form.
(See Table ñ 2 on the next page)

(35 to 36) Objections to the Illusoriness of the
Wakeful World
35. Objections: This conclusion is not correct. Accepting
the universal experience of the illusoriness of the dream world,
Bhå¶yakåra
says:
ëmåyaivasandhye
sæ¶¢i¨,
na
paramårthagandhoípyasti/
kuta¨?
kårtsnyenånabhivyaktasvarμupatvåt na hi kårtsnyena paramårtha vastudharmeƒa abhivyakta
svarμupa¨ svapna¨ ki√ punaratra kårtsnyam abhipretam?
de‹akålanimittasa√patti¨ abådha‹ca, ek;So laé;s l`f"V%] u ijekFkZ&

xUékksøI;fLr_ dËr%\ dkRLU;ZsukufHkO;√Lo:iRokr~ & u fg dkRLU;Zsu ijekFkZ&
oLrqékeZs.k vfHkO;√Lo:i% LoIu%_ fdÏ iquj=k dkRLU;ZefHkizsre~\ ns'kdky&
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fufeŸklaifŸk% vckékˇA - The dream creation is false, it does not
have even the smell of reality. The objects in dream do not
have kårtsnya of existing objects. What is kårtsnya? It is spacetime-causal relation and not going out of sightí (S.bh.3.2.3).
During dream itself the objects there appear like transactionally
real as in wakeful state . But, the moment the dreamer wakes
up they vanish. They are not even apparently real because they
do not have any connection whatsoever with the panchabhμutas
ñ five elements. The objects there are only memories.
ëpåramårthikastu nåya√ sandhyå‹raya¨ sargo viyadådisargavat ñ
ikjekfFkZdLrq uk;a lUé;kJ;% lxkZs fo;nkfnlxZor~ - The dream creation is
not transactional like the creation of åkå‹a etc. that are seen in
wakeful state.í (S.bh.3.2.4). Dream world is certainly illusory
where nonexistent objects are seen. Though this is universal
experience, Kårikåkåra establishes its illusoriness by logic. But
forgetting that dream objects are illusion because of the special
reason of sa√vætatva (narrowness of space), taking only the
common feature of seeability in wakeful state and dream,
illusoriness is extended to the wakeful world also. This is
unacceptable.
36. The logic involved here has also another fault. Namely,
they are in direct contradiction with the unambiguous
statement of Bhå¶yakåra that wakeful world is not illusory
ëupalabhyate hi pratipratyaya√ båhyoírtha¨ stambha¨ kuŒya√
gha¢a¨ pa¢a¨ iti; na copalabhyamånasyaivåbhåvo bhavitumarhati;
yathå
hi
ka‹cid
bhu¤jåno
bhujisådhyåyå√
tæptau
svayamanubhμuyamånåyåm eva√ brμuyåt ënåha√ bhu¤je na vå
tæpyåmií iti tadvadindriyasannikar¶eƒa svayamupalabhamåna eva
båhyamartham, ënåhamupalabhe na ca soístií iti bruvan,
kathamupådeyavacana¨ syåt - miyH;rs fg izfrizR;;a ck·ksøFkZ% LrEHk%

dËM‘a ?kV% iV% bfr_ u pksiyH;ekuL;SokHkkoks HkforqegZfr_ ;Fkk fg dfˇn~ Hkq˛kuks
Hkqftlké;k;ka r`IrkS Lo;euqHkw;ekuk;ke~ ,oa czw;kr~ ^ukga Hkq˛s u ok r`I;kfe∏ bfr
r}fnfUÊ;lfUud"kZs.k Lo;eqiyHkeku ,o ck·eFkZe~] ^ukgeqiyHks u p lksøfLr∏
bfr czwou~] dFkeqikns;opu% L;kr~A ñ In every understanding
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corresponding to the objects like the pillar, the wall, the pot
and the cloth seen outside, it is not right to reject what is
actually seen. Just as when one eats and is satisfied with the
meal and got the experience of satisfaction of the meal, if he
says ëI have not eaten, I am not satisfiedí will be unacceptable,
similarly saying ëI am not seeing, it does not existí after seeing
the outside objects with his senses , how can this be
acceptable?!í (S.bh.2.2.28). Further, it is wrong to say that
wakeful world objects are also illusion on the basis of similarity
with dream because, similarity does not produce oneís dharma
in another. ëanubhavavirodhaprasaΔgåjjågaritapratyayånå√ svato
nirålambanatå√
vaktuma‹aknuvatå
svapnapratyayasådharmyådvaktumi¶yateína ca, yo yasya svato dharmo na
sa√bhavati soínyasya sådharmyåttasya sa√bhavi¶yati - vuqHko

fojksék izlıkTtkxfjr izR;;kuka Lorks fujkyEcurka o√Ëe'kDuqork
LoIuizR;;lkékE;kZ}√qfe";rsA u p ;ks ;L; Lorks ékekZs u laHkofr lksøU;L;
lkékE;kZŸkL; laHkfo";fr ñ because he is incapable of establishing
supportlessness for the knowledges of the waking state because
of direct experience, he is trying to assert it on the similarity of
dream knowledges. But similarity does not produce oneís
features in another.í (S.bh.2.2.29)
ëIt is not so. It has been told that wakeful world objects
also do not have absolute reality. They are also måyåmåtram ëna ca viyadådi sargasyåpi åtyantika√ satyatvamasti / pratipådita√
hi ëtadananyatvamí ityatra samastasya prapa√casya måyåmåtratvam
- u p fo;nkfn lxZL;kfi vkR;fUrdÏ lR;RoefLrA izfrikfnra fg ^rnuU;Roe~*
bR;=k leLrL; iziapL; ek;kek=kRoe~ -There is no absolute reality for
‹æ¶¢i of åkå‹a etc. because itís måyåmåtratvam is shown in the
sμutra ëtadananyatvamí / (S.bh.3.2.4). Even though it is told like
that, in the very next sentence the difference between wakeful
state and dream is also told. ëpråk tu brahmåtmatvadar‹anåt
viyadådiprapa√co vyavasthitarμupo bhavati / sandhyå‹rayastu
prapa√ca¨ pratidina√ bådhyate - izkd~ rq cz„kReRon'kZukr~ fo;nkfniziapks
O;ofLFkr:iks HkofrA lUé;kJ;Lrq iziap% izfrfnua cké;rs (S.bh.3.2.4) ñ
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Before the realization of Brahman-åtman oneness, the
world of åkå‹a etc. stays as it is; but the dream world is
affected everydayí (S.bh.3.2.4). In this way, according to the
Bhå¶ya, the world of wakeful state is transactionally real, not
illusory and the dream world is illusory, not real. Just by
similarity with the dream world, wakeful world does not
become illusory. Seeing the similarity between the illusory
image of oneself in the mirror, nobody concludes he is also
illusory. Not only that; conversely, nobody thinks that the
image in the mirror is real like himself because of similarity.
But using the logic of similarity in sec 33, we can conversely
show that dream world is also real like the wakeful world.
This is displayed in the following table. (See Table ñ 3 below).
1
2

3

4
5

Dream world is real.
How do you say?
Because seeability is in
dream.
From seeability, how
dream reality is deter-

Parårtha

Svårtha

Proposition

Inferential

Reason

knowledge
Sight of the
pervaded

mined?
Since seeability and reality Example
are seen together in wakeful world.
How does seeability of
wakeful world apply to
dream world?
Since there is seeability in
dream world also.
Therefore, dream world is
also real.

Memory of
pervasion
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Therefore, this statement that wakeful world is illusory like
the dream world is against universal experience and the Bhå¶ya;
it is also illogical.

(37 to 38) Rebuttal of Objections
37. That the proof for the illusoriness of the wakeful world
is faultless can be known only when the purpose of the proof
is understood. What is the purpose of the proof? It is to show
the oneness of åtman - that is, that there is nothing different
from åtman. The ignorant sees the wakeful world as
independent of åtman. The world known like that is nonexistent
and so illusory. To show this, the Kårikåkåra uses the universal
experience of the dream world. Unknown things are to be
taught only through known things. Therefore, he uses the
commonness of seeability of both wakeful and dream worlds
and shows that the wakeful world seen different from åtman
is also illusory. If narrowness aspect of the dream world is
included, this cannot be demonstrated. Therefore, only the
similarity is taken. That there is no fault in this procedure will
now be demonstrated.
There are two ways for establishing atmaikatva: Rejecting
objects known through the senses and telling that åtman alone
exists. Some of our own people say only like this. But, this is
impossible because ever existent Brahman is the cause of all
the observable objects. Therefore, they cannot be nonexistent.
ëmμula√ cejjagato na syåt asadanvitameveda√ kårya√ ë asatí ityeva
gæhyeta/ na tvetadasti ësat ë ësat ë ityeva tu gæhyate ewya psTtxrks u

L;kr~ vlnfUoresosna dk;± ^vlr~* bR;so x`·srA u RosrnfLr ^lr~* lr~* bR;so rq
x`·rsA - Had there been no cause for the world, this should have
Application
Conclusion

Table - 3

Concluded
pervader

followed in what is seen and known only as nonexistent. But
it is not so. Everything is known to be ëIt is. It is.í (K.bh.2.3.12).
Kårikåkåra has also told that the world in the forms of Vishva,
Taijasa, and Pråj¤a are all existent. (Kå.1.6, sec 19). In this way,
the cause of the observable things is Brahman and that Brahman
is oneís self. Had these objects been nonexistent, it would have
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been impossible to get the knowledge that oneís self is Brahman.
ëyadi hi nåmarμupe na vyåkriyete tadå asyåtmano nirupådhika√
rμupa√ praj¤ånaghanåkhyå√ na pratikhyåyeta/ ;fn fg uke:is u
O;kfÿ;srs rnk vL;kReuks fu#ikfékdÏ :ia izKku?kuk[;ka u izfr[;k;srA ñ Had
not the names and forms been created there would have been
no way to determine that this åtman is praj¤ånaghanaí
(Br.bh.2.5.19). Not only that, the Vij¤ånavådis who were saying
that the objects of the wakeful world are nonexistent have been
extensively and severely been refuted. Therefore, to say that
Bha¶yakåra who condemns the nonexistence of the wakeful
world there is now condemning their existence here would be
plainly foolish. Moreover, when it is clearly told that the world
of multiplicity is not opposed to nonduality (Kå.3.18, sec 58),
what is the reason for this enthusiasm to prove that the world
is nonexistent? Therefore, it is totally wrong to reject the
wakeful state world for the establishment of the oneness of
åtman.
In that case, what is the other way to establish oneness of
åtman? It is to say that the wakeful world is existent and that it
is not different from åtman. In other words, though the world
is existent, åtman alone exists because the world is not different
from åtman. What is proved in the Prasthånatraya Bhå¶yas and
the Kårikås is precisely this. Before getting åtmavidyå the
ignorant imagines the dual world of the knower and the
known, though in reality, it does not exist. This is just like in
the dream. Though there is mind alone, it appears with
knower-known difference. The ignorant who sees a tiger in
the dream becomes awake due to fear and realizes ëthe tiger
was also myself. I imagined it to be different and got scared.í
In this way, he realizes the illusoriness of duality of the dream
world after waking up. Similarly, ‹åstra wants to wake up the
ignorant from his sleep of ignorance and tell him that ëthis
wakeful world is not different from you and therefore, you
are not the knower. So, do not restrict yourself to the body.
Understand that you are the all-pervading åtmaní. As long as
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he does not understand this, the wakeful world is illusion like
the dream world. This Kårikå is telling of the nonexistence
only of the knower-known dual world and not of the world
itself. This becomes clearer in Advaita Prakaraƒa. There is no
knower-known difference in nonduality because both are
Brahman and not because there is no known. Therefore, to refute
the known is not the purpose here. The purpose is to remove
the knowership. ëna praj¤amiti yugapat sarvavi¶ya praj¤åt¿tva
prati¶edha¨ ñ u izKfefr ;qxir~ loZfo"; izKkr`Ro izfr"ksék% - By telling
ënot praj¤amí the knowership of all the objects is refuted in
one stroke.ë (Må.bh.7).
Question: How would knowership which is universal
experience in wakeful state be refuted?
Answer: It is not so. Knowership is imagined due to
ignorance. It is wrong understanding of oneself. How? It is
like this. Between the known object and the knowledge, each
is decided by the other. This is anyonyå¶raya do¶a ñ the fault of
mutual dependence (This is discussed in sec 85). Therefore,
on the basis of the known and its knowledge, neither the
known nor the knowership is getting fixed. Knowership is the
result of the beginningless impression of ignorance. For
knowership, there is no rule that there should be the known.
For example, even in the absence of objects in the dream, there
is knowership. Therefore, in one who has no knowledge of
åtman this fault of knowership is common in both wakeful
state and dream. Both wakeful and dream objects are equally
illusory. That is why, Kårikåkåra drops samvætattva- narrowness
and adopts only the common seeability to prove that the
wakeful world is illusory like dream world. In this way, it is
established that there is no fault in the proof. It should be
understood that the proof is addressed to the ignorant.
Question: ëHow does the objectís seeability get eliminated
in åtman?í
Answer: Knower and known are both Brahman. Therefore,
in åtman who is Brahman both drop out. Therefore, the second
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object seen as the known by the ignorant is obviously different
from åtman and so it becomes non-åtman. Then, just like an
ornament without gold is nonexistent, the second non-åtman
object becomes nonexistent. In other words, earlier to the
realization of åtman just as the ignorant sees nonexistent object
in dreams, in wakeful state also he sees nonexistent objects.
Therefore, there is no difference between his knowledges in
wakeful state and dream. Not only that. Because he has not
given up knowership even in deep sleep, that is also equivalent
to
wakeful
state
and
dream.
ëtraya¨
svapnå¨
jågratsvapnasu¶uptyåkhyå/ nanu jågaritam prabodharμupatvånna
svapna/
naivam,
svapna
eva/
katham?
paramårthasvåtmaprabodhåbhåvåt svapnavadasadvastu dar‹anåcca/
ñ =k;% LoIuk% tkxzRLoIulq"kqIR;k[;kA uuq tkxfjra izcksék:iRokUu LoIu%A uSoe~]
LoIu ,oA dFke~\ ijekFkZLokReizcksékkHkkokr~ LoIuonl}Lrq n'kZukPpA - All
the three that is, waking, dream and deep sleep are only dream.
Since there is knowledge in waking, is it not different from
dream? Not so. That is also dream. How? There he does not
have the knowledge that he is åtman and he sees nonexistent
object there also as in dreamí (Ai.bh.1.3.12).
The summary of the above discussion is this: vidyå means
understanding the world as nondifferent from oneself.
Seeing the world as different, one who considers it as the
known and himself as the knower is an illusory seer and the
known is illusory. Such an ignorant person is unfit for mok¶a.
ëyo hi brahmak¶atrådika√ jagatåtmanoínyatra svåtantryeƒa
labdhasadbhåva√ pa‹yati ta√ mithyådar‹ina√ tadeva mithyådæ¶¢a√
brahmak¶atrådika√ jagat paråkarot∂ti bhedadhæ¶¢imapodya ëida√
sarva√
yadayamåtmåí
iti
sarvasya
vastujåtasya
åtmåvyatirekamavatårayati - ;ks fg cz„{k=kkfndÏ txr~ vkReuksøU;=k LokrU=;s.k

yCéklâkoa i';fr ra feF;knf'kZua rnso feF;kn`"Va cz„{k=kkfndÏ txr~ ijkdjksrhfr
Hksnék`f"Veiks| ^bna lo± ;n;ekRek* bfr loZL; oLrqtkrL; vkRekO;frjsdeorkj;fr
- He who sees the world of brahmak¶atra etc. as different from
åtman and independent of it is an illusion-seer and the world
seen is illusory. This brahmak¶atra etc. world, seen as illusory,
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refuses him because of his view of difference. It proclaims ëAll
this is åtmaní and asserts ëAll the created objectsí are nondifferent from åtmaní (S.bh.1.4.19). What we understand from
this sentence is the following: in Prasthånatraya Bhå¶yas and
Kårikås, illusory object does not mean that it is an imagined
object which is not existent. It means an object seen differently
from himself. One who sees an object as different from himself
is ignorant, one who sees as nondifferent is wise. Therefore,
åtmavidyå is called sarvåtmabhåva ñ the experience that
everything is himself.
38. By logic, Kårikåkra shows that the objects seen by the
ignorant during wakefulness are all illusion. The objects of
the wakeful world are composed of the five elements. In dream
only their memory plays the role of objects which do not
contain the elements. Nevertheless, his knowledges obtained
in the two states are not different. In both places, he is seeing
only the form which is nonexistent. His knowledges of them
are all mind-constructs from beginning to the end. So, they
are all illusion. (Kå.2.7). ëHow do you say that? In wakeful
state, one experiences enjoyment of the use of the objects.
Therefore, they cannot be illusion.í It is not so. After having
food before going to sleep, one may experience hunger in
dream. If the use of the meal had been for the self, the
satisfaction would not leave him when he changes from
wakeful state to dream. Therefore, the satisfaction obtained
from the meal is also a mind-constructí (Kå.2.7). Not only that;
it is well known that what happens in the dream is the seeing
of nonexistent objects. But within dream itself, there will be
mind-constructs of existing and nonexistent. Even while in
dream, what is thought of in the mind is nonexistent and what
is seen by the senses is existing. Therefore, both existence and
nonexistence are also thoughts only. (Kå.2.9). Similarly, what
is recognized as existing and nonexistent in wakeful state are
also mind-constructs ñ illusory (Kå.2.10).
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(39) Who Imagines the World of Objects?
39. The next question is this: If things observed in wakeful
state are illusory, who has imagined them? Who is
understanding them? If these questions are not answered,
all that is told till now amounts to Bouddhamata. In order to
avoid this mistake, these questions are answered.
kalpayatyåtmanåítmånamåtmådeva¨ svamåyayå / sa eva budhyate
bhedåniti vedåntani‹caya¨/ - dYi;R;kReukøøRekuekRek nso% Loek;;kA
l ,o cqé;rs Hksnkfufr osnkUrfuˇ;%ñThe åtma imagines multiplicity in
him through the power of his Måyå; he alone cognizes the
difference. This is the final conclusion of Vedånta.í /Kå.2.12/
Åtmådeva - i.e. Tur∂ya - i.e. Brahman ñ imagines himself as
of many forms by his Måyå, just like the snake is imagined in
the rope and he himself gets knowledges of these forms.
Question: ëWhat is this! One who sees a snake in the rope
is the j∂va with ignorance and he is confused. How can you
say that Åtmådeva creates ignorance for himself and becomes
confused?í
Answer: It is not so. In the view of the ignorant, j∂va is
different from Brahman, but in the view of the wise he is not
different - ëparamåtmano j∂vådanyatva√, j∂vasya tu na
parasmådanyatva√ - ijekReuks thoknU;Roa] thoL; rq u ijLeknU;Roa*
(S.bh.1.3.19). Therefore, during the time of teaching knowledge,
j∂vaís view and ‹åstraís view are mixed. For example, in the
statement ëtat tvam asií, one has to say ëthat Brahman is you.
tvam is the ignorant one who does not know he is Brahman.í
Otherwise, the word ëasií (you are) cannot be reconciled.
Therefore, as long as one does not understand that he is
Brahman, he is addressed as j∂va, the one who has caused
ignorance to himself and he is confused. But in ‹åstra view, he
is Brahman and not different from that. After the ignorance is
removed he is Brahman and Brahman is himself. Bhå¶yakåra puts
it like this ëna brahma svåtmani ataddharmådhyåropaƒa nimittam
avidyåkartu ceti brμuma¨/ bhavatveva√ nåvidyåkartru bhrånta√ ca
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brahma/ kintu naiva abrahma avidyåkartå cetano bhråntoínya i¶yate
- u cz„ LokRefu vrºekZé;kjksi.k fufeŸke~ vfo|kdrZq psfr czwe%A HkoRosoa
ukfo|kd=kZq HkzkUra p cz„A fdUrq uSo vcz„ vfo|kdrkZ psruks HkzkUrksøU; b";rs ñ
Objection: Brahman is not responsible for superimposing
features on itself which are not in it. Therefore, we say that it
has not created ignorance for itself. Let it be so. Brahman itself
has not created ignorance for itself nor is it confused. But we
do not accept that the creator of ignorance and the confused
j∂va is different from Brahman.í (Br.bh.1.4.10)
In this way, imagining the objects of world in his mind
like imagining the serpent in the rope and projecting various
forms of the world according to that is the work of aparabrahman
Hiraƒyagarbha (Ch.6.2.3). But in order to show that
Hiraƒyagarbha is not different from Parabrahman, ‹åstra
superimposes this imagination of Hiraƒyagarbha on Brahman,
just like j∂vaís extrovert knowership etc. were superimposed
on Vai‹vånara etc. (Sec 10). What is done in the above Kårikå is
precisely this. Chåndyogya conveys it in the following way
ëbahusyå√ prajåyeya yathå mædgha¢ådyåkåreƒa yathå vå rajjvådi
sarpådyåkåreƒa buddhiparikalpitena - cgqL;kaiztk;s; ;Fkk e`n~?kVk|kdkjs.k
;Fkk ok jTTokfn likZ|kdkjs.k cqfºifjdfYirsu ñ Just as rope etc. give
rise to mentally imagined snake etc., I will be born in many
forms.í (Ch.bh.6.2.3). ëseya√ ... devatå ..... ik¶å√ ... kætavat∂
svabuddhistha√ pμurvasæ¶¢i anubhμuta pråƒadhåraƒam åtmånameva
smarant∂ .... nåmarμupe vyåkaravåƒi - ls;a --- nsork ----- b{kka --- —rorh

LocqfºLFka iwoZl`f"V vuqHkwr izk.kékkj.ke~ vkRekueso LejUrh ---- uke:is O;kdjokf.k
ñ That devatå created the name forms after remembering the
j∂våtmå in his intellect who has experienced pråƒadhåraƒa in
the previous creation.í (Ch.bh.6.3.2). ëjågradvi¶ayå api
månasapratyayåbhirnirvættå
eva /
sad∂k¶åbhirnirvætta
tejoíbannamayatvåjjågarita vi¶ayåƒåm / - tkxzf}"k;k vfi ekulizR;;kfHk&
fuZoŸ`Z kk ,oA lnh{kkfHkfuZoŸ`Z k rstksøcUue;RokTtkxfjr fo"k;k.kke~A ñ The wakeful
state objects are also created starting from mental imaginations,
because they are the effects of tejas, ap and anna after they are
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seen by sad Brahmanë(Ch.bh.8.5.4). All this amounts to saying
that outside objects are first imagined by Hiraƒyagarbha and
then arranged as objects using pa¤cabhμutas; the knowledges of
these objects produced in j∂va are the imaginations of j∂va. In
this way, outside objects take birth from the mind of
Hiraƒyagarbha and end up in the mind of j∂va. We will later
consider (Sec 41) the question why it is said (Kå.2.1) that åtman
by his Måyå ëimaginedí the outside objects and not ëcreated.í

Answer: Dual time is not produced in the absence of outside
things and their activity. Therefore, the support of the dual
time would also be the support of the outside objects. Therefore,
that principle in which outside objects become upa‹ånta ñ
suppressed, dual time should also get suppressed. Where do
all objects get suppressed?

(40) Dual Time

ëYes. Not only that. Mental time is also getting dissolved
there.í

40. Now another question related to time. In sec 38 it was
told that the wakeful world objects are also mental constructs
as in dream. But there is one difference between the two states
namely, in wakefulness the knowledge of time is obtained in
relation to the outside activity of objects, whereas, in dream it
is all inside. For example, in the sentence ëHe sits as long as he
is milking the cowí there is one time experienced in wakeful
state. This is called dvaya kåla ñ dual time by Kårikåkåra. This
dual time is clear and long. However, when this activity of
milking is thought about in the mind as in dreams, there is
another time. This is mental, unmanifest and momentary.
Therefore, there is difference between the imagined time and
the time understood in relation to outside activity. How can
they be similar? (Kå 2.14)
Answer: True. There is difference. This is because the dual
time has occurred in the mind through the senses and the
mental time has occurred directly in the mind. So, both are
mental constructs (Kå.2.15). For example, when an object which
is too small for direct perception is viewed through a
microscope, it looks big and clear. Nevertheless, there is no
difference in the size of the object. Similarly, though the time
observed through the senses is long and clear (not momentary),
it is also mental. There is no difference.
Question: In that case, we expect a joint support for both.
What is the support for the dual time and the mental time?

ëIn deep sleepí
Is dual time also getting dissolved there or not?

What is the principle there?
ëÅtmadeva is the principle.í
Therefore, åtman is the support for all the times. Similarly,
he is the support for the space also. Samsåri j∂vas are
distinguishable in time, not so åtman. ëYathå anye sa√såriƒa¨
kålena ahoråtrådilak¶aƒena paricchedyå na tathå ayamåtmå
kålaparicchedya¨ - ;Fkk vU;s lalkfj.k% dkysu vgksjk=kkfny{k.ksu ifjPNs|k u
rFkk v;ekRek dkyifjPNs|% ñ just as the other worldly people are
limited by time like day and night, åtma is not limited by time
like thatí (Ch.bh.8.4.1).

(41 to 42) Why ëImaginationí? Why Not ëCreationí?
41. It has been told that the outside objects and the times
associated with them are all the imaginations of Åtmadeva.
These imaginations are not different from him because
ëahoråtrådi ca sarva√ sata¨ kåryam - vgksjk=kkfn p lo± lr% dk;Ze~&
Day and night etc. are all effects of satí (Ch.bh.8.4.1), ësa√vatsaro
vai prajåpati¨ ñ laoRljks oS iztkifr% - the year is prajåpatië (Pr.1.9),
ëmåso vai prajåpati¨ ñ eklks oS iztkifr% - the month is prajåpatií
(Pr.1.12), ëahoråtre vai prajåpati¨ ñ vgksjk=ks oS iztkifr% - Days and
nights are prajåpatií (Pr.1.13). The question ëWhy does åtman
do these imaginations?í is being answered now: åtma does these
imaginations for the sake of the j∂va. The j∂va does karma in one
body and because of it he gets another body; that is, he is of
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the nature of hetu-phala (reason-result). But he cannot imagine
his own body, senses etc. Åtmadeva must imagine them and
give him. Not only that, Åtmadeva does the imagination of the
j∂va also. Kårikåkåra says:
j∂va√ kalpayate pμurva√ tato bhåvån pæthagvidhån/ båhyån
ådhyåtmikå√‹caiva yathåvidyastathå smæti¨// - thoa dYi;rs iwo± rrks
HkkokUi`FkfXoékku~A ck·kuké;kfRedkaˇSo ;Fkkfo|LrFkk Le`fr% - J∂vaís kalpana
is done first, then the objective and subjective multiplicity. As
is the knowledge so is the memory/Kå.2.16/.
ëIn the above sentences, had there been the word ëcreatedí
in place of kalpana ñ ëimaginesí it would have been easy for all
to understand. Instead of that why the word ëimaginesí is used?
Just as ‹ruti has told, why the cause-effect relation between
Åtmadeva and the world is not told? Has not the ‹ruti said that
Brahman is the cause of the world? Is not Åtmadeva Brahman
itself?í These are the questions for which answers must be told.
42. Giving the examples of clay-pot etc, ‹ruti describes the
causal relation between the world and Brahman in a pair of
sentences (S.bh.2.1.9). As an example, ëthe pot is not different
from the clay, but the clay is different from the potí is the
nondifference relation between pot and clay. In this, the
meaning of the former sentence is understood by direct
perception; the inherent nature of the pot, is indeed clay. If we
stop at this statement, the Tårkika counters by asking ëIf so,
collect some water in the clay and bring!í This is not possible.
To store water, the pot shape is unavoidable; in the absence of
shapes, transaction is not possible. Therefore, the latter
sentence ëclay is different from potí tells the nature of the
transactionless clay. It is only through this pair of sentences
that one must understand nondifference. Similarly, ëthe world
is not different from Brahman, but Brahman is different from
the world.í Here, the former sentence tells the feature of the
world and the latter of Brahman. ëAnanyatveípi kåryakåraƒayo¨
kåryasya kåraƒåtmatva√ na tu kåraƒasya kåryåtmatvam - vuU;Rosøfi
dk;Zdkj.k;ks% dk;ZL; dkj.kkReRoa u rq dkj.kL; dk;kZReRoe~ ñ Though the
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effect and cause are nondifferent, the effect is of the nature of
the cause, but the cause is not of the nature of the effect
(S.bh.2.1.9). If one does not notice the asymmetry in this pair
of sentences, Vedånta will be difficult to understand. This
pair of sentences is the backbone of the whole of Vedånta.
There is another asymmetry different from the one in this
pair of sentences in world-Brahman relation. It is the following:
In the pot-clay example, the pot-maker who is different from
clay arranges the clay in pot shape. But in the case of Brahman,
to put it in the form of the world, there is no one different
from Brahman because the ‹ruti says ësadevedamagrås∂t
ekamevådvit∂yam ñ lnsosnexzklhr~ ,desokf}rh;e~ - Before creation,
this was one existent without a secondí (Ch.6.2.1). Not only
that. Even if there could be one such second, Brahman is not
transformable. ëna tada‹nåti ki¤cana na tada‹nåti ka‹cana ñ u
rn'ukfr fd¸u u rn'ukfr dˇu & - It does not eat anything, no one
can eat ití (Br.3.8.8). If so, how can world be created? Brahman
does not act by itself and anyone else cannot act with it either.
Brahman transcends all activity. Therefore, how can there be
creation activity in Brahman? This question is answered in the
following way.
The limitless primordial cause, does not have the activity
of the intermediate cause prakæti which takes up the form of
the world. Hiranyagarbha does the activity of posing the prakæti
in the forms of the world by his thought process (Sec 39). From
the point of view of duality this answer is satisfactory. But, if
one stops here, Brahman is not taught. To convey Brahman, ‹åstra
superposes the activities of Hiraƒyagarbha and of the prakæti,
which takes different shapes, on Brahman. Bha¶yakåra puts this
as follows: ësatya√ j¤ånamanata√ brahma iti yathokta lak¶aƒa atma
pratipattyarthameva bahubhavana-sarga-prave‹a-rasalåbha-abhayasaΔkramaƒa parikalpyate sarva√ brahmani vyavahåra vi¶aye ñ lR;a

Kkueura cz„ bfr ;Fkks√ y{k.k vkRekizfriŸ;FkZeso cgqHkou&lxZ&izos'k&jlykHk&
vHk;&lÔze.k ifjdYI;rs lo± cz„f.k O;ogkj fo"k;s - In order to teach
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that the åtman is Brahman which is changeless, consciousness,
limitless, ‹åstra superposes the activities of becoming many,
creation, entry, getting taste, crossover etc. in Brahman.í
(T.bh.2.8).
In this way, ‹åstra establishes the causal relation between
the world and Brahman. Later, invoking the latter sentence of
the nondifference relation, it establishes actionlessness of
Brahman. The innate nature of Brahman as decided now
disallows the causal relation. Therefore, causality is rejected
and only nondifference is retained. That is, ëthe world is not
different from Brahman but Brahman is different from the
world.í This implies that causality is superposed by the ‹åstra
on Brahman only to teach nondifference. In this way, even in
the absence of causality since there is nondifference, the
coming of the world is described as ëimagination of
Åtmadevaí instead of his creation.

(43) Questions and Answers About Creation
43. Question: ë‹åstra superposes causality in Brahman and
obtains nondifference relation between the world and Brahman
and discards causality. But without causality the creation of
world is not possible. Therefore, how could the world have
been created?í
Bhagavån Bhå¶yakåra answers it in three ways (1) It is not
possible to say how world is created by Brahman without
causality. ëIn that case, it is a fault in Vedånta theoryí. Not so.
In all theories propounding the creation of the world, this fault
exists. In other theories based on inference, there are other
faults and this. But in Vedånta there is only this fault. This being
the same for all, it is not right to force only Vedånta to solve it.
(2) After all, the ‹ruti itself confesses its helplessness in this
matter. ëko addhå veda ka iha pravocat iya√ visæ¶¢i¨ yata åbabhμuva
- dks vºk osn d bg izokspr~ b;a fol`f"V% ;r vkcHkwo (R.sam.10.129.6-7) ñ
Who knows it clearly? Who can explain it how this mysterious
creation has happened?í Gita also tells this ëna me vidu¨
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suragaƒå¨ prabhava√ na mahar¶aya¨ - u es fonq% lqjx.kk% izHkoa u eg"kZ;%
- No one among gods or maharishis knows my creationí (G.10.2).
Therefore, åstikås cannot discuss beyond this.
ëThat apart, what is the pramåƒa for nondifference without
causal relation?í True. ëni‹cita phalavad vij¤ånotpådakatva√
yatråsti tat pramåƒa√ våkya√, yatra nåsti tadapramåƒam ñ fufˇr
Qyon~ foKkuksRikndRoa ;=kkfLr rr~ izek.ka okD;a] ;=k ukfLr rnizek.ke~ - Only
that sentence can be a pramåƒa which yields a well-defined
useful knowledge, otherwise it is not a pramåƒa ë(Br.bh.1.4.7).
The ‹ruti sentence ëåtmaiveda√ sarvam ñ vkReSosna loZe~ all this is
åtmaní tells sarvåtmabhava and this does not depend on
causality. Since this is experienced by the j¤åni who feels that
the whole word is himself, the testimony of this sentence is
assured.
(3) Another asks: ëIt is a different matter that j¤ånis
experience the nondifference without causal relation. But, how
can a student who is accustomed to the causal relation
understand that the world emanates from actionless Brahman?í
Answer: He can understand as follows: The j∂va in deep
sleep is without activity. Also, he does not have any
implements to perform any activity. But the dream world is
indeed created by him! Therefore, just as dream creation takes
place by the pratyagåtman without activity, the world could be
created by Brahman without activity. (S.bh.2.1.6). Therefore,
Kårikåkåra simply comments that appearing in the form of the
world is the nature of åtman and closes the discussion.

(44) Illusoriness in Buddhism and Vedånta
44. It was said in sec 41 that the outside world and j∂va are
imaginations of Åtmadeva. Here, the discussion about the
imagination of the outside world is over. What remains is the
discussion about the imagination of the j∂va. Who is j∂va? He
has three forms: His first form is of the extrovert knower who
coupled with the senses and the mind understands the outside
things. The second is the form of the introvert knower coupled
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only with the mind. His third form in deep sleep is without
implements and he remains as covert knower without the
action of knowing. He is pratyagåtma Brahman (Ke.bh.avatara).
It is well known that in deep sleep, there is nothing which is
born or dies. Therefore, when ‹åstra talks of his creation, it is
in the secondary sense with respect to his body. That is, based
on the birth of the body, j∂va is described as taking birth.
Further, ‹åstra derives the worldñBrahman nondifference by
superposing causality. But no such procedure is necessary to
show nondifference of the j∂va with Brahman because it is easily
understandable by self-analysis (Sec 24). Therefore, it is
sufficient if an example is given for the creation of j∂va ñ his
imagination- without causality. That example is the
imagination of the snake in the rope. Åtmadevaís imagination
of the j∂va is like the imagination of the snake in the rope which
is nondifferent from the rope. The j∂va understood before
åtmaj¤åna is different from Tur∂ya. Therefore, he is illusory j∂va,
nonexistent. But after åtmaj¤åna he is ëTur∂ya appearing like
j∂vaí; he is existent. That is, with the loss of ignorance, j∂vaís
jivaness is gone. Similarly, during ignorance, world is different
from Tur∂ya; it is therefore nonexistent and after knowledge,
world is ëTur∂ya appearing like the worldí. In other words, after
knowledge, the worldness of the world is gone. ëagneragnitvavat
apagåjjagato jagattvam - vXusjfXuRoor~ vixkTtxrks txŸoe~ - After
knowing its cause, just as fireís fireness is lost, after knowing
the åtman worldís worldness is lostí (Ch.bh.6.4.4). In this way,
the brahmatva of the world is assured, the world is not lost.
The rope-snake example is used by Bouddhas and us.
Without taking the rope into account, they say ëeverything is
nonexistentí. We agree with them. But the snake appearance
does not occur without the rope. Therefore, taking the rope
into account, only we assert the existence of the snake-like
appearance with the knowledge that ëthe rope appears like
snake.í
Therefore, according to Vedånta, though the world viewed
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with duality is nonexistent, the world itself is not nonexistent.
This is unambiguously made clear in Chåndyogya Bhå¶ya
through the same rope-snake example. How did Brahman
appear as the world in many forms? ëbahu syå√ prajåyeya ....
yathå rajjvådi sarpådyåkåreƒa buddhiparikalpitena/ asadeva tarhi
sarva√ yad gæhyate rajjuriva sarpådyåkåreƒa? na sata eva
dvaitabhedena anyathå gæhyamåƒatvåt nåsattva√ kasyacit kvacit /

cgq L;ka iztk;s; ---- ;Fkk jTTokfn likZ|kdkjs.k cqfºifjdfYirsuA vlnso rfgZ
lo± ;n~ x`·rs jTtqfjo likZ|kdkjs.k\ u lr ,o }SrHksnsu vU;Fkk x`·ek.kRokr~
uklŸoa dL;fpr~ Dofpr~A - I will be born in many forms like the
rope etc. appearing like the mentally imagined snake etc.
Objection: If so, what is being seen as snake etc. are all indeed
nonexistent! Answer: No. The existent self itself is wrongly
understood because of the impressions of duality in the
intellect. Nothing at no time is nonexistentí (Ch.bh.6.2.3). Here,
the understanding ëthis is snakeí is ropeís wrong knowledge
and the snake is illusory. ëNeither the wrong knowledge nor
the imagined illusory object is a lesson to be taught ñ na ca
mithyåj¤åna√ boddhavya√ bhavati, tatpratyupasthåpita√ vå
vastvåbhåsam - u p feF;kKkua cksºO;a Hkofr] rRizR;qiLFkkfira ok oLRokHkkle~*
(G.bh.4.18). Therefore, the purpose of the rope-snake example
is not to teach that the snake is nonexistent. Its purpose is to
remove the ignorance of the rope and give its right knowledge
as ëthe rope appearing like a snakeí. This is to be remembered.
Kårikåkåra also says the same thing. Just as only the rope
remains after negating all the imaginations of snake etc.,
following the lesson of the ‹ruti ëneti neti ñ not this not thisí when all the imaginations are discarded, one comes to know
that all this is åtman (Kå.2.18). Even after so much of
explanation, people raise the question ëHow all these are
created?í and each person tells his own theory. (Kå.2.20-27).
But åtman alone is here. Those who do not know this, imagine
all these things in åtman as different from åtman. (Kå.2.28). ëetai¨
pråƒådibhi¨ åtmana¨ apæthagbhμutai¨ apæthagbhåvai¨ e¶a åtmå
rajjuriva sarpådi vikalpanårμupai¨ pæthageveti abhilak¶ita¨ ni‹cita¨
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mμuŒhai¨ ityartha¨/ vivekinå√ tu rajjvåmiva kalpitå¨ sarpådaya¨
na åtmavyatirekeƒa pråƒådaya¨ santi - ,rS% izk.kkfnfHk% vkReu% vi`FkXHkwrS%

vi`FkXHkkoS% ,"k vkRek jTtqfjo likZfn fodYiuk:iS% i`Fkxsosfr vfHkyf{kr% fufˇr%
ew<S% bR;FkZ%A foosfduka rq jTTokfeo dfYirk% likZn;% u vkReO;frjsdÍ.k izk.kkn;%
lfUr (Kå.bh.2.30) ñ Just as for the ignorant, the rope appears
like snake etc. as different from the rope, all things like pråƒa
etc. appear to be different from åtman for the ignorant. But
for the intelligent, just as the rope appears like the snake
etc., pråƒa etc. appear not different from åtman.

(45) Oneness of Tur∂ya
45. Multiplicity is nonexistent. Where? In åtman. ëneha
nånåsti ki¤cana - iha brahmaƒi nånå nåsti ki¤cana - usg ukukfLr fd¸u
& bg cz„f.k ukuk ukfLr fd¸u ñ Here, in Brahman, multiplicity is
not at all there. (K.bh.2.1.11). ëna tu tad dvit∂yam asti ñ u rq rn~
f}rh;e~ vfLr - But there is no secondí (Br.4.3.23) etc. are the
pramåƒa for this statement. But for people who cannot
discriminate, multiplicity appears existent and differently from
them. What is seen is certainly different from the seer.
Everything is åtman because åtman is the cause of everything.
So, to whom something different from himself is seen is
without the cause and so what he sees is nonexistent and he is
ignorant. But since he is indiscriminating, he thinks it is
existent. Any effect which is different from its cause is
nonexistent. How? As in dream or magic creation. Here, magic
creation means the creation of the things shown by the måyåvi
ñ the magician (Kå.2.31). Therefore, na nirodho na cotpattirna
baddho na ca sådhaka¨/ na mumuk¶urna vai mukta itye¶å
paramårthatå //32// u fujksékks u pksRifŸkuZ cºks u p lkékd%A u eqeq{kquZ oS
eq√ bR;s"kk ijekFkZrk ñ In reality, there is no dissolution, no creation,
no bondage, no practitioner, none desirous of liberation, none
liberated. This is the ultimate truth (Kå.2.32).
Duality has no birth and death since it is nonexistent.
Question: ëDoes not the ‹ruti say that the world of pråƒa and
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five elements have both birth and death? How can it be
contradicted?í Answer: It is not so. When everything is
understood as åtman only, then there is neither birth nor death
for them and when they are thought to be different from åtman
they are nonexistent; for nonexistent also, there is neither birth
nor death! Just like the serpent seen in the rope, duality is
imagined only. ëIs not the rope also imagination?í Let that too
be imagination. But one who is imagining is not an
imagination. ëBut the j∂va who imagines is also told to be an
imagination?í (Kå.2.16 and sec 41) It is not so. Jivaness of the
j∂va is imagination. This is done by the extrovert knower. When
this wrong imagination has been removed by right knowledge,
one who remains is Tur∂ya. He is not imagination and nothing
is different from him. One who considers himself the bound
or the practitioner who is endowed with restraint or the one
who desires liberation or the realized who is free from bondage
ñ all are åtman. Therefore, there is no birth and death for anyone.
But identifying each with the body one says I am bound, a
sådhaka, the one who desires only liberation, realized and so
on. But there are no such differences in åtman.

(46 to 47) The Process of Attainment of Tur∂ya
46. Therefore, Tur∂ya alone is one without a second. He
does not have anyone different from him. This absence of the
second is ‹iva ñ auspicious, and all imaginations are
inauspicious, because they create fear etc. like the snake seen
in a rope. (Kå.2.33). One cannot also distinguish the
imaginations pråƒa etc. The reason is this: if they are different
from åtman, as viewed by the ignorant, they are nonexistent
and one nonexistent cannot be distinguished from another
nonexistent. If they are one with åtman as viewed by the
realized, they are again indistinguishable because there is no
trace of difference of any kind in Tur∂ya. One who knows this
is tattvavit ñ the knower of truth (Kå.2.34). Only one who is
free from lust, fear, anger and one who has understood the
meaning of Veda only can understand this differenceless Tur∂ya.
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He is nirvikalpa that is, one who is without imaginations of
duality. He is prapa¤coípa‹ama that is, one who has sublimated
all differences of the world in him. Therefore, he is advaya ñ he
has no second to him. Only those sanyasis who are faultless
and stay steadfast in the meaning of Vedånta can obtain this
knowledge; not others (Kå.2.35).
Therefore, understanding oneself as Brahman, one should
keep the intellect in constant flow towards Brahman. This is
called nididhyåsana and when the intellect can stand firmly in
åtman, advaya ñ the secondless is attained. The reason for that
is as follows: the intellect is the first creation and so it comes
exactly between Brahman and the world. It is always in a state
of vibration obtaining the forms of the world and the knower
since immemorial past. So, it has developed the habit of flowing
towards external objects. Therefore, it is not easy to turn it
towards the pratyagåtman. But, if one succeeds in turning
inwards by the methods taught by the ‹åstra, it can stay in
Brahman; that is, it can take the form of the formless Brahman.
If this practice is continued incessantly, in due course, the
intellect stops going outside, because it would have come to
know that peace is not obtained outside. Therefore, one must
keep the flow of the intellect in the single thought that he is
himself Parabrahman. Worldly activity should be conducted
as if one is inert. One should not show off himself in anyway
(Kå.2.36)
47. He must give up all desires and action like even prayer
and prostration. He should beg for his food (Br.3.5.1). ëtad
buddhaya¨ tad åtmåna¨ tanni¶¢hå¨ tatparåyaƒå¨ - rn~ cqº;% rn~
vkReku% rfUu"Bk% rRijk;.kk% - He must keep his intellect constantly
in Brahman, make it his åtman, staying always in it and treat it
as his ultimate destinationí (G.5.17). He should never give room
for thoughts of duality. During this sådhana, oneís attention is
diverted towards the body due to hunger, thirst etc. Then he
is calaniketana ñ the moving body is his residence and when
the intellect is in åtman he is acalaniketana ñ the unmoving, the
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unchanging åtman is his residence. In this way, he should
always be between the two residences and never pay attention
to the outside world. He must be satisfied by the loin cloth
that he gets and be satisfied with the morsel of food he gets
(Kå 2.37). The body or the outside objects as known through
the senses are nonexistent and as viewed from the ‹åstra, they
are existent; they are åtman. Nonexistent is limited and it has
differences but åtman is existent and unlimited, fearless,
complete and spread over in everything. Therefore, one must
reject the nonexistent and place his mind only in åtman. In the
beginning stages of this practice when the mind moves away
from åtman, one feels that he has slipped from åtman and when
it stays in åtman he feels he becomes åtman. This is not correct.
The reason for such a feeling is the superimposition of the mind
on oneself. The only way to remove this is by continuous train
of the thoughts of åtman till it is completely lost. Till then, this
effort should continue. Kårikåkåra therefore says
ëtattvadaprachyuto bhavet ñ rŸoknizP;qrks Hkosr~ - one should not slip
from åtmaní (Kå 2.38). What is the indication of the complete
destruction of superimposition? It is the feeling of equality
between the highest and the lowest without any sense of
difference. This is because everything is indeed åtman only.
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ADVAITA PRAKARA°NA
(48) Nonduality is by ›ruti Only, Not by Logic
48. In the first ågama section, it was shown on the basis of
Veda that åtman, in whom the world sublimates, is without a
second. Therefore, åtman is auspicious. Veda says the same
thing: ëneha nånåsti ki¤cana ñ usg ukukfLr fd¸u - Here (in Brahman),
there is no multiplicity at allí (K.2.1.11). ëvåcårambhaƒa√ vikåro
nåmadheyam ñ okpkjEHk.ka fodkjks ukeéks;e~ - Effect is only a word
and a nameí (Ch.6.1.4). In this way, ågama negates the forms in
Tur∂ya. Therefore, it was shown that anything different from
åtman as viewed by the ignorant is illusory (Sec 37). In the
previous Vaitathya Prakaraƒa, this was done only by using logic.
Now, the question is: just as the dual world was shown to be
nonexistent using logic, can nonduality also be established by
logic or must be done by Veda only? In this section, it is being
shown that this can also be done by using logic.
Objection: ëIt is only for determining the innate nature of
the object, that pramåƒas and logic are used. Since Brahman has
been determined by ‹ruti pramåƒa which is experienced by the
j¤ånis, nonduality is determined by ‹ruti itself. Therefore, what
is the need of logic for establishing nonduality?í
Answer: There are people who have no belief in ‹ruti. For
their sake, is it not good that Brahman is established by logic!
Objection: ëIt is not correct. ënai¶å tarkeƒa matiråpaneyå ñ
uS"kk rdZs.k efrjkius;k ó Its knowledge cannot be obtained through
logic.í (K.1.2.9). ëågama måtra samadhigamya eva ayamartha¨
dharmavat ñ vkxe ek=k lefékxE; ,o v;eFkZ% ékeZor~ ó This thing is
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to be understood only by ågama like dharmaí (S.bh.2.1.6).
ë‹åstrådeva pramåƒåt ... .. brahma adhigamyate ñ 'kk–knso izek.kkr~ ---- cz„ vfékxE;rsó Brahma is understood only by ‹åstra pramåƒaí
(S.bh.1.1.3). ëbrahmatvabhåvasya ‹åstramantareƒa anavagamyam
ñ cz„RoHkkoL; 'kk–eUrjs.k vuoxE;e~ ñ bråhmatvabah cannot be
understood without ‹åstra. ë(S.bh.1.1.4) ë‹rutyavagåhyameva
idamatigambh∂ra√ brahma, na tarkåvagåhyam ñ JqR;oxk·eso
bnefrxEHkhja cz„] u rdkZoxk·e~ - This very subtle Brahman is to be
understood only by ‹ruti, not logicí (S.bh.2.1.3). Therefore, it is
wrong to depend upon logic for the understanding of Brahman.
Further, nonduality should never be told to those who have
faith only in logic and not in ‹ruti ñ ëna våcya√
tarka‹åstradagdhåya - u okP;a rdZ'kk–nXékk; - nonduality should
never be told to those whose mind is burnt by logic and who
have no faith in ‹rutií (Mo.dh.247.18).
Answer: That is true. However, ëtadarthagrahaƒadårŒhyåya
anumånamapi pramåƒa√ bhavat na nivåryate - rnFkZxzg.knk<‘kZ;
vuqekuefi izek.ka Hkor~ u fuok;Zrs ñ For confirming the grasp of the
meaning, inference cannot be rejected.í (S.bh.1.1.2). ›ruti also
encourages the use of logic by saying ë‹rotavya¨ mantavya¨ ñ
JksrO;% eUrO;% - To be listened to, to be discussedí (Br.2.4.5). In
this way, there are two types of sentences in Bhå¶ya which
appear to contradict each other. However, the Bhå¶yakåra
cannot be expected to contradict himself because he is sarvaj¤a
and compassionate. Therefore, we must understand in what
context which sentence is said. This is analyzed in the following
section.

(49) Where is Logic and Where is Not?
49. Advaita knowledge means the experience of oneness of
Brahman and åtman - that is, the experience that one is Brahman
himself. In this process, there are three aspects: Brahman, åtman
and their oneness. It is only when a clear knowledge of the
first two are obtained that one will be able to see their oneness.
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This is said by the Bha¶yakåra like this: ëj¤ånena hi pramåƒena
avagantumi¶¢a√ brahma ñ Kkusu fg izek.ksu voxUrqfe"Va cz„ -It is only
by j¤åna pramåƒa that one desires to acquire the experience of
Brahmaní (S.bh.1.1.1). Therefore, in the first step Brahman is to
be determined. This process is as follows: Brahman being the
ultimate cause of the world, it does exist in the world, but is
concealed by the forms. Therefore, the one Brahman existing
everywhere is to be separated from the forms of the world.
How should it be done? For example, all the sounds produced
by the v∂ƒa (a stringed instrument) are subsumed in their one
common cause namely, ëThe sound of v∂ƒaí. Similarly, the
sounds of conch, sounds of the drum are also subsumed in
their common causes. Further, these three common causes
which are also effects ñ are subsumed in their common cause sound (‹abda), whose cause is Åkå‹a. Similarly, the other five
bhμutas can also be extracted out of the multitude. In this way,
from the point of view of the cause, multiplicity of the world
reduces to quintuple. Similarly, moving backwards, the one
Brahman which is the cause of these five bhμutas, must be
determined. How? As a rule, the features of the effect are not
in its cause ñ whether intermediate or ultimate. Applying this
rule, we conclude that the features of the world namely, change,
inertia, limitedness, are not in Brahman. Therefore, Brahman is
unchanging, limitless, consciousness. In this conclusion, logic
is involved which is discussed in the following section.
In the second step, åtman is to be determined. This åtman is
pratyagåtman (Sec 8) that one experiences in deep sleep. In
association with the senses and the mind, he becomes the
extrovert knower in wakeful state and with the mind alone he
becomes introvert knower in dream. In deep sleep, there are
no senses or the mind. Therefore, there is no qualified
knowledge but he has got unqualified knowledge which is
spread in all the qualified knowledges like potís knowledge,
cotís knowledge, matís knowledge etc. This unqualified
knowledge is the basis for obtaining qualified knowledge. This
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is unchanging and unlimited. This can be verified by
introspection of the deep sleep experience. As in the case of
fixing the nature of Brahman, logic is not necessary here.
In the third step, ‹åstra deals with the oneness of Brahman
and åtman. That the features of Brahman are the features of
pratyagåtman is also easily checked in deep sleep because
pratyagåtman is unchanging, limitless, consciousness.
Question: ëEven though all the three features are common,
could Brahman and pratyagåtman be not different like twins?
Answer: They cannot be different because unqualified
knowledge is one. Suppose it is two. Then each one determines
the other as its known. Then both become known only. This is
a contradiction. Therefore, unqualified knowledge must be one.
Brahman and åtman are not different. Åtman must be Brahman
only.

(50 to 51) Reason for Logic
50. In the previous section, it was said that there will be
logic in fixing the nature of Brahman. Now, the reason for this
is to be told. It is this: Brahman is to be filtered (in thought)
from the world to fix its inherent nature and this world is an
object for the senses and other pramåƒas. Therefore, ‹åstra
cannot speak against these pramåƒas. ëna hi ‹ruti‹atam api
‹∂toígni¨ aprakå‹o vå iti bruvat pråmåƒyamupaiti/ yadi brμuyåt
‹∂toígni¨ aprakå‹o vå iti tathåpi arthåntara√ ‹rute¨ vivak¶ita√
kalpya√ pråmåƒyånyathåínupapatte¨/ na tu pramåƒåntaraviruddha√/ na tu pramåƒå√taraviruddha√ svavacanaviruddha√
vå - u fg Jqfr'kre~ vfi 'khrksøfXu% vizdk'kks ok bfr czwor~ izkek.;eqiSfrA ;fn

czw;kr~ 'khrksøfXu% vizdk'kks ok bfr rFkkfi vFkkZUrja Jqrs% foof{kra dYI;a
izkek.;kU;FkkøuqiiŸks%A u rq izek.kkUrjfo#ºa Loopufo#ºa ok - Even if
hundred ‹rutis say that fire is cold and without light, they do
not become pramåƒa. If at all it says that fire is cold and without
light, another meaning to that sentence of ‹ruti must be
conceived. Otherwise, it does not get its pråmåƒya. While
determining another meaning, it should not be contradictory
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either to the other pramåƒa or to the ‹ruti. (G.bh.18.66). That is,
while filtering Brahman from the world, if the ‹ruti sentence
is in contradiction with other pramåƒas, then it should be
reconciled with other pramåƒas in such a way that it does
not contradict the ‹ruti. The reason for this is the following:
ëna
ca
pramåƒa√
pramåƒåntareƒa
virudhyate/
pramåƒåntaråvi¶ayameva hi pramåƒåntara√ j¤åpayati/ na ca
laukikapadapadårthå‹rayavyatirekeƒa ågamena ‹akyam aj¤åta√
vastvantaram avagamayitum/ - u p izek.ka izek.kkUrjs.k fo#é;rsA

izek.kkUrjkfo"k;eso fg izek.kkUrja Kki;frA u p ykSfddininkFkkZJ;O;frjsdÍ.k
vkxesu 'kD;e~ vKkra oLRoUrje~ voxef;rqe~A ñ One pramåƒa will never
contradict another pramåƒa. Another pramåƒa reveals only that
object which is not an object for this pramåƒa. Without
depending upon the objects of this world and their names, it
is impossible even for the ågama to reveal another unknown
objectí (Br.bh.2.1.20). Therefore, in this process of determining
Brahman which needs reconciliation with other pramåƒas, there
is bound to be logic. While adopting logic, it is not unlikely
that a previous person has made a mistake. Such a mistake
has to be corrected while fixing the meaning ëna hi pμurvajo
mμuŒha ås∂diti åtmanåpi mμuŒhena bhavitavyamiti ki¤cidasti
pramåƒam/ - u fg iwoZtks ew< vklhfnfr vkReukfi ew<su HkforO;fefr fdf¸nfLr
izek.ke~A ñ If one previous person has been wrong (in fixing the
meaning), there is no pramåƒa which says the latter one should
also be wrongí (S.bh.2.1.11). While fixing the worldly objects,
the logic that is employed in inference should not be opposed
to sense perception because the testimony of the inferred is
fixed only by sense perception. Similarly, the logic that is used
in fixing Brahman should not be opposed to ‹ruti because
Brahman is experienced only on the basis of ‹ruti.
51. In this way, based on ‹ruti and logic it was decided that
Brahman is unqualified knowledge (See Sec 67) and the deep
sleep åtman who is the covert knower without the action of
knowing is pratyagåtman. By this, the multiplicity of the world
is reduced to two. In this duality, Brahman is known with the
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help of ‹åstra and logic, but oneself - pratyagåtman is not known.
›ruti tells that pratyagåtman is Brahman. This is the third and
the final step for the attainment of nonduality. Here, neither
Brahman nor pratyagåtman is a matter for sense perception since
they do not have any form. They are not objects for inference
also. Since they do not have any indications. Since there is no
similarity with anything, they are not matters for analogy also.
Therefore, when ‹ruti says that they are one, there is no room
for contesting it by logic. ërμupådyabhåvåddhi nåyamartha¨
pratyak¶asya gocara¨/ liΔgådyabhåvåcca nånumånåd∂nåm/
ågamamåtra samadhigamya eva tu ayamartha¨ dharmavat/ -

:ik|Hkkokfº uk;eFkZ% izR;{kL; xkspj%A fyık|HkkokPp ukuqekuknhuke~A vkxeek=k
lefékxE; ,o rq v;eFkZ% ékeZor~A - Since it has no form, it is not an
object for sense perception. Since it has no indications, it is not
an object for inference. Therefore, this is to be understood only
through the Veda like dharma (S.bh.2.1.6). The purpose of Veda
is only to convey those matters which cannot be conveyed by
other pramåƒas. Brahman and pratyagåtman which are beyond
prakæti, and dharma and adharma are precisely such matters.
Therefore, logic should not be brought into the discussion of
the oneness of Brahman and åtman. It can be discussed only
based on the Veda.

(52) Attainment of Tur∂ya - Not by Meditation
52. Now we come back to the Kårikås. In the beginning of
this section, it is determined by logic that the pratyagåtman is
unconnected with the body, though he is experienced within
the body and that he is Brahman. Dharma - that is j∂va, thinks
that he is born (K.2.1.14). Even those practitioners who have
studied the ‹åstra think that they are born and with the desire
to become Brahman, they adopt meditation. Their thinking is
as follows: ëIn the beginning of the kalpa, I was indeed Brahman.
At that time when Brahman transformed into the world, I got
transformed into the body. Therefore, I, the meditator will do
meditation and after the death of the body, I become one with
Brahman meditated upon.í This thinking is faulty. Brahman in
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this thinking, is aparabrahman that is Hiraƒyagarbha. But
pratyagåtman is Parabrahman itself. This Brahman does not
transform into the world and is not obtained by meditation.
ëtadeva brahma tva√ viddhi neda√ yadidamupåsyate - rnso cz„ Roa
fofº usna ;fnneqikL;rs ñ Understand that alone is Brahman and not
that whose meditation is done as ëthisí (Ken 1.4). The only thing
that separates me from that is its ignorance. The meditator who
does not know this truth is indeed pitiable (Kå.3.1). Though
all the features of Brahman are being experienced by oneself
during deep sleep every day and the ‹åstra is repeatedly
reminding him of that, he is struggling without understanding.
Therefore, he is pitiable. To free him from this pitiable
condition, now Parabrahman is being informed. Anything that
is second to one gives room for this pitiable condition
(Ch.7.24.1). Because the second thing is nonexistent, its
meditator is certainly pitiable. As opposed to it, the bhoomå
Brahman which is equally spread over everywhere is free from
this pitiable condition. It has no birth. Now that birthless
Brahman is being told:

(53) Pratyagåtman is Not Born
53. Pratyagåtman is Brahman. So, he is also without birth.
ëHow is that? Am I not born?í No, you appear to be born in
relation to the body. As an example, the space is not born and
is spread everywhere. But when a pot is born, pot-space also
appears to be born along with it. But it is not born. Pot-space is
not different from space and pot-space is not connected with
the pot. Similarly, one says ëpratyagåtman is borní only with
respect to the body. From åkå‹a the other bhμutas are born and
at the end ånnamaya ‹ar∂ra ñ the body made of food is born
(T.2.1.2). That is, the body is also born from Brahman. Therefore,
to say that Brahman is born in the form of pratyagåtman is a
secondary description in relation to the body. (kå.3.3). With
the loss of the pot, pot-space becomes one with space. Similarly,
with the loss of the body, pratyagåtman becomes one with
Brahman (kå.3.4).
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Question: ëIf all pratyagåtmans are only one Brahman, how
is it that pleasures and pains belong only to a given person
and not to all? ë
Answer: It is not so. The analogy of pot-space explains this.
Each pot has its own dirt due to which the potís space appears
unique. But there is no variety in space. Similarly, differences
are seen in the case of j∂vas also. Here, in the place of the pot,
the body is taken. This body includes not only the gross but
also the subtle. Pains and pleasures are born in the subtle body
- that is the intellect. In different intellects, there will be different
faults. Therefore, pains and pleasures are also different. But
they are only the features of the body ñ not of pratyagåtman. In
Gita, Bhagavån says ëicchå dve¶assukha√ du¨kha√ sa√ghåta‹cetanå
dhæti¨/ etat k¶etra√ - bPNk }s"k% lq[ka nq%[ka la?kkrˇsruk ék`fr%A ,rr~ {ks=ka ñ
Desire, hatred, pleasure, pain, the body, mental activity,
persistence ñ all these are the features belonging to the known
world only (G.13.6). But by the force of superimposition, these
pains and pleasures appear to be his own to the pratyagåtman.
But really, he has no connection with them (Kå.3.5). This can
be understood by examining oneís own experience during deep
sleep when one is free from gross and subtle bodies.
Pratyagåtman has no pains and pleasures. Not only that. During
that time, there is no difference between one another. That is,
all the pratyagåtmans obtain oneness during deep sleep. This is
universal experience. There, mother is not mother, father is
not father, husband is not husband, wife is not wife. But one
does not know how this oneness occurs. ›åstra tells the reason.
It is this: all the j∂vas give up their special identities of
wakefulness and dream and merge in unqualified Brahman
during deep sleep. Therefore, all people experience oneness.
This discussion is in Brahma Sμutra Bhå¶ya (S.bh.2.3.46).
Therefore, though in wakefulness and dream j∂vas appear to
be different because of their association with different bodies,
they are not different. ëavibhakta√ ca bhμute¶u vibhaktamiva ca
sthitam - vfoHk√a p Hkwrs"kq foHk√feo p fLFkre~ ñ Though undivided,
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it appears to be divided in beings (G.3.16). But this division is
imaginary, not real. Gold may really get divided into different
ornaments which are effects, but j∂vas are not effects of Brahman
in that way. One tree with parts divides into branches, leaves,
flowers and fruits. But the j∂vas are not parts of Brahman in
that way. Therefore, differences in their appearance is not real.
(Kå.3.7).

(54) Multiplicity in Pratyagåtman Due to Adjunct
54. That the j∂vas are different is an appearance due to the
adjunct of bodies. Due to superimposition of these adjuncts,
they also feel that they are different. An example for this is:
sky has no colour, it has no connection with the dust and smoke
in it. Despite it, because of these impurities, when sunlight
scatters the blue colour, innocent people see space as blue even
though there is no colour in it. Similarly, j∂vaís superimposition
of the features of the body and the mind on his pratyagåtman
which has no connection with the body or the mind is
responsible for the differences seen in him (Kå. 3.8). Birth and
death are features of the body. When the body is present, the
all-pervading Brahman appears as the pratyagåtman in it. But
because of superimposition, the j∂va feels he is born and dies
when the body is born and dies (Kå.3.9).

(55) Is Bodyís Creation Due to Ignorance or Måyå?
55. saΔghåtå¨ svapnavatsarve åtmamåyåvisarjitå¨/ ådhikye
sarvasåmye vå nopapattirhi vidyate// lÜkrk% LoIuoRloZs vkReek;k&
folftZrk%A vkfékD;s loZlkE;s ok uksiifŸkfgZ fo|rsAA - All entities
(multiplicity) are like dream appearing due to the power of
åtmanís Måyå and their superiority (or inferiority) or equality
cannot be known. /Kå 3.10/
In the pot upamåna (analogy) given in sec 53, the pot exists.
But in the upameya for which the analogy is given, bodies do
not actually exit; they are nonexistent. By giving the analogy
that the pot-space is not different from space, it was told that
j∂va is not different from Brahman. Based on this analogy it
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should not be concluded that the body in the upameya also
exists like the pot. The application of the analogy is to be
restricted to get the knowledge of the upameya. The similarity
should not be stretched beyond that. Bodies of wakefulness
are not different from the bodies of dream. They are
åtmamåyåvisarjita ñ produced by åtmamåyå. Here, åtma means
j∂våtmå and måyå means his ignorance. That is, the bodies
are avidyåkalpana ñ imagined due to ignorance. Whether the
bodies are of the devatås or humans, they are imagined by
ignorance (Kå.3.10).
Question: ëIf body is imagined by ignorance, is it destroyed
when ignorance is destroyed by the experience of brahma-åtma
oneness? ë
Kårikåkåra answers this question: rasådayo hi ye ko‹å
vyåkhyåtåstaittir∂yake/ te¶åmåtmå paro j∂va¨ kha√ yathå
samprakå‹ita¨// jlkn;ks fg ;s dks'kk O;k[;krkLrSfŸkjh;dÍA rs"kkekRek ijks tho%
[ka ;Fkk lEizdkf'kr%AA -The åtmå of the rasådi ko‹as described in
taittir∂yoípani¶ad is the highest j∂va who is åkå‹a. /Kå 3.11/
It is not so. The body as understood by the j∂va is imagined
by ignorance. Therefore, it was told in the previous ‹loka that
it is due to the ignorance of the j∂va: åtmåna¨ måyå avidyå ñ
j∂våtmåís måyå is ignorance. But, if the body is looked at from
the view of the cause Brahman, the body is due to
åtmamåyåvisarjita where åtma means the unchanging limitless
consciousness Brahman, not j∂va and Måyå means that
brahma ‹akti through which Brahman itself appears in the
form of bodies consisting of the five sheaths annamayå etc.
and not ignorance. ëbrahma svarμupa anugamåya ca åkå‹ådi
annamayånta√ kåryam - cz„Lo:i vuqxek; p vkdk'kkfn vUue;kUra
dk;Ze~ ñ From åkå‹a up to the annamayå kårya ñ the effect of food
(that is, the body) Brahman has followed.í (T.bh.2.6). From the
Bhå¶ya of the two ‹lokas above (Kå.3.10-11) about the body,
it becomes clear that ignorance and Måyå are not
synonymous. This also implies that when oneness of åtman
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is to be taught, the body is discarded as imagined due to
ignorance. But from transactional view, the reality of the body
is accepted and its creation is explained. J∂va is also
imagination of the same Brahman (Kå.2.16). Who is j∂va? The
pratyagåtman Brahman who does not know that he is Brahman
(Sec 39). The five sheaths of j∂va are activated by Brahman. In
the analogy, the pot stands for the sheath and Brahman stands
for space. These bodies are existent (Kå.1.6). Brahman has no
connection with bodies, but bodies have connection with
Brahman. Whether j∂va has attained the knowledge of Brahmanåtman oneness or not ñ the body continues to function till
prårabdha lasts and then as prårabdha is over, it dies.

(56) Brahman in Ådhidaiva and Adhyåtma Same
56. Through the relation of hædayåkå‹a - a tiny space in the
heart and the space outside, it was shown that the pratyagåtman
in the body is Brahman which is spread all over the world. The
same thing is conveyed in several steps in the Madhu Brahmaƒa
in Bæhadåraƒyakoípani‹ad (Br.2.5.1-15). It is like this: The
pa¤cabhμutas ñ the five elements outside are also inside the body.
In the external bhμutas there are adhidaivas ñ the presiding
devatås outside the body who are adhyåtmås inside the body.
There are several pairs like this. Some of them are respectively
prithv∂ (earth)- body, ap (water) ñ retas (semen), agni (fire)ñ våk
(speech), våyu (air) ñ pråƒa, mahåkå‹a (space) ñ hædayåkå‹a etc.
In these pairs of ådhidaiva and adhyåtma, there is mutual
upakåryañupakåraka relation ñ the helped and the helper relation.
Gita tells it like this: ëdevån bhåvayatånena te devå bhåvayantu
va¨/ nsoku~ Hkko;rkusu rs nsok Hkko;Urq o%A ñ By yaj¤a you please the
devatås and the devatås please youí (G.3.11). Therefore, it
implies that the whole universe has a single cause and that is
Brahman. Whether ådhidaiva or adhyåtma or elements ñ nothing
is different from Brahman (Kå.3.12). Though Kårikå establishes
this by logic, the matter is what ‹ruti tells ëna tu tad dvit∂yamasti
- u rq rn~ f}rh;efLr ñ but that second is not thereí (Br.4.3.23),
ëida√ sarva√ yadayamåtmå - bna lo± ;n;ekRek ñ All this is only
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that åtmaní (Br.2.4.6) etc. Not only that; just as duality is
condemned here by logic by calling it as illusory, ‹ruti also
condemns. ëdvit∂yådvai bhaya√ bhavati - f}rh;k}S Hk;a Hkofr ñ It is
only with the second that the fear comesí (Br.1.4.2),
ëudarama√tara√ kurute atha tasya bhaya√ bhavati - mnjearja dË#rs
vFk rL; Hk;a Hkofr ñ Even if slight difference is made (here) he
gets fearí (T.2.7), ëmætyo¨ sa mætyumåpnoti ya iha nåneva pa‹yati e`R;ks% l e`R;qekIuksfr ; bg ukuso i';fr ñ He who sees here as if there
is difference, he gets death after deathí (K.2.1.10) etc. (Kå.3.13).

(57) Karma KånŒa Not Opposed to Vedånta
57. ëBut throughout karma kånŒa - action part of the Veda,
j∂va-j∂va difference and j∂va-Paramåtma difference are told. If
j¤åna kånŒa - knowledge part of Veda tells oneness, does it not
imply that there is contradiction between the two parts of the
Veda?í
It is not so. The candidate for the action part is one who
desires the result of action and the candidate for knowledge
part is one who desires liberation. In this way, the subject
matter is different and candidates are also different in the two
parts. Therefore, there is no contradiction. Bha¶yakåra explains
it like this: ëna hi paramårthåvadhåraƒani¶¢åyå√ vastvantaråstitvam
pratipadyåmahe
ëekamevådvit∂yamí
(Ch.6.2.1)
ëna
hi
paramårthåvadhåraƒani¶¢håyå√
vastvantaråstitva√
pratipadyåmahe ëekamevådvit∂yamí (Ch.6.2.1) ëanantaramabåhyamí
(Br.2.5.19) iti ‹rute¨/ na ca nåmarμupa vyavahårakåle tva vivekinå√
kriyåkårakaphalådi sa√vyavahåro nåsti iti prati¶idhyate/ tasmåt
j¤ånåj¤åne apek¶ya sarva¨ sa√vyavahåra¨ ‹åstr∂yo laukika‹ca / ato
na kåcana virodhå‹aΔkå// u fg ijekFkkZoékkj.kfu"Bk;ka oLRoUrjkfLrRoa
izfri|kegs ^,desokf}rh;e~* (Nk-6-2-1) ^vuUrjeck·e~* (Br. 2A5A19) bfr

Jqrs%A u p uke:i O;ogkjdkys Ro foosfduka fÿ;kdkjdQykfn laO;ogkjks ukfLr
bfr izfrf"ké;rsA rLekr~ KkukKkus vis{; loZ% laO;ogkj% 'kk–h;ks ykSfddˇA
vrks u dkpu fojksékk'kÔkAA ñ While determining transcendental,
we do not mean to say that there is another thing, because the
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‹ruti says ëonly one, it has no secondí (Ch.6.2.1) ëit does not
have inside, it does not have outsideí (Br.2.5.19) etc. During
oneís activity with the world, we are not saying that there is
no result for that action. Therefore, with respect to knowledge
and ignorance there is certainly spiritual and worldly
transaction. Therefore, there is no room for conflict
(Br.bh.3.5.1).í
Further, after telling both action and knowledge, Veda
deprecates action; but nowhere has it deprecated knowledge;
indeed, it has praised. Therefore, the differences told in the
action part cannot be in the primary sense. So, that difference
must only be in the secondary sense (Kå.3.14). In the same
way, knowledge part describes the creation of the world giving
the examples of clay, gold, iron etc. (Ch.6.1.4) and the creation
of the j∂va through the example of sparks of fire (Br.2.1.20).
Those examples are intended to show the nondifference of the
world and the j∂va respectively with Brahman. These examples
are all stories like pråƒa conversations to convey the oneness
of the world (Kå.3.15). Similarly, varƒa, å‹rama, karma,
meditation etc. are told for only those who are in duality. If
they proceed according to what is told in the Veda in a desireless
way, they become competent candidates for the knowledge
part (Kå.3.16).

(58) Duality is Not Opposed to Nonduality
58. svasiddhåntavyavasthåsu dvaitino ni‹citå dæŒham/
paraspara√ virudhyante tairaya√ na virudhyate// - LoflºkUrO;oLFkklq
}Sfruks fufˇrk n`<e~A ijLija fo#é;Urs rSj;a u fo#é;rsAA - The dualists
conflict with one another because they stubbornly stick to the
methodologies of their own respective systems. But this
(Upanisadic vision) has no conflict with them. /Kå.3.17/
SåΔkhya, KanåŒa etc. adopt only inference as pramåƒa to
propound the cause for the inert world, but without giving up
‹ruti. Therefore, in their theories, the efficient and material
causes are different. For SåΔkhya there is no efficient cause.
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Both these causes come under the category of observable
entities. If there should be validity for their theories, these two
causes must be sense perceptible according to the rules of
inference. But they are not perceptible entities and so there is
no question of validity for their theories. Next, Bouddhas etc.,
though they use powerful logic, do not accept ‹ruti. But their
theories are against universal experience. Therefore, they too
do not have validity. All these people, being in love and hatred,
stubbornly stick to their own theories and they indulge in
condemnation of others. But nonduality is not against anybody.
The reason is given in the next section.
advaita√ paramårtho hi dvaita√ tad bheda ucyate/
te¶åmubhayathå dvaita√ tenåya√ na virudhyate// v}Sra ijekFkkZs fg }Sra
râsn mP;rsA rs"kkeqHk;Fkk }Sra rsuk;a u fo#é;rsAA - The nonduality is the
final reality and dvaita (duality) is only its effect. The dualists
(in their ignorance) hold that either way (in the final reality
and in its effect) duality is the truth. The nonduality is the
very self, the very light of duality and therefore is not opposed
to it. /Kå.3.18/
Nonduality is the cause and duality is its effect. Nowhere
the effect is against the cause. Therefore, to assert that oneness
of åtman is possible only if the world is rejected as
nonexistent is a sign of immaturity. Moreover, that cause is
oneís self and therefore ëI am myself in many forms, but they
are not in meí is the experience of the j¤ånis. So, there is validity
for the statement that the existence of the world is not opposed
to nonduality. For that matter, even ignorant people have a
similar experience. For example, the existence of many parts
of his body is not against his feeling of oneness. Similarly, even
amid multiplicity as observed by the senses, nonduality does
come into experience. Therefore, it stands verified. But, in
duality theories, there is difference in both views ñ in the view
of the cause and in the view of the effect. The causes are two ñ
the efficient and the material; and the differences in the view
of the effect is obvious. On the other hand, for us, there is
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oneness in the causal view and only mental imagination in
the view of the effect. Therefore, nonduality is transcending
duality but duality is not opposed to it. ëHow do you say that
in the view of the effect, the duality is mental imagination?í
The answer is told in this way:

(59) Duality is the Appearance of Nonduality
59. Just as the rope appears as snake etc., nonduality
appears in the forms of the effect due to måyå. This effect is not
really born. Here, what do we mean by ëreallyí? ëReallyí means
understandable through pramåƒa. For example, clay is ëreallyí
taking many forms as seen by the senses. This is possible
because, clay has parts. Similarly, the creation of the world
through an intermediate cause like prakæti is according to ‹rutipramåƒa taken with logic. Therefore, it is also real. But Tur∂ya
who is the ultimate cause of the world does not have parts.
Therefore, it is not possible to say that Tur∂ya is ëreallyí born in
many forms. Further, if Tur∂ya is really born, he would also
die. In that case, ‹ruti would not have called him partless,
deathless, birthless etc. (Kå.3.19). Deathlessness is the nature
of Tur∂ya. So, it cannot have death. Similarly, death is the nature
of forms; they cannot be deathless.
Question: ëIf there is no creation of the world that is seen,
how to reconcile the sentences of ‹ruti describing its creation?í
Answer: They are sentences used as a ploy to teach oneness
(See sec 57). Whether creation is real or magical (Kå.1.6, Sec 9)
ñ their purpose is to teach oneness. Therefore, they are ploys
used for this purpose. In these two ñ real creation and the
magical creation - we cannot even say which has primary
meaning and which has secondary meaning. ëHow do you say
that?í It is told based on ‹ruti, ëne ha nånåsti ki¤cana ñ us g ukukfLr
fd¸u- Here there is absolutely no nånåttvaí (K.2.1.11), ëindro
måyåbhi¨ pururμupa ∂yate - bUÊks ek;kfHk% iq#:i bZ;rs ñ Indra by his
måyås acquires many formsí (Br. 2.5.19) etc. say the ‹rutis. ëHere,
does not ëmåyåí mean pråj¤a ñ knowledge?í Yes. Knowledges
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of multiplicity come from the senses and this multiplicity is
not in Tur∂ya. Therefore, these knowledges are avidyåmaya ñ
not corresponding to the truth ñ nevertheless believed because
of ignorance. Therefore, the ‹ruti uses the word måyåbhi¨ ñ
through måyås. Not only that, ëajåyamåno bahudhå vijåyate vtk;ekuks cgqékk fotk;rs ñ One who is not born is taking birth in
many formsí (T.åranyaka.3.13). Kårikå also tells the same thing
(Kå.3.20-24).

(60) Denial of Creation
60. sambhμuterapavådåcca sambhava¨ prati¶idhyate/ konvena√
janayediti kåraƒa√ prati¶idhyate// lEHkwrsjioknkPp lEHko% izfrf"ké;rsA
dksUosua tu;sfnfr dkj.ka izfrf"ké;rsAA - Moreover, by the denial of
creation, all the effects are denied. And by telling ëwho can
cause it to birthí, the cause is denied /Kå.3.25/.
In this ‹loka, it is told that there is no creation of either the
world or the j∂va. One mantra of ∫‹åvåsya for the noncreation of
the world and one mantra of Ka¢ha for the noncreation of the
j∂va are considered in this Kårikå. First, we will give the content
of the ∫‹åvåsya mantra. It says: The meditator who does
meditation of asa√bhava goes to darkness and the meditator
of sa√bhava goes to pitch darkness (∫‹a.mantra.12). Here
sa√bhava means the first creation of the mind and the intellect
of Hiraƒyagarbha and asa√bhava means the prakæti which is the
cause of this mind and intellect. For the meditation of the cause,
there is one result and another result for the meditation of
Hiraƒyagarbha. In this Upani¶ad, the intention of this mantra is
as follows: Each meditation has a different result. If only one
of the two is performed, he does not get its result ñ it is wasted
like going into darkness or into pitch darkness. But, if the two
are done jointly, the result is the following: the obstructions
for obtaining the result of the second meditation ñ like the faults
of inauspiciousness ñ will be removed by the first meditation
and the result of the second meditation namely, ëdeathlessnessí
is obtained. (A well-known example is this: before doing
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worship of one devatå, Gaƒapati worship is done first. The
worship of Gaƒapati removes the obstructions for the worship
of the other devatå and the worship of the other devatå gives its
result.). How does he get it? From the first meditation of the
cause, he avoids the inauspiousness and from the second
meditation of Hiraƒyagarbha he gets ëdeathlessnessí (it is not
absolute deathlessness but only relative). But, in this Kårikå,
this mantra has been interpreted as follows: Since the creation
(of Hiraƒyagarbha) is criticized, it means that the creation of
the world is denied.
Question: ëIn ∫‹åvåsya mantra, each meditation is criticized
only to say that the meditation of the creation and its cause are
to be jointly done. How, then does it mean that this criticism
of the meditation of creation is denying creation?í
Answer: The answer of Bha‹yakåra to this question is as
follows: It is true that singly done meditation is criticized only
to say that the two should be jointly done. Suppose that they
are jointly done with desire, the meditator gets the result of
both. But, if they are done without desire, the result is this: by
the first one, he overcomes the inauspiciousness of desire
through the purification of the mind and from the second he
gets ëdeathlessnessí. He would have also followed the
injunction that the two be jointly done. Further by the
meditation done with no desire, one obtains true deathlessness
that is, the knowledge of åtman; equivalently, the attainment
Tur∂ya. In Tur∂ya, there is no world at all and therefore, its
creation is also not there. In comparison with this, creation is
denied in the transcendental view. It is true that the world is
created in the transactional view. Though there is no
transaction in åtman, there is åtman in transaction. Therefore,
that there is creation in the transactional view and no creation
in the transcendental view are not contradictory. Further, there
is nothing like attainment of deathlessness in the transcendental view because Tur∂ya is always deathless. He does not
attain deathlessness at some stage.
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Further, the discussion is about Ka¢ha mantra telling that
there is no creation of the j∂va. ëna jåyate mriyate vå vipa‹cit nåya√
kuta‹cinna babhμuva ka‹cit - u tk;rs fez;rs ok foifˇr~ uk;a dËrfˇUu cHkwo
dfˇr~ ñ åtmaj¤åni is neither born nor he dies. He is not born
from anything and nothing is born from himí (K.1.2.18). There
is no matter in him which has birth or death. To give rise to
birth or death of something, he does not even have any
implements. This latter feature can be understood by
introspecting the covert knower in deep sleep. But, there is
jivaness in the j∂va imagined by ignorance. Till it is not
destroyed by knowledge, ‹åstra accepts his creation by magic
(Kå.1.6, Sec 19). But, when jivaness is lost by knowledge of
åtman, even creation by magic cannot be attributed because he
is himself the birthless Tur∂ya. Further, though Tur∂ya is the
base for the imagination of the multiplicity of the world, it is
not possible to say that the creation has taken place by him.
This is already discussed in sec 59. So, Ka¢ha mantra tells this
clearly by saying ënothing is born from himí.

(61) Ignorantís World Nonexistent,
Wisemanís World Existent
61. There are two questions to be answered here. (1) Are
objects of the wakeful world existent or nonexistent? (2) Does
the world have creation and destruction or not? The reason
for raising the first question is the following: In the foregoing
vaitathya prakaraƒa and in this advaita prakaraƒa, objects of the
wakeful world are described as existent in some places and
nonexistent in some other places. ëprabhava¨ sarvabhåvånå√
satåm/ izHko% loZHkkokuka lrke~A ñ there is creation for all the objects
which are existent (Kå.1.6). In the next ‹loka (Kå.1.7), they have
been described as ësvapna måyå sarμupa LoIu ek;k l:iA ñ like the
objects in dream and magic. It is well known that the objects
in dream are nonexistent. Further, the objection is raised that
the food eaten brings satisfaction and therefore the objects like
food cannot be nonexistent. Countering it by logic, it is
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concluded that the objects of the wakeful world are nonexistent
(Kå.2.7). Therefore, the question whether they are existent or
not is to be answered unambiguously. Bha¶yakåra answers it
as follows:
Just as the snake which is seen as different from the rope
by the unintelligent, the world seen as different from Åtman is
nonexistent. But the intelligent examines the rope and finds it
as ëthe rope appearing like snakeí. This snake like appearance
is the inherent feature of the rope and therefore, it is
nondifferent from the rope. Similarly, appearing like the world
is the inherent feature of Brahman and so the world is
nondifferent from Brahman; so, it is existent (Kå.2.30, Sec 44
last part). This means that the world seen by the ignorant with
knower-known difference is nonexistent and that seen by the
learned as nondifferent from him is existent. The reason for
this difference in these two understandings is the following:
The world is effect and Brahman is the cause. One who knows
he is Brahman is the learned and one who does not know this
is the ignorant. In this way, the world seen by the learned is
with the cause and that seen by the ignorant is without the
cause. Therefore, the world seen by the intelligent is existent
and that seen by the ignorant is nonexistent.

(62) Do Creation and Destruction Happen or Not?
62. Now the second question whether creation and
destruction are there or not is being considered. The reason
for raising this question is the following: In Kårikå 1.6, it is said
ëprabhava sarvabhμutånå√ satåm/ izHko loZHkwrkuka lrke~A ñ Creation
for the objects which are existentí. Telling ëkalpayati
åtmanåtmånam åtmådeva ... / dYi;fr vkReukRekue~ vkReknso ----A ñ
devaåtma creates the multiplicity (Kå.2.12, sec 39), the creation
of the objects is accepted. But by telling ëna nirodho na coítpatti¨/
u fujksékks u pksøRifŸk%A ñ there is neither destruction nor creationí
(Kå.2.32), both are denied. More than this, by saying that the
creation of the world told in ‹ruti through the examples of clay-
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pot etc. is just a story like the conversation with pråƒa, it is
strongly rejected. But, the Kårikåkåra or the Bha¶yakåra cannot
speak in contradictory ways. Therefore, how are these
sentences to be reconciled? As answer to this question, we
show that creation and destruction of the world described in
the duality view is real and they are not at all there in unitary
Tur∂ya. They happen only in transactional view and not in the
transcendental view.

(63) They Are in Transaction
63. When the ignorant man understands rope as snake,
following his knowledge, the rope does not become a snake.
Similarly, though the world as understood by the dualist is
nonexistent, the world does not become nonexistent. Therefore,
for the sake of teaching, ‹åstra can tell creation and destruction
of the world from the dualist view and it does tell. Had they
been illusory, there would have been no reason to reject the
M∂måmsakas who say that the world is eternal. Even the
Naiyåyikas and the Vai‹e¶ikås who posit efficient and material
causes from the dualist view, would not have been rejected.
Also, Sånkhyas who assert only the pradhåna as the material
cause of the world, would have also not been rejected. Not
only that. Some of our own people say ësince there are opposing
descriptions of creation in the Upani¶ad, the intention of the
Upani¶ads is not to describe creation.í Rebutting this stand,
Bha¶yakåra has told that there is no contradiction in the
Upani¶ads in describing the sequence of creation (Su.bha.2.
påda.3). More specifically in Bæhadåraƒyaka Bhå¶ya, reconciling
the creation as starting from ap(water), Bha¶yakåra writes
ëåkå‹aprabhæt∂nå√ trayåƒåmutpatyanantaram iti vaktavyam/
‹rutyantarasåmarthyåt vikalpa asa√bhavåcca sæ¶¢ikramasya//

vkdk'kizHk`rhuka =k;k.kkeqRiR;uUrje~ bfr o√O;e~A JqR;UrjlkeF;kZr~ fodYi
vlaHkokPp l`f"VÿeL;AA ñ Since, there cannot be contradictions
in the Upani¶ads about the creation sequence, we have to
say on the basis of another ‹ruti that the creation of ap (water)
happened after the creation of åkå‹a, våyu, and tejasí
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(Br.bh.1.2.1). Further, to teach the idea that creation, sustenance
and destruction of the world happen only by Brahman, ‹ruti
gives the examples of v∂ƒa (stringed instrument), ‹aΔkha (conch)
and dundubhi (drum). The Bha¶yakåra defines the word Brahman
as the cause of creation, sustenance and destruction of the
world by telling ëbrahma ca vak¶yamåƒalak¶aƒa√ janmådyasya
yata¨ iti/ cz„ p o{;ek.ky{k.ka tUek|L; ;r% bfrA ñ Brahma has the
feature defined by ëfrom where creationí etc. (in the next sμutra)í
(S.bh.1.1.1). ërμupa√ rμupa√ pratirμupo babhμuva tadasya rμupa√
praticak¶aƒåya/ :ia :ia izfr:iks cHkwo rnL; :ia izfrp{k.kk;A - Brahman
takes many forms to convey its inherent natureë (Br.2.5.19).
Therefore, the creation, sustenance and destruction of the
world in the transactional view are undeniable. This is not
contradictory to the statement that they are not present in the
transcendental view.

(64) They Are Not in Åtman
64. ëHow can you say undeniable? Existence is only of
åtman. In him there is no world. Therefore, there is no question
of creation and destruction of the world at all.í
What you say is not wrong. But that there is no world in
åtman, is known only after understanding åtman. Since there
is no world in åtman, there is no question of its creation and
destruction in åtman. But, presently what we are talking is not
about åtman, it is about the world. In åtman, there is no world,
but there is åtman in the world. Therefore, there can be
transaction of creation etc. in the world. Åtman is known by
‹ruti and the world is known by the senses. Since both the
object and the pramåƒa are different, there is no contradiction
in telling the creation of the world though it is not in åtman.
Moreover, creation etc. are not against the nature of åtman
(Kå.3.18, Sec 58). Though, the world appears with multiplicity
and grossness for the senses, it is not different from åtman.
Before creation, the world was representable only by one word
åtman. Not so now. ëBefore creation when the world was not
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distinguishable by several names and forms, it was an object
only for one word and thought, that is, åtman. Now that it has
become distinguishable by different names and forms, it is
available for several words and thoughts and also for the one
word and thought åtman ñ prågutpatte¨ avyåkæta nåmarμupa
bhedam åtmabhμuta√ åtmaika‹abdapratyayagocaram jagatidån∂√
vyåkætanåmarμupabhedatvåt
aneka‹abdapratyayagocaram
åtmaika‹abdapratyayagocara√ caí izkxqRiŸks% vO;k—r uke:i Hksne~ vkReHkwra

vkReSd'kCnizR;;xkspje~ txr~ bnkuha O;k—ruke:iHksnRokr~ vusd'kCnizR;;xkspje~
vkReSd'kCnizR;;xkspja p∏ (Ai.bh.1.1.1). ëEven when it is an object
for the intellect as ëthisí, it is really the one without the second
from the causal view. ñ ekamevådvit∂ya√ paramårthata ida√
buddhikåleípi/ ,desokf}rh;a ijekFkZr% bna cqfºdkysøfiA (Ch.bh.6.2.2).
Therefore, though åtman is without a second, the creation,
sustenance and destruction of the inert world appearing with
multiplicity to the senses, is not a nonexistent transaction.
Creation etc. are done by åtman. ëPrior to the knowledge of
åtman, creation and destruction of the world from the pråƒa
up to the names were happening from the one who is different
from the self. After getting the knowledge of åtman, they
happen by himselfí(Ch.bh.7.26.1). In this way, all the
transactions are only of åtman by åtman for the j¤åni ñ pråk
sadåtmavij¤ånåt svåtmanoínyasmåt sata¨ pråƒådernåmåntasya
utpattipralayau abhμutåm/ sadåtmavij¤åne tu sati idån∂√ svåtmata
eva sa√vættau/ tathå sarvoípyanyo vyavahåra¨ åtmana eva vidu¶a¨/

izkd~ lnkRefoKkukr~ LokReuksøU;Lekr~ lr% izk.kknsukZekUrL; mRifŸkizy;kS vHkwrke~A
lnkRefoKkus rq lfr bnkuha LokRer ,o lao`ŸkkSA rFkk lokZsøI;U;ks O;ogkj% vkReu
,o fonq"k%AA* (Ch.bh.7.26.1). In this way telling that creation and
destruction are happening by himself, the j¤åni endorses them.
ëIf so, what is the difference between the transaction of the
ignorant and the wise?í The ignorant owns the transaction done
only by his body and senses etc. whereas, the wise owns all
the transactions of the whole world. ëThat the world of pråƒa
etc. is born from Parabrahman is Vedånta-maryådå ñ the dignified
statement of Vedånta ñ parasmåcca brahmaƒa¨ pråƒådika√ jagat
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jåyate iti Vedåntamaryådå/ ijLekPp cz„.k% izk.kkfndÏ txr~ tk;rs bfr
osnkUre;kZnkA* (S.bh.1.4.18). After attaining oneness with Brahman,
there is neither the world nor logic; till then the world is there
and also the logic because though there is no world in åtman,
åtman is there in the world. Therefore, based on the features
of åtman it is not right to raise objections while discussing
the world and inversely, based on the features of the world,
objections should not be raised in the discussion of åtman.
Therefore, Bha¶yakåra warns that we must distinguish and
understand the statements depending on the contexts. ëida√
evam para√ våkya√, adoínya param - bna ,oe~ ija okD;e~] vnksøU;
ije~ ñ this sentence has meaning in this context, that sentence
has meaning in another contextí (Kå.2.30).

(65) Causality in Duality, Not in Åtman
65. ›åstra establishes the oneness of Brahman by invoking
causality of the world and recognizes its nondifference with
Brahman. Now, we show that the nondifference without
causality is concealed in the law of nondifference with
causality. In clay-pot example, though there is causal
nondifference, clay is not entirely different from the pot, both
clay and pot have the features of the effect. Both are changing,
inert and limited. Therefore, clay is an intermediate cause for
the pot. That is, clay itself is the effect of another cause. Since
prakæti is also having these features of the world, it means that
all the causes of the world up to the prakæti are only intermediate
causes. While establishing the nondifference of the world with
Brahman through causality, ∫‹vara is the efficient cause and
prakæti is the material cause. This relation of causality is real.
That is, established on the basis of ‹ruti and other pramåƒas
and logic. But after obtaining Brahman through the law of
nondifference, both efficient and material causes drop out and
the transactionless Brahman is obtained. This is the ultimate
cause of the world. There is no trace of any activity in this. As
opposed to the world, Brahman is unchanging, unqualified
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knowledge and limitless. ëIf it has none of the features of the
effect, how can there be nondifference?í No. It is not so. The
common feature between Brahman and the world is sat existence. ëbrahmaƒoípi (tarhi) sattålak¶aƒa¨ svabhåva¨ åkå‹ådi¶u
anuvartamåno dæ‹yate/cz„.kksøfi (rfgZ) lŸkky{k.k% LoHkko% vkdk'kkfn"kq
vuqorZekuks n`';rs ñ the feature of existence of Brahmanís nature
follows in the world of åkå‹a etc.í (S.bh.2.1.6). Therefore,
nondifference remains without causality. That is, Brahman
exists and the world also exists. Both are existent. ëIn that case,
what is the difference between the two?í The existing world is
transactionally existent, Brahman is transcendentally existent.
Brahman does exist in the world and the world does not exist
in Brahman. In that case, where is the absence of multiplicity?
ëneha nånåsti ki¤cana ñ iha brahmani nånå nåsti ki¤cana - usg ukukfLr
fd¸u ñ bg cz„f.k ukuk ukfLr fd¸u ñ Here, in Brahman there is no
trace of multiplicity (K.2.1.10). Therefore, there is no possibility
of the world emerging out of Brahman. That is, causal relation
is not possible between world and Brahman. But the
transactional world available for pramåƒa and logic exists. ëIf
the world does not exist in Brahman, where could it have come
from?í. This question must be answered. Since Brahman alone
exists before creation, it should have come only from Brahman.
In other words, though there is no world in it, Brahman has
the capacity to project itself in the form of the world
nondifferent from itself. This capacity itself is Måyå. ëmåyå
nåma bahiranyathå åtmåna√ prakå‹ya anyathaiva kårya√ karoti så
måyå - ek;k uke cfgjU;Fkk vkRekua izdk'; vU;FkSo dk;± djksfr lk ek;k ñ
(sa√såris) show themselves in a different way and act in a
different way and that is Måyåí (Pr.bh.1.16). Therefore, this
creation is called magic creation as different from real creation
(This definition of the word Måyå is applicable to worldly
people and also Brahman. But the Måyå of the worldly people
is meant for misleading others, whereas, Brahmamåyå is
intended to guide people towards mok¶a). In this way, the
examples of the clay-pot etc, given to show causality between
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the world and Brahman, is all a story like ëconversations of
pråƒaí to teach oneness of åtman (Sec 57 last part.). And Måyå
means that Brahma‹akti which can project the world of
multiplicity which is absent in itself. In this way, Brahman is
the greatest måyåvi ñ magician.

knowing of duality exists even in the absence of the senses,
duality is only manodæ‹ya ñ an observable for the mind.
(Kå.3.29). That is, duality exists if the mind exists. When the
mind subsides as in deep sleep, there is no duality also. In this
way, we can say that duality is only in the mind.

(66) Duality is Mindís Projection

ëDuring deep sleep, mind is, of course subdued and so there
is no experience of duality. But during that time, the duality of
the external world does not cease to exist. Therefore, suppose
I say that duality is not yet decided as an object only for the
mind?í

66. Nondifference of the world with åtman is the basis to
obtain åtmaj¤åna. Åtman is unborn and unknowable. Whatever
that exists in front of us is born and is what is known. That is
only upåya - ploy to give the knowledge of the upeya åtman.
Upåya - ploy has many adjectives but there are no adjectives in
the upeya åtman. Therefore, if all the adjectives in the ploy are
rejected by ëneti neti ñ not like this, not like thisí, the knower
can get the knowledge of åtman. ëHow can he come to get that
knowledge by this method?í It is like this. The knower is the
one who rejects the adjectives and the only thing that he cannot
reject is himself. Therefore, when everything has been rejected,
only he remains. He himself is unborn and the unknowable.
ëWho is he?í the covert knower (Kå.3.26). When he comes to
know that he himself is Brahman, he is called Turiyåtman. ëWhen
all the knowables are rejected, does not Tur∂ya also get
discarded?í No. It is not possible because, just as in the known
and in the born body, the unknown and the birthless covert
knower resides, so also the unknowable and the unborn åtman
exists who gives room for the birth of all the other knowables
which are born. Therefore, none of them is nonexistent.
(Kå.3.27). There is no birth, real or magical to the nonexistent.
(Kå.3.28). What determines the knowable as the knowable and
the knower as the knower is the mind. This is a stuff which
takes the forms of the knowable and the knower and acts as a
vibrating mediator between the two (Sec 13). From this sa√skåra
ñ the habit developed by the impressions, it does not give up
its vibration even in the absence of the senses and the objects
as in the dream. The duality experience continues even in their
absence. In this way, since the experience of the knowable and

Answer: True. But it is decided in the following way: the
whole of the world is åtman, but in åtman there is no world.
The mind which mediates between them can take up the form
of the known or the form of åtman. If one proceeds according
to the teachings of the ‹åstra, the mind can give up the knowing
activity and stay in åtman. Then it becomes amanas ñ that is,
the mind loses its existence ñ that is, it becomes one with åtman.
Since there is no duality in åtman, it gets decided that ëReally
only nonduality exists. But the mind sees duality due to the
habit of impressions and therefore duality is only a mental
projection.í (Kå.3.32).

(67) Who is Knower in Nondual Knowledge?
67. akalpakamaja√ j¤åna√ j¤eyåbhinna√ pracak¶ate/
brahmaj¤eyamaja√ nityamajenåja√ vibudhyate// vdYideta Kkua
Ks;kfHkUua izp{krsA cz„Ks;eta fuR;etsukta focqé;rsAA - Knowledge (vi‹e¶ya
j¤ånam) is ever free from imaginations, unborn, inseparable
from the j¤eya. Brahman is the sole object of this knowledge.
The unborn knows the unborn. /Kå.3.33/
Therefore, the only way to get freedom from duality is to
understand that the self is Brahman. The moment this is said,
questions arise. What are the features of Brahman? In the
understanding of anything, there is known-knower duality and
the instrument of the mind. If duality is nonexistent, who is
the knower who must understand Brahman? What is the
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instrument by which he understands? The answer for the first
question is as follows: here, Brahman is to be known and this is
the quintessence of all that is to be known. This is unchanging,
unqualified knowledge and limitless. Here, unchanging means
ëthat which is fixed to be in a certain form once, it never
deviates from that form - yadrμupeƒa yanni‹cita√ tadrμupa√
na vyabhicarati tatsatyam - ;Êwis.k ;fUufˇra rÊwia u O;fHkpjfr
rRlR;e~ (T.bh.2.1). As opposed to this, ëthat which changes its
form is asatya - changingí. In these three characteristics of
Brahman, the middle one is not the qualified knowledge that is
obtained in the intellect. It is the quintessence of all qualified
knowledges. For example, potís knowledge, cotís knowledge
etc. are qualified knowledges. Potís, cotís etc. in them are
adjectives and the noun which is common to all of them is the
unqualified knowledge. This is Brahmanís characteristic
knowledge. The qualified knowledges are changing and
limited and these two features come from the adjectives potís,
cotís etc. But the unqualified knowledge is unchanging and
limitless. Therefore, this unqualified knowledge is the
characteristic of Brahman. This is really not accessible for
understanding by the intellect (Sec 49, last part). Therefore,
Brahman is really not graspable by the intellect. Nevertheless,
till it is understood as oneself, it can be deemed as
understandable. That is why Kårikåkåra calls it as Brahmaj¤eya
ñ the Brahman to be grasped as self.
Now the next question: Who is the self who has to grasp
this Brahmaj¤eya in the absence of duality? It is the covert
knower in deep sleep. Is it possible for him to grasp it? Yes, it
is possible because the covert knower is possessing all the three
characteristics of Brahman. It is universal experience that the
self in deep sleep is unchanging and limitless. ëFurther, what
about the other characteristic ñ unqualified knowledge? Does
he have that also?í Yes. He has. If he did not have it, it would
have been impossible for him to get qualified knowledges in
his intellect after he woke up. It is unqualified knowledge of
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the covert knower which takes the form of qualified
knowledges in the intellect through interaction with the
outside objects like pot, cot, etc. Therefore, it is clear that all
the three characteristics of Brahman are in the self in deep sleep.
So, there is noduality between them. Therefore, Bha¶yakåra calls
him as pratyagåtma Brahman ñ the Brahman which is experienced
inside the body during deep sleep (Ke.bh.avataranika).
Therefore, it is possible for pratyagåtma Brahman to know that
he is Brahman.
Now is the third question: Which is the instrument to
understand that one is Brahman? It is the mind only.
ëmanasaivånudra¶¢avyam ñ eulSokuqÊ"VO;e~ - it should be
understood only through the mind,í (Br.4.4.19). But it is not
understandable by an impure mind. ëIt should be extremely
pure, extremely transparent and extremely subtle like the
åtman. Then it can become shapeless like åtman ñ
atyantanirmalatva atisvacchatva atisμuk¶matvoípapatte¨ åtmano
buddhe‹ca åtmasamanairmalyådyupapatte¨ åtmacaitanyåkårå
bhåsatvoíupapatti¨/ - vR;UrfueZyRo vfrLoPNRo vfrlw{eRoksøiiŸks%

vkReu% cqºsˇ vkReleuSeZY;k|qiiŸks% vkRepSrU;kdkjk HkklRoksøiifŸk%*
(G.bh.18.50). This mind is in wakeful state. Therefore, the effort
to grasp Brahman should be done by the extrovert knower in
the wakeful state. The mind is a thing which can take up shapes
of finite objects and also the limitless shape of åtman (Sec 65).
Therefore, the knower pratyagåtma-Brahman who has to
understand brahma-j¤eya, the extrovert knower in the wakeful
state should withdraw his mind from all qualified knowledges
and continuously keep it flowing towards Brahman only. Then
the manas becomes amanas, that is, the mind loses its identity
by becoming one with Brahman. It is in this way that the unborn
pratyagåtma-Brahman grasps the unborn Brahman as himself.
He gives up his wrongly imagined pratyaktva, i.e., the feeling
born out of ignorance that he is limited to the inside of the
body. Then, Parabrahman only remains. The pratyagåtman who
got this realization is called Tur∂ya.
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(68) The Acquirement of Nondual Knowledge
68. When the mind merges in Brahman as described above,
one realizes that he is Brahman. Therefore, this realization is
one without qualified knowledges. Since one has realized that
he is without duality, his mind is said to be discriminating.
Now a question: ëThere is no qualified knowledge in deep
sleep also. Therefore, what is the difference between this
experience of oneness and deep sleep?í There is a gulf of
difference between deep sleep and Tur∂ya. In deep sleep, there
is ignorance in seed form which after waking up gives rise to
activity of duality; the intellect is subdued retaining its
impressions of ignorance. It can be known in this way: once
he gets up from deep sleep. his dual thinking returns. But the
intellect which has merged in Tur∂ya does not have ignorance,
it has the experience of its inherent nature. So, he does not
return to duality. ëHow this is decided?í It is decided because,
the intellect which has the experience of Tur∂ya when later
obtains qualified knowledges in relation to external objects,
his dual thinking which is responsible for his grief does not
return. He does not have fear, lust etc. The light of unqualified
knowledge does not leave him. Therefore, Tur∂ya is very
different from the covert knower (Ka.34-35).
Since his ignorance is destroyed totally by the realization
of Tur∂ya, the wise is not born like others once again after the
death of the present body. Therefore, he is unborn. ëDoes it
mean that he had births previously?í Not like that. Realization
of Tur∂ya means that he was birthless and deathless Tur∂ya all
through. Therefore, after realization he does not get even the
thought that he had births previously. Not only that. ëQualified
knowledges like ëI am so and so, I am the son of so and soí, etc.
will never occur to him because they all arise due to ignorance.
Since ignorance has been destroyed tracelessly by Brahmanís
knowledge how can this wise person of the inherent nature of
consciousness get such qualified knowledges? Even when the
body is alive such qualified knowledges do not arise in him.
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ëahamasau amu¶ya putra¨ ityevamådi lak¶aƒam avidyåkætatvåt tasyå
avidyåyå‹ca brahmavidyayå niranvayato nå‹itatvåt kuto
vi‹e¶asa√j¤å sa√bhavo brahmavida¨ caitanyasvabhåvåvasthitasya?
‹ar∂råvasthitasyåpi vi‹e¶asa√j¤å nopapadyate - vgelkS veq"; iq=k%

bR;soekfn y{k.ke~ vfo|k—rRokr~ rL;k vfo|k;kˇ cz„fo|;k fujUo;rks
ukf'krRokr~ dËrks fo'ks"klaKk laHkoks cz„fon% pSrU;LoHkkokofLFkrL;\
'kjhjkofLFkrL;kfi fo'ks"klaKk uksii|rs (Br.bh.2.4.12). Further, ignorance
which is the absence of åtmaj¤åna is called sleep and
superimposition is called dream (Kå.1.14, Sec 23). Ignorance is
the cause of superimposition. Therefore, the moment åtmaj¤åna
arises, both are lost and so it is without sleep and without
dreams. It is nameless. It is not describable in any way. It is
ever lustrous, everything is itself. Therefore, it is omniscient.
Since there is nothing to gain after this realization, there is
nothing for him to do. (Kå.3.36). He is one without the
implements like speech etc. He is one without the mind.
Therefore, he is always at peace. (Kå.3.37). There is no activity
in him of either taking or leaving since he is without parts.
Since there is nothing different from him to be understood, he
always stays in himself. (Kå.3.38).

(69) Aspar‹a Yoga and Yoga
69. Mind is always getting qualified knowledges by spar‹a
ñ touch with objects. For obtaining knowledge of åtman, it is
inevitable to keep the mind away from the touch with the
outside world and keep it in åtman alone. Åtmanís knowledge
may not be obtained by doing like this just once; one should
be trying repeatedly. Therefore, this effort is called aspar¶ayoga
ñ the yoga of no touching. Because of this yoga when åtmanís
knowledge is obtained, complete fearlessness is achieved. It is
very difficult for yogis to obtain this because they see fear in
the fearlessness of oneness. (Kå.3.39). Since fear could arise
only when the mind is active, yogis see fearlessness and the
destruction of grief only in stopping mental activity by their
effort. But, to think that grief is destroyed by controlling the
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mind in this way is a day dream. It is as practical as drying up
the ocean by emptying it with the help of a grass blade drop
by drop. (Kå.3.40-41). This is because mind control is possible
only when there is doership. If there is doership, it is impossible
to get åtmanís knowledge followed by fearlessness and peace.
Question: ëaspar‹a yoga also consists in withdrawing the
mind from all qualified knowledges. Therefore, is not aspar‹a
yoga itself mind control?í
Answer: No. Retaining the memory of the inherent nature
of åtman which is unqualified knowledge, results in mind
control. Bhå¶yakåra discusses this in the following way:
ëcittavættinirodhasya
vedåntavåkyajanita
åtmavij¤ånåt
arthåntaratvåt tantråntare¶u ca kartavyatayå avagatatvåt
vidheyatvamiti cet? na hi åtmavij¤åna tatsmæti santåna vyatirekeƒa
cittavætinirodhasya sådhanamasti - fpŸko`fŸkfujksékL; osnkUrokD;tfur

vkRefoKkukr~ vFkkZUrjRokr~ rU=kkUrjs"kq p drZO;r;k voxrRokr~ foéks;Rofefr
psr~\ u fg vkRefoKku rRLe`fr lUrku O;frjsdÍ.k fpŸko`frfujksékL; lkékuefLr ñ
Mind control which is different from the knowledge produced
by the sentences of Vedånta and it being prescribed in other
disciplines, is it not a rule for every one? No. For mind control,
there is no other method than retaining the memory of the
inherent nature of åtman, namely, unqualified knowledgeí
(Br.bh.1.4.7). That is, according to Vedånta, retaining the
memory of åtmanís unqualified knowledge is the means and
mind control is its result. On the other hand, for the yogis it is
the opposite: Mind control is the means and åtmanís knowledge
is its result. Vedånta does not agree with this: ëna
mok¶asådhanatvena anavagamåt/ na hi vedånte¶u brahma
vij¤ånådanyat parama puru¶årtha sådhanatvena avagamyate- u

eks{klkékuRosu vuoxekr~A u fg osnkUrs"kq cz„ foKkuknU;r~ ije iq#"kkFkZ lkékuRosu
voxE;rs ñ Mind control is not prescribed as a means for mok¶a.
In Vedånta nothing other than the knowledge of the oneness
of Brahman is prescribed for the highest goal of mukti.í
(Br.bh.1.4.7).
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(70) The Method of Sådhana
70. It has been said that stopping the mindís activity is
essential for åtmanís knowledge. If yoga is not the method for
that, what else is it? Kårikåkåra answers this question: It is
aspar‹a yoga. Mind is always shaking restlessly due to desire
and it is to be kept firmly in åtman. When this is being done,
sometimes one gets asleep. This is as bad as desire. Therefore,
one must be alert not to fall asleep while keeping the mind in
åtman (Kå.3.42). To free the mind from desire, ‹åstra tells only
one way and that is vairågya ñ dispassion. The mind is disturbed
by the thoughts of the desired objects (G.2.62). Therefore, the
moment a thought comes to the mind, the practitioner should
start thinking that everything is Brahman which is himself and
anything different from him is nonexistent. Then the mind
returns to the åtman (Kå.3.43). This is called practice of
knowledge. Therefore, the practice for obtaining åtmanís
knowledge consists in keeping the mind in åtman alone by
practice of knowledge and dispassion and also keeping alert
not to fall asleep. If the mind does not stop, it means that one
is not yet free from desire. Therefore, till desire is destroyed,
practice must continue. When the mind comes to equality, it
should be retained in that state without disturbing it (Kå.3.44).
There is pleasure in this mental equality. But it should not
be enjoyed because enjoyment of this pleasure involves the
duality of ånanda-ånandi- the pleasure and its enjoyer.
Therefore, without enjoying the pleasure, mind is to be settled
in just existence - sadbhåva (Kå.3.45). When the mind becomes
settled in Brahman without getting interested in outside objects,
stays without sleep and without obtaining any qualified
knowledges ñ then it has become Brahman (Kå.3.46). This
equality is the highest. It is svastha ñ stays in itself. It is ‹ånta peaceful. It is sanirvåƒa ñof the nature of bliss. This bliss is not
born out of contact with outside objects. Therefore, it is aja ñ
unborn. Just as there is no pleasure ñ enjoyer duality in the
happiness of deep sleep, here also the duality is not there. But
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the happiness of deep sleep is a result of the state of sleep. It is
not unborn. It is born when one slips into deep sleep and leaves
him when he wakes up. It is only åtmanís bliss which is unborn
because it is Brahman (Kå.3.47).
Now, about the last ‹loka of this section: No j∂va is born.
There is no one like knower or enjoyer. Had there been
something to be known, there could have been a knower, doer
and enjoyer. Since there is nothing else in the ultimate åtman,
there is no doership or enjoyership in åtman. Therefore, there
is no reason for his birth. Reason for birth is ignorance. In Tur∂ya
who has nitya d¿¶¢i ñ ever awake, how can there be ignorance?
Further, creation, destruction, cause-effect nondifference etc.
are all transactional realities. Åtman is the greatest reality
among all of them. (Kå.3.48). With this summary, this section
ends.

±“∞

ALÅTASHÅNTI PRAKARA°NA
(71 to 72) Introduction and Mangala‹lokas
71. As said in the beginning (Sec 5), the topic of this section
is to refute the doctrines of duality and of Buddha which are
against advaita. All these theorists are mutual opponents.
Entertaining hatred, they condemn each other. Just as the
arguments of one when condemning the other are satisfactory,
the arguments of the other which condemn this one are also
satisfactory! ëHow is that?í It is because none of them have
noticed that the parts of the entire universe are working in a
mutually helpful way (Sec 56) and therefore, there must be a
single ultimate cause for the entire universe. Some of these
people consider only some intermediate cause which is a part
of the universe and some others consider the parts as
independent. Therefore, there is no completeness in their
theories. They give opportunities for their refutation. But
nonduality has completeness because it is based on the ultimate
cause. So, it does not offer opportunities for its refutation.
Advaita is not opposite to anyone. This is because, when the
discussion is about the world which is common between us,
the object and the pramåƒas are also common and therefore,
there is no conflict (Sec 50). Further, while discussing the
ultimate cause of the universe, the topic is different and the
pramåƒa is also different. Therefore, in that discussion also there
cannot be conflict.
72.
j¤ånenåííkå‹akalpena
j¤eyåbhinnena sambuddhasta√

dharmånyo
gaganopamån/
vande dvipadå√ varam//

Kkusukøødk'kdYisu ékekZU;ks xxuksieku~A Ks;kfHkUusu lEcqºLra oUns f}inka oje~AA
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- I bow down to the best among mankind who knows the åkå‹alike (all pervading) knowledge as inseparable from the
knowable -/Kå.4.1/
aspar‹ayogo
vai
nåma
sarvasattvasukho
hita¨/
avivådoíviruddha‹ca de‹itasta√ namåmyam// vLi'kZ;ksxks oS uke
loZlŸolq[kks fgr%A vfooknksøfo#ºˇ nsf'krLra uekE;e~AA - I bow down to
him who taught the aspar‹ayoga (beyond the relative) which is
conducive to the well-being of all, beneficent, free from dispute
and non-antagonistic. / Kå.4.2/
Question: ëMangala‹lokas are always written only in the
beginning of the treatise. How is it that they are coming here?í
Answer: It is only when nonduality dealt with in previous
prakarƒas is proved to be faultless that the theory obtains
completeness. That important task is done in this prakaraƒa.
Therefore, the author might have written the mangala‹lokas at
this stage.
That apart, the knowables in these ‹lokas are the
pratyagåtmans, the knower is ∫svara and knowledge is
unqualified knowledge (Sec 67). Each of the three entities here
is actually Brahman which is åkå‹asama- limitless. The same
Brahman, in association with the adjunct body, becomes
pratyagåtman and the extraordinary puru¶a ñ namely ∫svara, who
is knowing all the pratyagåtmans. Therefore, both forms are
limitless like Brahman. In this way, ∫svara of limitless knowledge
is knowing the pratyagåtmans of limitless knowledge with his
limitless unqualified knowledge. The author prostrates to this
mysterious Brahman.
The aspar‹ayoga mentioned in the second ‹loka has already
been defined (Kå.3.39, sec 69). The result of this yoga is
attainment of Brahman. Therefore, this yoga is also called
Brahman. This is sarvasattva sukha ñ that is maximum happiness
for creatures. The ‹ruti says ëe¶oísya parama ånanda¨ - ,"kksøL;
ije vkuUn% ñ this is his highest blissí(Br.4.3.32). All the creatures
experience this happiness in their deep sleep. This is the
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maximum happiness. It is not like material pleasure which ends
in grief; it is hita ñ faultless joy. This is universal experience
and so it is not debatable. Nobody contradicts it. The author
prostrates to the aspar‹ayoga of these features (Kå.4.2). That is,
he pays respect for the result in the first ‹loka and then to the
effort to get it in the second ‹loka.

(73 to 74) Sånkhya, Vai‹e¶ika and Ajåti
73. Now, we come to the rebuttal of dualist theories. All
these people consider only the intermediate causes and argue.
Among them, the SåΔkhyas are sat vådis. Their theory is this:
ëThe effect is existent. Even before its birth it was in its cause
in an unmanifest form. That effect is born.í As opposed to this,
the Vai‹e¶ikas are asat vådis. Their theory is ëThe effect which is
nonexistent before, is newly born in the cause.í Vai‹e¶ika
confronts SåΔkhya like this: ëIs it not meaningless to say that
the effect which is already present is born? For example, åtman
is already present and is not born.í In his turn, the SåΔkhya
confronts the Vai‹e¶ika like this: ëHow can the effect which does
not exist at all be born? For example, how can the horns of a
rabbit which do not exist be born?í In these arguments, the
objections and counter objections raised by each party are both
right (Kå.4.3-4). We agree with both. ëIn what aspect, both are
agreeable?í Both disclaim birth and this ajåti that nothing is
born is agreeable to us. ëHow?í It is because everything is åtman
with neither birth nor death. Nothing is born from this åtman.
The summary is this: Both discuss only the effect of the
intermediate causes, but we are different. We look at the
ultimate cause and tell birthlessness is not against either of
them (Sec 71). ëHow?í It is as follows: When SåΔkhya says ëwhat
is born is only what was existingí, we ask what was existing
previously. For example, the sculptor sculpts out the idol which was
already existing unmanifest in the stone. That is, what was previously
existing is born. But just as the idol is born, the stone is also born,
because that is also an effect only. Where was that previously? In
this way, as we go on enquiring backwards, we come to know that
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only åtman is existing and he is not born at all. Therefore, nothing is
born. That is, ajåti ñ meaning that nothing is born ñ is established.
Similarly, when the Vai‹e¶ika says ëwhat was not there is borní we
ask, ëwhat was not existing previously? For example, there was no
cloth previously. The weaver created it from threads. Further, ëwhere
the cloth was not existing?í It was not there in the thread. ëWhere
was not the thread existing?í It was not in the cotton fiber. In this
way, as we enquire backwards, once again we arrive at ajåti namely,
there was not existing anything in åtman which is to be born (Kå.4.5).
What is not destroyed by its own inherent nature, is deathless. What
is destroyed by its inherent nature is the destroyable. The destroyable
does not become the deathless and deathless does not become the
destroyable (Kå.4.6-8).
74. Being deathless or destroyable is the inherent nature of
things and this does not change. This is true even in worldly
matters. This inherent nature appears in four ways.
så√siddhik∂ svåbhåvik∂ sahajå akætå ca yå/ prakæti¨ seti vij¤eyå
svabhåva√ na jahåti yå// lkaflfºdh LokHkkfodh lgtk v—rk p ;kA iz—fr%
lsfr foKs;k LoHkkoa u tgkfr ;kAA - By the nature of a thing is
understood that which is complete in itself, that which is its
very condition, that which is inborn, that which is not artificial,
or that which does not change. /Kå.4.9/
Så√siddhik∂ are those special yogic powers, which yogis
obtain by practice. Svåbhåvik∂ is what exists by its inherent
nature like ëfire burnsí. Sahajå is the feature appearing even
from the moment of birth like children suckling, akætå ñ what
happens by itself without otherís effort, like water flowing
down a slope. These inherent natures are called their prakæti.
Prakæti does not leave even worldly objects. What to say about
transcendental matters? In their case, also, prakæti does not
change. Nevertheless, j∂va appears as though he has given up
his inherent nature. How? Because he is åtman, he has no birth
and death. But, because of his superimposition in the body, he
feels wrongly that he has birth and death. In other words, j∂va
is birthless though he does not know it (Kå.4.10).
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(75) Refutation of SåΔkhya Theory
75. Now, about the birthlessness of the world. The SåΔkhya
theory that the world is born is wrong. (Kå.4.3-4). This is shown
by logic. His theory is the following: ëpradhåna is the cause of
the world. From that, mahat etc. are born as effects. This
pradhåna is unborn, eternal.í This theory is not right. What is
unborn can never be born in any form because unborn means
not born. Therefore, to say that unborn is born is a
contradiction. Similarly, from the eternal pradhåna non-eternal
effects cannot be born. If he insists on saying that non-eternal
effect is born, then, we posit that the eternal pradhåna has two
parts, one which is eternal and the other non-eternal. But
anything with parts cannot be eternal. Therefore, to say that
non-eternal effects are born from eternal pradhåna is also
contradictory (Kå.4.11). Based on the nondifference of the effect
with the cause, he might say that the effects which are born
are not different from unborn pradhåna. That also ends in
contradiction in the following way: That which is born is not
different from unborn, that which is eternal is not different
from the non-eternal ñ are also mutually contradictory
statements (Kå.4.12). Moreover, there is no example for the
birth of an effect from a cause which is not born. And any
thesis without an example is not useful. ëSuppose, I say that
pradhåna is also born which further creates mahat etc.?í That is
also not possible because, then you must tell one cause for the
pradhåna and another cause for that cause and so on, ending
up in infinite regression. (Kå.4.13)
Question: ëVedånta also speaks of cause-effect
nondifference (Sec 42). What is the difference between that
and what the SåΔkhya says? ë
Answer: In Vedånta, the effect is not an object. The ultimate
cause Brahman appears like an effect in association with form.
The effect is just speech. (Preface 6*). It is only a shape, a name
(Ch.6.1.4). Using the language of the common people though
it is called effect, itís effectness is finally rejected and established
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that it is only the cause. The cause-effect nondifference is
superposed and after withdrawal of the superposition of
causality, only nondifference remains. The effect is not a
different object. Anything understood as different from the
cause is nonexistent, illusory. Vedånta also speaks of prakæti,
mahat etc. but they all are intermediate causes, not the ultimate
cause. They are all nonexistent, changing, inert and limited
and the ultimate cause is unchanging, unqualified knowledge
and limitless. In this way, any duality theory based on
intermediate causes can never be free from faults.

(76) ReasonñResult are in Transaction, Not in Åtman
76. Next: karma part of the Veda tells that the body is a result
of dharma and adharma done in the previous life. This is now
taken up for analysis. Here, there are two choices: One can say
that the body is the result of the performance of dharma and
adharma or dharma and adharma are the result of the body. That
is, it is possible to treat dharma and adharma as reason and body
as the result or the body as the reason and dharma and adharma
as the result. Basing on this choice of reason and result,
Kårikåkåra shows that j∂va is never born. For giving the proof,
he divides the question into three parts. (1) Is each one of reason
and result beginningless? (2) Is the sequence of result
beginningless? or (3) Like the seed and sprout relation, from
one reason one result and from that result another reason - is
the reason-result sequence beginningless?
In the first choice, both reason and result cannot be
beginningless because result means what is produced and
reason means its cause. Here, dharmådharma is the reason and
the body is its result. Result is an occurrence at some point of
time and so, it is not beginningless. Therefore, the body is not
beginningless. Similarly, if the body is the reason and
dharmådharma is the result, the dharmådharma has beginning.
Therefore, it cannot be beginningless (Kå.4.14).
Now about the second choice. ëIt is not so. We say: the
reason of dharmådharma yields the body as the result and with
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this body as the reason another dharmådharma is the result. This
sequence of reason-result is beginningless.í This is also not
possible. This statement is like telling the father begets the son
and the son begets the father which is meaningless. (Kå.4.15).
Therefore, it is necessary that the sequence between reason
and result be fixed. That is, which is the first and which is the
second must be told. Otherwise, if reason and result are born
together like the horns of a bull, there would be no reasonñ
result relation. Suppose you say that it is not possible to decide
which one is first and which one is second, it amounts to
accepting beginninglessness that is, neither dharmådharma nor
the body is born. (Kå.4.16-19).
Now the answer for third choice: ëAs in the case of seed
and sprout, we say from the reason of one body, one dharma is
the result and from that dharma as reason, another body is the
result and from that body as the reason, there is yet another
dharma as result etc. This reason-result sequence as in seedsprout is beginningless.í That is also not possible because, when
you say ëfrom one body, one dharmaí that dharma has beginning.
Similarly, when you say ëfrom that dharma another bodyí then
that body also has beginning. Therefore, in each link of reasonresult, each one has beginning and therefore, that its sequence
is beginningless is not tenable. Indeed, in the seed-sprout
example also, there is the same fault. Therefore, it does not
serve the purpose of an example. In this way, from every point
of view, only one thing is established that nothing has
beginning. (Kå.4.20-21).
Question: ëIn the karma part of Veda it is discussed that
reason-result relation between dharmådharma and the body is
in accordance with seed-sprout relation. Based on this analysis
atonement ritual is prescribed for a committed fault. How can
that be reconciled?í
Answer: It is not so. It must be remembered that this type
of doubt is occurring throughout the discussion. For example,
there is no creation or its cause in åtman (Sec 60). That is, there
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is no creation of world nor its cause. Their meditations are
also not there. But if their combined meditation is performed
without desire, it was found that it leads to knowledge of åtman.
ëIn comparison with åtman, creation is discarded as not realñ
ëbrahmavidyåmapek¶ya nindårtha eva bhavati sa√bhμutyapavåda¨ cz„fo|keis{; fuUnkFkZ ,o Hkofr laHkwR;iokn%* (Kå.3.25, Sec 60). In other
words, it means that Vedånta accepts the creation of the world
and also its meditation. It rejects all this only in åtman. In the
same way, though illusoriness is told for objects in åtman,
existence of objects is accepted in transaction (Kå.1.6, Sec 19).
Again similarly, Vedånta tells nondifference in Tur∂ya but also
accepts j∂va-j∂va bhedha and j∂va-paramåtma bheda in karmakånŒa
(Sec 57).

be understood as a whole. He advises in this way: ëidam eva√
para√ våkyam, adoínyaparam ñ bne~ ,oa ija okD;e~] vnksøU;ije~ - This
sentence is applicable here and that sentence is applicable
thereí (Sec 64). Otherwise it becomes a serious lapse and we
become unfit for the study of the subtle Vedånta.

Similarly, here also. Karma part of Veda prescribes
atonement ritual accepting reason-result relation between
dharmådharma and the body on the analogy of seed-sprout
example. This is done from the transactional view of the
ignorant. That this is not against Vedånta can also be shown by
logic: In the body of the wise who has experience of oneness
of åtman, the transaction of sustaining the body and åtmaj¤åna
in his intellect exist simultaneously in accordance with the
features of sthitapraj¤a described by Bhagavån: ëkatha√ hi ekasya
svahædyapratyaya√ brahmavedana√ dehadhåraƒa√ ca apareƒa
pratik¶etu√ ‹akyeta/ ‹ruti-smæti¶u ca sthitapraj¤alak¶aƒanirde‹ena
etadeva nirucyate - dFka fg ,dL; Lo‚|izR;;a cz„osnua nsgékkj.ka p vijs.k
izfr{ksrqa 'kD;srA Jqfr&Le`fr"kq p fLFkrizKy{k.kfunZs'ksu ,rnso fu#P;rs - How
can someone else deny the simultaneous existence of Brahmanís
knowledge and the maintenance of the body which is
experienced in oneís own heart? Is not the same thing described
in ‹ruti and smruti when they speak of the features of
sthitapraj¤a?í (S.bh.4.1.15). Again, it is universal experience that
in su¶uptåtman, though there is no reason-result relation, the
causal relation does exist in the activities of the body. Therefore,
duality is not opposed to nonduality (Kå.3.18, sec 68). So,
Bha¶yakåra says that it is necessary that Vedånta ‹åstra should

No object is produced by itself ñ a pot is not born by itself.
It is not born from another also ñ a cloth is not produced from
a pot, nor a pot from a cloth. From itself, in association with
something else also, nothing is born ñ the pot and cloth together
do not produce another pot or a cloth.

(77) Nothing is Born
77. svato vå parato våípi na ki¤cidvastu jåyate/
sadasatsadasadvåípi na ki¤cidvastu jåyate// Lorks ok ijrks okøfi u
fdf¸}Lrq tk;rsA lnlRlnl}køfi u fdf¸}Lrq tk;rsAA - Nothing is born
either out of itself or another (thing). Nothing ever gets born:
neither that which exists nor that which does not exist, neither
that which both exists and does not exist. /Kå.4.22/

Objection: ëThese are all too obvious which need not be
discussed separately. But is not the pot coming from the clay?í
Rebuttal: What you say is true. But, from transaction point
of view though clay is different from pot, potís inherent nature
is clay only. Indeed, the shape of the pot is also clay.
ëkåryåkåroípi kåraƒasya åtmabhμuta eva, anåtmabhμutasya
anårabhyatvåt - dk;kZdkjksøfi dkj.kL; vkReHkwr ,o] vukReHkwrL; vukjH;Rokr~
ñ Even the shape of the effect, is only the cause, otherwise, it
could not have come to existenceí (S.bh.2.1.18). Clay is clay
whether in the form of a pot or a cup. Even if there is no shape,
it continues to be clay. Therefore, from the point of view of the
inherent nature, the value of the shape is zero. Therefore, by
pinpointing what can you say ëThis pot is born from clay?í Pot
is a mere word, only a shape, only a name to distinguish it
from others in a transaction (Sec 75). Therefore, we can never
say something is born. If it is existent, it exists always and so it
is not born. If it is nonexistent, it is also not born. ëIf it is both
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existent and nonexistent?í Something is existent and also
nonexistent is meaningless prattle.
Therefore, nothing is born in anyway. But it was told
ëprabhava¨ sarvabhåvånå√ satåm - izHko% loZHkkokuka lrke~ - All the
objects which are existent were createdí (Kå.1.6)? That is true.
It was said from the transactional view. But, in transcendental
åtman, there is no creation. These two statements are not
contradictory.

(78) Vij¤ånavådiís Refutation of Sarvåsthitvavådi
78. In the previous twenty ‹lokas, the mutually contradictory
theories of Sånkhyas and Vai‹e¶ikas were discussed. The theories
of both Satvådi and Asatvådi were accepted and birthlessness
was established which cannot be contradicted by either.
Afterwards, the reason-result law told in karma part of Veda in
relation to the transactional world is also rejected and
birthlessness in åtman was established. From here on, Bouddhås
are considered. There are several groups among them. One
group Sarvåstitvavådis accept outside objects and their qualified
knowledges in the mind born out of contact with the objects.
The Vj¤ånavådis assert that outside objects do not exist at all
and getting qualified knowledges is the nature of chitta ñ the
mind. Sμunyavådis say nothing exists.
praj¤apte¨
sanimittatvamanyathå
dvayanå‹ata¨/
saΔkle‹asyopalabdhe‹ca paratantråstitå matå// izKIrs% lfufeŸkRoeU;Fkk
};uk'kr%A lÔ~ys'kL;ksiyCéksˇ ijrU=kkfLrrk erkAA -Knowing depends
on the object. Otherwise duality is destroyed. The experience
of pain also shows that ëothersí is acceptable./Kå.4.24/
This Kårikå presents the following theory of
Sarvåsthitvavådi: In this ‹loka, praj¤apti means the qualified
knowledge born in the mind and nimitta means the outside
object which is the reason for its birth. Though the two are
distinctly different, they are together. Here, dvaya refers to this
duality. This knowledge is born because there is the object.
Since the five features of an object are recognized by the five
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senses, the object must be existing. Those who accept this are
ëparatantrasí. There is another reason to say that there must be
an object: When the hand is burnt by fire, there is not only the
knowledge of the fire, but also the pain of the burn. Therefore,
the object must be existing.
This theory of Sarvåsthitvavådi is refuted by Vij¤ånavådi in
this way: ëWhat you say is what comes to be known through
the senses. But the fact is otherwise. Even though the pot is
seen by the eyes, it is only clay; only the senses recognize it as
pot. Similarly, the clay is also an appearance of another stuff.
If one proceeds with this enquiry till he reaches the sky, then
there is no qualified knowledge at all. Therefore, it is proved
that there is no outside object. Not only that; even illusion is
qualified knowledge and everyone knows there is no
corresponding object in illusion; though one sees the snake,
really there is no snake. There are no objects in dreams. There
is only the mind. Still one gets knowledge. Therefore, it is not
correct to say that knowledge is produced by the object.
Similarly, even in wakefulness there is only mind. Still, one
gets qualified knowledges. It does not touch any object nor
the impression of an object like the snake. There is really neither
object nor the appearance of an object. Everything is only the
mind. ëIf so, what is the difference between illusory and real?í
Had there been something real, it could have been
distinguished from the illusory. Since, it is decided that there
is only the mind, there is neither real object nor illusory object
(Kå.4.25-27).

(79) Rebuttal of Vij¤ånavåda
79. In this way, refuting the Sarvåsthitvavådi who accepts
outside objects, Vj¤ånavådi demonstrates that there is only the
mind and no outside objects at all. But, Vj¤ånavådi proceeds
further, thinks about the mind and comes out with the
statement ëMind is born, it is momentary, dies the next moment
after its birth. Therefore, it has no inherent nature of its owní.
That is, based on the activity of thinking of the mind, he
concludes that it has no inherent nature. This is not possible.
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Question: ëHow impossible?í ëyugapat j¤ånånutpattirmanaso
li√gam? ;qxir~ KkukuqRifŸkeZulks fyaxe~A ñ The indication for the
existence of the mind is that two knowledges cannot be
produced simultaneously.í (Nya.su.1.1.16). That is, by the
mental process of inference the mind is being determined.
Similarly, by thinking, why not the nature of the mind also be
determined?í
Answer: No. By the thought process of inference, what is
being determined in the Nyåya Sutra is only the existence of
the mind and not its nature. That which thinks is the thinker.
In the present context, the thinker is the mind. Therefore, the
mind must determine its own nature by thinking. Thinkerís
mind cannot decide its own nature by thinking. Nothing can
act on itself. For example, no one can climb on his own
shoulder. Thinking consists in qualified knowledges of the
mind. They are the effects and the mind is their cause and
these knowledges do not leave their impressions on their cause
itself. For example, the pot cannot leave its mark on the clay.
Therefore, trying to decide the nature of the mind by the
qualified knowledges of thinking is like the boldness of
deciding the nature of the space by the tracks of birds who fly
in it. This boldness is great indeed. ›μunyavadi who denies the
existence of everything including himself who denies
everything is bolder than this Vij¤ånavådi. Vedånta asserts that
the mind is not born nor even the outside objects, because both
are Brahman. Not being born is the inherent nature of Brahman.
But, whether it is the mind or the outside objects, they appear
as though they are born. But they are really not born. (Kå.4.2819).
Further, about the j∂va: the bondage and release which he
imagines by himself for himself are not objects like the mind;
they are only wrong knowledges appearing in the mind. They
are illusory; they do not have existence. ëHow?í It is like this.
If the beginningless bondage really exists, it cannot have an
end; no object which has no beginning can come to an end.
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Similarly, the release which has beginning cannot last forever
either. It has already been shown that neither the destruction
of bondage nor the birth of release is meaningful (Sec 76).
Question; ëIs not the beginningless bondage coming to an
end by åtmavidyå?í
Answer: Yes. That is why it was said that bondage is not
an object and it is only an illusion due to ignorance. When
ignorance is lost by acquirement of knowledge, the wrong idea
of bondage leaves him. That is why it has already been told
that there is no one in bondage nor one who tries for release
nor one who is already released. (Kå.2.32, sec 45). The summary
of these Kårikås is the following: though the objects in wakeful
state appear to be born, they are not really born because they
are illusory. This has been discussed and decided in Vaitathya
Prakaraƒa. Continuing the same process, the same thing is
confirmed in the coming eight ‹lokas on the similarity between
the objects in dream and wakefulness.

(80) Samåchåra and Åtmavij¤åna
80. upalambhåtsamåcårådastivastutvavådinåm/ jåtistu de‹itå
buddhai¨ ajåtestrasatå√ sadå// miyEHkkRlekpkjknfLroLrqRookfnuke~A
tkfrLrq nsf'krk cqºS% vtkrs–lrka lnkAA - But the well-informed teach
the birth (of objects) only for the sake of those pious people
who believe in objects out of fear of non-birth. /Kå.4.42/
Upalambhåt means ësince it is being knowní and samåcåråt
means ësince following the good actions prescribed in ‹åstra
based on varnå‹rama dharmaí. Based on these two, we
nondualists also accept the birth of objects for the sake of
teaching. People who have faith in karma argue as follows: ëfire
is visible. ‹åstra prescribes yajna. Therefore, yaj¤a must give
birth to its result.í These people fear Vedånta which denies birth.
People who are attached to karma like this should not be shaken
from their conviction. ëna buddhibheda√ janayet ñ u cqfºHksna tu;sr~their determined intellect should not be shakení (G.3.26). Since
these people are in samåchåra (defined above), they will
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gradually come to know to do karma without desire and
therefore, they will get dispassion. They will go forward and
in due course they will obtain åtmaj¤åna. Then they will realize
that nothing is subject to birth and death including themselves
and also nothing is different from them. This experience of
the world being not different from oneself is called
sarvåtmabhåva. ësa ca båhyaloko nåsti asmåkam åtmavyatirikta¨/
sarva√ hi asmåkam åtmabhμutameva, sarvasya ca vayam åtmabhμutå¨
- l p ck·yksdks ukfLr vLekde~ vkReO;frfj√%A lo± fg vLekde~ vkReHkwreso]
loZL; p o;e~ vkReHkwrk% ñ That external world is not against our
åtman because, for us everything is åtman and we are the åtman
for everything.í (Br.bh.4.4.22). Deciding like this, those who
develop sarvåtmabhåva left karma and went away. Therefore,
‹åstra itself teaches about karma and the birth of its result and
asks us to perform karma dispassionately as a procedure to
realize the ultimate oneness. Those who believe that karma
gives rise to result will commit the fault of missing åtmaj¤åna.
ëHow?í They will get another birth. But that fault is indeed
small. ëHow?í They do not get ruined; till they obtain åtmaj¤åna,
their journey continues. (Kå.4.43).

(81 to 82) Example of Burning Stick
81. Suppose one asks: ëThe knowledge of an object obtained
and its use are sense perceptible. Does it not show that duality
does exist?í The answer is already told. (Kå.2.7, Sec 38).
Therefore, there is really no duality, there is only nonduality.
But nonduality itself appears as an object which is born and
which is moving. This is in everyoneís experience. For example,
through the body, we refer to Devadatta as born, as moving, as
fair-coloured etc. But when we consider himself in his solitary
state in deep sleep he is neither born nor moving nor faircoloured. During that time, Devadatta with the body of the
wakeful state or the dream does not exist at all. He is unborn,
unmoving and avastu- not an object. Therefore, he is at peace
without duality. This is a universal experience (Kå.4.44-45).
He is himself pratyagåtma Brahman. The same Brahman is in
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everybody. There is birth neither of the body nor of the mind
in him. He himself is Parabrahman. One who realizes this, that
is åtmatattva without any second to it, will not fall into the
darkness of ignorance of the self once again. (Kå.4.46)
82. æjuvakrådikåbhåsamalåtaspandita√ yathå/ grahaƒagråhakåbhåsa√ vij¤ånaspandita√ tathå// ΩtqoÿkfndkHkkleykrLifUnra
;FkkA xzg.kxzkgdkHkkla foKkuLifUnra rFkkAA - The knower and the known
are only appearances of knowledge. Similar to the straight or
curved appearance (of light) in a moving flame. /Kå.4.47/
In this way, it is the unitary Parabrahman which appears in
the dual form of the known and the knower like this: ëI know
this object; I am the knower.í This happens due to ignorance.
That is, this knower-known vibration that appears in Brahman
due to ignorance is called here vij¤ånaspanditå. An example
for that is ëThe burning stickí. The flame in it appears like
straight, circular etc. only due to its straight movement or
circular movement. By itself, it is neither straight nor circular.
In the same way one who does not know his unitariness,
superimposes in himself the features of the adjunct due to
ignorance and says ëthe object in front of me is known and I
am the knowerí. The moment this ignorance is lost, he realizes
that he himself is the unborn and the unknowable unqualified
knowledge (Kå.4.48). When the burning stick is in motion, the
shape of straight or circular light that is seen is not a different
object; it has not come from somewhere else and tagged on to
the stick. When the stick stops movement, that shape of light
does not go away to some other place (Kå.4.49). This is because,
the shape does not have substance. In the same way, there is
no knower and known duality that appears in connection with
the body. This duality is imagined due to ignorance. Therefore,
introvert knowership and extrovert knowership etc. are
negated in Tur∂ya (Sec 21). Just as there is no cause-effect
relation between the stick and the shapes of light, there is no
cause-effect relation between Tur∂ya and the different
appearances of knowership (Kå.4.50-52).
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(83) No Causal Relation in Åtman
83. dravya√ dravyasya hetu¨ syådanyadanyasya caiva hi/
dravyatvamanyabhåvo vå dharmåƒå√ nopapadyate// ÊO;a ÊO;L; gsrq%
L;knU;nU;L; pSo fgA ÊO;RoeU;Hkkoks ok ékekZ.kka uksii|rsAA - One stuff can
be the cause of another stuff, because one can be the cause of
only another. But the jivas are neither stuff nor anything is
different from them. /Kå.4.53/
In this ‹loka, dharma means the j∂va. Now, the Kårikåkåra
establishes by logic that he is neither the effect of a cause nor
the cause of any effect. Where is the cause-effect relation seen?
(1) One stuff can be the cause of another stuff but not for itself.
For example, the thread is the cause for the cloth, not for itself.
(2) That which is not stuff, cannot be independently the cause
of something else. For example, the shape of the thread by
itself is not stuff. Therefore, by itself, it is not independently
the cause of cloth. On the other hand, when the shape is
clubbed with the stuff of cotton, then it becomes the cause of a
cloth. As in these examples, it must now be decided whether
the j∂va is the cause of something or the effect of something
else. (1) If the j∂va is considered as the body following his
superimposition, he can be the cause of another body. That is,
he can give birth to another body. But, he is not born by himself.
(2) if j∂va is considered as pratyagåtman, he is not a stuff.
Therefore, he cannot independently be the cause of anything.
Question: ëEven though it is not stuff, the shape of the
thread can become the cause of the cloth through cotton.
Similarly, can pratyagåman become the cause through
something else?í
What could be that something else?
ëIt is Brahman which is his supportí
With Brahman as support, for what could pratyagåman be
the cause?
ëHe could be the cause of the world or his own body.í
Whether the world or the body of the j∂va, nothing is
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different from Brahman. Now, nothing can be the cause of itself.
Therefore, Brahman is neither the cause nor the effect of
anything. This is already discussed. (Sec 65). Therefore, even
though pratyagåtman himself is Brahman, he cannot be the cause
for anything. Since pratyagåtman is not different from Brahman,
he is not the effect of Brahman. In this way, j∂va is neither the
cause nor the effect. ›ruti tells precisely this. ënåya√ kuta‹cit na
babhμuva ka‹cit - uk;a dËrfˇr~ u cHkwo dfˇr~& He is not born from
anything and nothing is born from him.í (K.1.2.18).

(84) Everything Temporary till ReasonResult Faith Lasts
84. Just as nothing is born from pratyagåtman nor is
pratyagåtman born from anything else, nothing is born from
the mind and the mind is not born from anything else. In the
same way, no object in the world is neither a cause nor an
effect since everything is Brahman. Therefore, brahmaj¤åni
decides that no reason gives rise to a result nor the result gives
rise to a reason. This is already shown (Kå.4.54). Without
understanding this, the j∂va with ignorance feels that ëI am the
reason for dharmådharma. They are mine. Because of that, I take
another bodyí. This is his reason-result faith. As long as it lasts
in him, dharmådharma and the body continue in accordance
with seed-sprout relation (Kå.4.55-56). This is because both the
reason and result are the features of the body. This faith is
indeed due to ignorance of his being Brahman. Further, the
feeling is that the body is himself. This wrong understanding
is superimposition. Till ignorance lasts, there is nothing
permanent, everything is transient. When he realizes that he
is Brahman, then everything is unborn. In that view, nothing is
born, nothing is lost. (Kå.4.57). The objects seen or his own
body during ignorance are not his imaginations, because when
he gets åtmanís knowledge, neither the objects nor his body
vanish though ignorance is lost. If so, from where did the
objects and the body come from? Both are the måyå-magic of
Åtmadeva (Kå.4.58). This has already been told (Kå.2.16, sec
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41). In that case, is Måyå another object? No. When it is said
ífrom Måyå they are borní we mean, they appear to be born not really born. There is Brahman alone; there is nothing like
Måyå different from it. Further, vidyå ñ knowledge, means the
knowledge that one is himself Brahman. With the acquirement
of vidyå, one realizes that he is everywhere. Afterwards there
is nothing to distinguish and say ëthis is permanent, this is
transientí. In this way, the difference is completely lost. In this
åtmatattva there is no room for speech (Kå.4.59-60).

(85) Lacuna in Duality Knowledge
85. From the similarity of the dream world the illusoriness
of the wakeful world was demonstrated in Vaitathya Prakaraƒa
(Kå.2.4, sec 32-38). In this demonstration, it must be
remembered that the illusoriness of the wakeful world was
established only based on similarity with the dream world in
order to correct the sense of duality of the ignorant. Even here,
similarly, the probe starts with the example of dream where
duality is only in the mind and is extended to the wakeful
world and told that duality there is also in the mind. One who
sees the dream is svapnadæk ñ the dreamer and his mind is
svapnadækchitta ñ the dreamerís mind. It is common
knowledge that the animals and the objects seen in dream are
not different from the dreamerís mind. Nevertheless, the
ignorant experiences duality and is a victim of love and fear.
Just as the mind alone assumes the two forms of the known
and the knower in dreams, in the wakeful state also, Brahman
alone assumes the two forms of the knower and the known.
He does not know that Brahman is himself. Therefore, the
ignorant who feels he is different from Brahman thinks that
animals and objects seen in the wakeful state are different from
him and experiences love and fear. Therefore, the duality
experienced by the ignorant in the wakeful world is not
different from his mind just as in his dream experience.
(Kå.4.61-66, Sec 37). In this way, the animals seen by him and
himself are mutual observers. That is, each is defined by the
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other. That is to say, the determination of one is based on the
other as pramåƒa. This not correct. This lacuna exists not only
in dreams but also in the wakeful state: It is not possible to
decide whether the object is as am I seeing it or I am seeing the
object as it is. This is an unavoidable lacuna in observerobservable duality. No theory based on intermediate causes
can be free from this lacuna. Because of this mutual dependence
neither is determined. Therefore, the object and its knowledge
are lak¶aƒå‹μunyam. That is, there is no pramåƒa to take a
decision. In dual knowledge one does not know what is the
pramåƒa and what is the prameya (Kå.4.61-67).
This lacuna is absent only in nonduality: in the knowledge
of the nondual, pratyagåtman Brahman is the knower and
Brahman is the known. Both are Brahman. When pratyagåtman
wants to understand Brahman he starts with the intellect due
to the habit of superimposition. Nevertheless, since it is not
different from Brahman, the intellect merges in Brahman at the
moment of knowing it. The knower-known difference is lost.
That is, pratyagåtman understands Brahman as it is and
Brahman is as pratyagåtman Brahman understands it.
Therefore, the understanding that pratyagåtman is Brahman
himself is not the result of the action of knowing. There is no
duality in that. Therefore, it is not lak¶aƒå‹μunyam.
ëAre the knowledges taught in karma part of Veda
lak¶aƒå‹μunyam or not?í
No. Because there is no mutual dependence in these
knowledges. The reason is as follows: Though the candidate
for karma is the ignorant, the Veda which is omniscient is not
ignorant that everything is Brahman. The karma they teach and
the worlds obtained by their performance are real, not illusory.
ëtadetat satyam avitatham - rnsrr~ lR;e~ vforFke~í (Mu.bh.1.2.1). This
is because, though there is no multiplicity in Brahman, there is
Brahman in multiplicity. Therefore, the worlds with Brahman
cannot be illusory. Further, the things taught in karma section
are not decided mutually or by the j∂va. They are determined
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by omniscient ∫svara. ëna hi ∂dæ‹asya ‹åstrasya ægvedådilak¶aƒasya
sarvaj¤a guƒånvitasya sarvaj¤åt anyata¨ sa√bhavosti - u fg bZn`'kL;
'kk–L; ΩXosnkfny{k.kL; loZK xq.kkfUorL; loZKkr~ vU;r% laHkoksfLr ñ The
‹åstra could not have come out from anyone else except the
omniscient ∫svara because Rgveda etc. are themselves
omniscient (S.bh.1.1.3) In this way, there is no mutual
dependence in karmakånŒa and therefore, the knowledges
taught there are not lak¶aƒå‹μunyam.

(86) Duality is Only Shaking of Mind
86. Just as in the dream, the birth and the death of j∂va in
the wakeful state also are only imaginations of the mind
(Kå.4.68-70). This is explained in the further Kårikås.
cittaspanditameveda√ gråhyagråhakavaddvayam/ citta√ nirvi¶aya√
nityamasaΔga√ tena k∂rtitam// fpŸkLifUnresosna xzk·xzkgdoÌ~o;e~A fpŸka
fufoZ"k;a fuR;elıa rsu dhfrZre~AA - Duality born through the objects
and the senses is only vibration of the mind. But in itself mind
is object-free. So, it is said that that the mind is eternal and
unattached. /Kå.4.72/
The knower-known duality is only a shaking of the mind
(Kå.4.35, Sec 67). The mind is the link between the
transactionally real world and the knower and also
transcendentally real Brahman and the knower, because both
the realities are to be understood only by the mind. In
transaction, the mind establishes the connection between the
world and the knower j∂va. Vibrating between the knower and
the known, it produces the knowledge of the object in the
knower (Sec 13). Further, the mind is the first creation and
therefore in paramårtha, that creates the link between Brahman
and j∂va also. Therefore, when the j∂va is the knower who
understands a thing different from him, it vibrates between
the object and the knower. When j∂va wants to understand
Brahman who is himself, it does not go towards an object but
turns towards Brahman and merges there. Therefore, the mind
is the reason for both bondage and release. Really, it is only
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the mind which goes from bondage to release and not the
pratyagåtman; pratyagåtman is already Brahman and free.
Therefore, because of superimposition in the mind,
pratyagåtman feels that he is in bondage. Whether it is the
ignorance of not knowing that he is Brahman or it is the wrong
knowledge of knowing himself as the body, it is only in the
mind ñ i.e. in the extrovert knower. Not only that. The right
knowledge that one is Brahman himself is also produced only
in the mind of the extrovert knower. ëadvaita j¤åna√
manovættimåtram - v}Sr Kkua eukso`fŸkek=ke~óadvaita knowledge is
only a knowledge in the mindí (Ch.bh.avataraƒika). When it
turns to the object, it is limited and vibrating and when it turns
to Brahman, it stops vibration because there are no objects in
Brahman; it merges in its cause Brahman and becomes unmoving
and limitless. Therefore, the Kårikåkåra throughout calls
transaction as the vibration of the mind and the mind in its
inherent nature as Brahman (Kå.4.72). Both bondage and release
are attached only to the mind. If the mind is having features as
prescribed by ‹åstra, j∂va gets birth as devatå, if it is mixed with
bad features, he gets human birth and if it is full of bad features
only, he gets the birth as animal. This is the appearance of the
birth of the mind. When both dharma and adharma quit the
j∂va, there will be no reason for birth and so the mind merges
in Brahman becoming unborn, equal and one without a second
(Kå.4.77). When the mind stands firmly in its inherent nature
Brahman, the j∂va becomes free from grief, lust and fear. This
tattva understood only by the wise is unborn, without
ignorance and without wrong knowledge. It is lustrous by its
nature (Kå.4.81).

(87) Advaita Knowledge Difficult for Logicians
87. People do not understand this tattva because it is
entrenched in duality. This is the only reason for not knowing
it. More particularly, even scholars who are infatuated with
their own logic can never understand it. They are drowned in
four types of logic: the Tårkika says ëåtman isí, Bouddha says ëis
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notí, Jaina says ëis and is notí, ›μunyavådi says ëis certainly notí.
Arguing among themselves about these four choices, all of
them conceal their own self. But the j¤åni obtains the
knowledge that he is the åtman who is everything and stays in
peace ñ never indulges in action. Action is done only to get
something else. When that something is also himself, there is
no reason for doing action. ënaiva tasya kætenårtha¨ ñ uSo rL;
—rsukFkZ% ñ For him, there is no use doing karmaí(G.3.18, Kå.4.8286).

(88) Loukika, ›uddha Loukika, Lokottara
88. All the arguments are over. Now, the summary of
determining the åtman through the discussion of the three
states told by the Upani¶ad is being presented. The three states
waking, dreaming and sleeping are respectively called Loukika,
›uddha Loukika, and Lokottara. Loukika has the feature of knownknowing in the presence of objects. ›uddha Loukika has the
known-knowing feature in the appearance of an object.
Lokottara has neither object nor the appearance of an object
nor knowing (Kå.4.87-88). All these three are transactional
realities and Tur∂ya is transcendental reality. This Tur∂ya is
himself. The three states of waking etc. are heya ñ to be rejected.
Knowledge of the ‹åstra is pånditya, not showing oneself off is
båla bhava ñ being childlike and silence is mouna. These three
practices are åpya ñ to be acquired. Knowledge of the faults
like love, hate etc. are påkya ñ to be baked. J¤eya ñ to be known
which is the transcendental reality is free from the four logics
mentioned in the previous section (Sec 87). All these four are
implements for knowing the highest truth. But the difference
between the first three and the last is the following: The first
three are all mental states ñ whether the three states of waking,
dreaming and deep sleep or knowledge of the ‹åstra, being
childlike, silence or love, hate - are all transactional realities
absent in the transcendental reality of åtman. But, the last one
j¤eya ñ to be known, which is transcendental reality, is Brahman.
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(89) Gulf Between Nonduality and
Bouddha Siddhånta
89. As told above (Sec 86) pratyagåtman is already Brahman.
Therefore, that he should be understood is a teaching
addressed to the extrovert knower who is having
superimposition in his mind. All pratyagåtmans are ever
peaceful, birthless, ever free, equal, pure and not different. This
is well known. Therefore, release is not something that is to be
acquired newly. Those who understand this are mahaj¤ånis.
Though Goutama Buddha rejects outside objects different
from åtman as done in Vedånta, he does not talk about åtman.
During ignorance, advaita describes the known in the
knower-known pair as an outside object. But after getting
åtmaj¤åna the same object is described as not different from
åtman and in this way, establishes that everything is åtman.
This has never been said by him who rejects the existence of
an åtman (K.4.89). In the last ‹loka, Kårikåkåra does namaskara
for this highly dignified oneness and completes the treatise.

(90) Mangala‹lokas
90. Afterwards, there are three ‹lokas by Bha¶yakåra paying
respects to Brahman, his paramaguru Kårikåkåra and his own
Guru.
ajamapi janiyoga√ pråpadai‹varyayogådagati ca gatimattå√
pråpadekam
hyanekam/
vividhavi¶ayadharmagråhi
mugdhek¶aƒånåm praƒatabhayavihantæ brahma yattnmatoísmi//

vtefi tfu;ksxa izkinS˝;Z;ksxknxfr p xfreŸkka izkinsde~ ·usde~A
fofoékfo"k;ékeZxzkfg eqXéks{k.kkuke~ iz.krHk;fogUr` cz„ ;ŸUerksøfLeAA 1AA My
namaskaras to that Brahman which by its unimaginable prowess
appears to be born though it is birthless, appears as moving
though it is unmoving and appears as many to those who are
in attachment to duality though it is one. and which removes
the fear of those who pray to it.//1//
praj¤åvai‹åkhavedhak¶ubhitajalanidhervedanåmnoíntarastha√
bhμutånyålokya
magnånyaviratajananagråhaghore
samudre/
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kåruƒyåduddadhåråmætamidamarairdurlabha√ bhμutahetoryasta√
pμujyåbhipμujya√ paramagurumamu√ pådapåtairnatoísmi// 2//

izKkoS'kk[kosék{kqfHkrtyfuéksoZsnukEuksøUrjLFkaHkwrkU;kyksD; eXukU;fojrtuuxzkg?kksjs
leqÊsA dk#.;knqÌékkjke`rfenejSnZqyZHka Hkwrgsrks;ZLra iwT;kfHkiwT;a ijexq#eeqa
iknikrSuZrksøfLe -We are animals drowned in the fearful ocean full
of crocodiles in the form of continuous births. The nectar of
advaita which even devatås find it difficult to get is hidden in
the ocean of Vedas. My most worshipful parama guru who
churned this ocean by his deep knowledge and got this nectar
to us. I bow down to him again and again.//2//
yatpraj¤ålokabhåså
pratihatimagamatsvåntamohåndhakåro/
majjonmajjacca ghore hyasakædupajanodanvati tråsane me/
yatpådåvå‹ritånå√
‹ruti‹amavinayapråptiragryå
hyamoghå
tatpådau påvan∂yau bhavabhayavinudau sarvabhåvairnamasye//

;RizKkyksdHkklk izfrgfrexeRLokUreksgkUékdkjkseTtksUeTtPp?kksjs·l—nqit&
uksnUofr =kklus esA ;RiknkokfJrkuka Jqfr'kefou;izkfIrjX;kZ ·eks?kk rRiknkS ikouh;kS
HkoHk;fouqnkS loZHkkoSuZeL;sAA 3AA - I was the one who spent many
lives floating and sinking in the fearful ocean of sa√såra. He,
by whose light of knowledge the darkness of attachment in
my heart was destroyed is my guru. One who takes shelter at
his holy feet will acquire valuable ‹ama and vinaya prescribed
by the ‹ruti and become free from the fear of sa√såra. My
prostrations to his sacred feet.
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